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Sensing Film: 

A Cognitive Approach to Film Narration and Comprehension 

A Ph.D. Dissertation 

Abstract 

This dissertation is written withlli the sub-field of cognitive film 

theory. It demonstrates some of the benefits of cognitive saence research 

for the unders tanding of cinematic narration and comprehension. In 

particular it tries to address a problem in i3.m narratology, namely, that it 

relies heavily on literary models, and does not adequately descnbe the 

particulars of the film medium. This thesis makes a twofold daim: f h t ,  

film interpretation should be considered not only as a procedure of high 

order cognitive mechanisms (such as problem solving, memory rehieval, 

etc.). Instead, interpretation should be considered to be based on the 

interaction between low order sewe and medium specific perception 

(attention to visual and aurd information from the environment), and the 

aforementioned high order cognitive mechanisms. Second, visual 

perception and cognition operate differently from language perception 

and cognition, and these differences affect the construction of the 

narrative by the spectator. These two claims are demonstrated by a dose 

look at the issues of point of view (as an example of a device iri narration), 

and gap filhg (as a fonn of inference and hypotheses making by a 

perceiver, and therefore an essential tool of comprehemion). The daims 

of this dissertation are supported by a shot by shot analysis of several 

scenes from conventional narrative filnts. 
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Introduction 

Films overwhelm our senses with images, words, sound effects, 

and music- It is dmost a miracle that when we leave the îheatre we can 

provide a coherent su~lunary of the story. Çomehow we manage to 

process the wealth of sensory information into a linear, causal plot - a 

narrative. Moreover, when viewing a conventional narrative film, many 

of us will summarize the plot in relatively similar terms. But certallily, we 

do not all "read" every film in the same way, or at Ieast we may disagree 

about a film's interpretation, overall meaning, and politics. 

Recent postmodem theories, as well as reader-response criticism, 

give an explmation of why we understand artistic texts differently. 

According to these theories (in grossly generalized terms), the meaning of 

a text is open; meaning is a produa of h m  we read the text, and is 

influenced by our identity politia and education. But if we accept such 

theorîes of meaning, we have fewer resources to explah why we actually 

interpret conventional Qnerna generdy in the same ways. At the same 

time, tex t-oriented theories like formalism, shcturalism and semio tics 

give an account of the production of meanhg out of a given segment of a 

text, but this account is based on textual features and therefore does not 

allow for differences in interpretation. It is the purpose of this thesis to try 

and articulate why, despite individual identity differences, we 

comprehend the narratives of mainstream fictional àriema in much 

similar ways, that is we agree on plot events, their order, etc. But at the 

same tirne, we sometimes interpret the same film in different ways, that is 

we asaibe certain moral status to the di£ferent to characters, categorize the 

film as belonging to a philosophical or political position, etc. Using 



researdi from cognitive psychoIogy 1 shall give an account of film 

perception, and then build on thiç perception to explain the operation of 

higher cognitive processes in decoding h s :  those of comprehension, 

interpretation, and the production of meaning out of textual signs.1 

Film co~lununicates through the use of images, verbal language, 

music and sound effects, and each of these stylistic channels of 

information is cognitively processed in a different way. In this 

dissertation, though, I will focus only on two of those diannels: language 

and image. I hope that in the future this mode1 o u l d  be expanded to 

music and sound effects as well- 

Based on the typology (of perception), 1 propose a revision of 

exiçting models of £ilm comprehension. This approach wilI account for 

the ways in whidi the perception of textual material influences both 

narration tactics and the spectators' production of hypotheses about the 

development of the plot. A cognitive understanding of film narration and 

comprehension will also shed light on the general interpetive practices 

employed during the viewing of a film. In this thesis 1 propose a 

theoretical framework that sheds light on bottom-up perception and top- 

down cognition, and provides a framework for experimentation on the 

roles of language and image perception in film narration and 

comprehension. 

A bnef persona1 history of my interest in this project 

While working on the shooting script (a breakdown of the script 

into a detaiIed shot list) of my student film High Wire, 1 came to draft a 

l The tenns: comprehension, interpretation, and meaning produdion wiii be defined 
and explained in detail throughout the dissertation 



pivotal scene. Iri the film, a manied couple pretend to be haWig an affair 

with each other in an attempt, among other things, to liven up their 

marital life. According to the script, the f k t  third of the film keeps the 

audience thinking of the two as lovers. Then cornes the revelation that 

they are adually married, and fiom that point on, there is a psychological 

detenoration of the woman'ç mental state, to the point that the game has 

to be stopped. Now, 1 was coming to plan the shot List of the discovery 

that the lovers are actually married. 

In the script, (which I had written a few months earlier), the 

couple's six year old daughter "catches" the two on the couch (naked 

under an afghan), after a lovemaking scene. We hear the girl saying 

"Mommy, I can't sleep," and then we see her at the doorway. I intended 

for the audience to think the couple was caught by the girl, and then to be 

surprised as the man gets up to escort the girl badc to her room. The scene 

then cuts to the hallway, where the girl starts a line with the word 'Daddy 

. . ." At this point, 1 was hoping, my audience would realize that the 

"lover" is actually the father and husband, and that the couple are pIaying 

a game. 

Working on the shooting script 1 had to decide how to let the 

audience know that the couple were actually married. That is, 1 had to 

deade where to shoot from, in how many shots, and of what frame size 

(long shot, close-up, etc.). Loyal to my personal filrnic aesthetics 1 was 

interested in shoothg the scene in as few shots as possible. Much like 

André Bazin, I believe in long takes, where the action is developed 

through the use of depth of space, rather than through editing. 2 In 

2 Çee André Bazin What 1s Cinema. 1 &TI, Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of 
California Press, 1971. 



addition to this aesthetic choice, 1 believed in subtiety and non- 

redundancy of information: if something was conveyed viçually, there 

was no need to repeat it verbally. 1 therefore planned to shoot a shot of 

the couple on the couch from the girl's point of view, then cut to show the 

girl (from the parents point of view), and then back to the parents, where 

dad stands up and leaves the frame. We then cut to a point of view shot 

fIom the wife's perspective, and we hear the girl's h e  while seeing both 

father and daughter fiom their back, leaving the hame. 

This plan did not take Vit0 account the fa& that due to the 

complexity of the story and the shortness of the film (only 12 minutes in 

total), the scene had to explicitly mark and emphasize the epistemological 

shift ("not lovers but a married couple") to the audience. And it is hard to 

achieve explicitness in a long shot, which is fuU of details, and is scarce in 

emotions. Close-upç, on the other hand, would convey much more clearly 

the emotions and reactions of all involved, thus direding the audience 

toward a concrete interpretation of the scene. Luckily, my 

hematographer (who seaetly disagreed with my long shot aesthetics) 

shot a few close-ups when 1 was not noticing. In editing, therêfore, 1 had a 

dose-up of the woman's reacüon from the couch, but not a close-up of the 

daughter or the husband. Consequently, the scene is notas dear as it 

needs to be. While the strongest hypothesis proposed by viewers is the 

intended one, most audiences tend to feel insecure about the meaning of 

the SCene, some interpreting the whole COU& &air as the wife's fantasy, 

and some, because of the lack of the close-up of the man, even Say 'lier 

lover look so much like her husband." Ironically, the portrayal of the 

psychological state of the heroine benefits from this confusion, as the 

audience is as lost in this relationship as she is. Despite this s m d  cornfort, 



the experience was frustrating, as an understanding of the twist in the plot 

is crucial for the understanding of the whole film. 

My failure in providing a coherent story ui High Wire is not atypical 

for film students. Unlike students, much of the skill of professional 

directors and editorç in narrative cinema is evaluated according to the* 

ability to plan, shoot and edit a film, so as to create a coherent stoq. 

Suspense and misleadhg information are carefdy used, and then usually 

overtly negated (sometimes even repeatedly, or at least through the use of 

multiple information ha*, i-e., visuds, dialogue, action, etc.), so as to not 

"lose" the audience to the wrong ïnterpretive ka& Indeed, much of the 

joy of film viewing is in produchg the right hypothesis as to what is about 

to happen, but maintaining a sense of i n s e d t y  about that hypothesis 

untLL the very end of the film. Should we know exactly what's about to 

happen we would be bored; should we be totally misled, we would be 

hstrated. A good filmmaker walks the £ine h e  between the two options, 

constantly affirming some hypotheses, while canceling others. And much 

of the produdion process of a film is devoted to decisions about when and 

haw to disclose a piece of information, so as to control and direct 

hypothesis making. 

Since the making of High Wire 1 have improved my storytehg 

skill, and 1 am now capable of Ieading my audience where 1 want the story 

to go. But since the High Wire experience 1 have been fascinated with the 

ways in which the structure of a film (or its entire discours if one wishes), 

influences the ways in which we as viewers, derive meaning and pleasure 

out of a film. When 1 started to look for theoretical material on the subject, 

1 was disappointed with the level of generality of most writing on the 

topic. While formaliçrn and semiotics deal with meaning production on 



the micro level of individual s i p ,  nanatology discusses plot and 

narrative structures mostly in the context of large-scale generalized 

models. Film narratology, in particular, deals with plot structures, 

narration, and pradices of discourse, but very little attention is paid to the 

actual source of information, Le., images, dialogue, music and sound 

effects. Moreover, the issues of how we process these different channels 

of information, and how their processing influences our hypothesis 

making and our understanding of films are very rarely raised. In this 

dissertation 1 attempt ta use my filmmaking knowledge in order to stay as 

close as possible to actual textual practices, while attempting to constmct a 

theoretical mode1 of film viewing and understanding. I am particularly 

interested in the production of meaning out of concrete signs, and its 

influence on the overd construction of the plot and the film. 

Theoretical Framework 

Many contemporary academic disciplines are interested in the 

question of the production of meaning. The range indudes fields that 

focus mainiy on the question of meanhg itself, like philosophy of 

language or mind, and linguistics. But at the same time cognitive and 

computer saences are interested in the implication of knowledge about 

the ways humans produce meaning, for computer tedinology and 

artificial intelligence. Critical chuiking in the humanities has also led to an 

interest in the artistic devices and hctioning of signs and their 

correlative interpretive processes. The fields of semiotics, stnictualism 

and reader-response criticism are preoccupied with the production of 

meaning out of artistic texts. It is the purpose of this dissertation to 

conjugate some of these fields, in an attempt to propose new perspectives 



on narrative comprehençion. But before stating the speafic daims of this 

thesis, 1 need to desaibe in greater detail the fields that are relevant to 

film theory. Film theory is a young field, which emerged mostly out of 

the well-established disciplines of literary studïes, linguistics and to some 

degree philosophy. In its early days, film (then called the movies, 

pictures, etc.) was considered to be mostly an entertainment medium, and 

Hm researchers trïed to qudify it as a serious art. The reliance on well 

respected literary stuclies, and the attempt to spply linguistic models to 

film analysis were done partially in order to redeem film's respect as an 

art fom, and to establish film s tudies as a creditable field of inquiry . But 

the application of literary and linguistic models to film is problematic. 

While literary theorists and linguists study verbal messages, film 

communicates with images as well as with verbal languages. The 

linguistic models applied, and the attempt to quahfy film as a language 

(or at least a language system), neglected to treat film in its medium 

specific conditions (i.e., images, and sounds). Film narratologists and 

cognitive film theonsts, for their part, often shuggle to address the 

mdtipliaty of sensory information in film, and as a result they produce 

models that do not account for the complexity of the experience. In the 

following pages I provide a brief review of the different fields involved in 

the study of film comprehension and interpretation, and 1 map them 

according to their relevance to this study. 

F h  and literary criticisms have been pre-occupied with the 

reiationship between the perceiver and the text, or how meaning and 

content are to be understood. The early half of the century saw the 



emergence of formalism, structuraiism and semio tics.3 Semio tics and 

fonnalism regard the text as a system of si*, which can be understood 

as a relationship between a signifier (a communicative practice) to a 

s i g d e d  (an object, or a concept). Stnicturalism took into account the 

ways in which the text is organized into meaningful dusters of 

information. According to these theories, if one is able to decode all the 

signs (verbal, image based, metaphoric, etc) and to f o d a t e  the 

structural devices employed, one is able to understand the text In other 

words, the text is the locus for meanuig, whidi is communicated through 

sets of s i p  and formalistic devices. But Reader-response Cntiasm has 

since pointed out that readers tend to form a relationship to the text, and 

that this relationship is not universal for ail readers, but is particular to 

each reader, and is dependent on ideology and on the identity of the 

reader. 4 This identity is based on factors sudi as race, gender, age, 

religion, nationality, etc. Meaning, according to this approach, k 

negotiated between each and every reader and the text, and cannot be 

inherent to the text. In addition, post-stnicturalism, post-modernism and 

deconstruction theories challenged the notion that the meaning is in the 

text, by shaking the (previously assumed) tight relations between the 

signifier and the signifieci. 5 If the s i ,der  does not automatically refer to 

a concrete signified, there is a gap to be filled by the interpretive process. 

For literary and £ilm forrnalisrn see the works of Shkiovsky, Eikhenbaum, Tynianov, 
Pudovkin and Eisenstein. For Struduralism see the works of Jakobson, Levi-Strauss, 
Todorov, Barthes and Genette. For cinematic semiotics see the works of Eco, Metz and 
Pasolini 

* See Hali, Fish, Fiske, Bennett, and Glasgow Media Group. 

See Demda, Foucault, Kristeva, Barthes, and, spe&caUy for fiim, Ropars-Wuiüeurnier, 
Ryan, Ulmer, Bmette, Wills, and Heath. 



And the interpretive adivity is a subjective and relative one, dependent on 

the s p e c  inclinations of an individual. 

Recent film and literary narratology too, urge us not to look at the 

processing of bbot tom-up" (textual and structural information) only . It is 

important (some argue, even more important) to account for other 

activities of the brain, the ones generally called "topdown" processes. 

Top-down operations are those that are assoaated with beliefs and 

expectationç we bring to the perception of the text (such as generîc 

expectation, general knowledge, etc.). In addition, the text leaves mu& 

information to be provided by the imagination of the perceiver. 

Dramatically cruaal information is ohen strategically not provided, so as 

to create a dramatic effect, one that will lead to suspense, surprise, and 

greater emotional involvement of the perceiver. These gaps evoke the 

perceiver to apply a range of mental activities in order to bridge them 

with information, or hypotheses.6 In the case of redundant information, 

one uses one's everyday knowledge about the world, so as to imagine 

what had happened during the temporal or spatial gap, in order to 

achieve a sense of dosure. In the case of a generic film, one uses one's 

knowledge about the genre in order to provide this missing information. 

But in the case of dramatically crucial information, the perceiver is not 

only imagining, but is also produchg hypotheses about what is missing 

and how it will affect the plot line. These hypotheses are complex mental 

activities which involve memory rekieval, problem solving techniques, 

and the psychologicd desire to achieve narrative dosure. Merence 

making and the above mentioned high order cognitive activities have 

For a comprehensive discussion of gap fiLlirtg in literature see the work of Iser and 
Lngarden. 



been studied quite extensively in the p s t  few years, but the research 

rehains from detennining the relationçhip between the perception of 

'bottom-up" information and the "top-down" processes.7 It is the purpose 

of this thesis to explore the particular medianisms of film perception and 

cognition and how the "bottom-up" and the "topdown" interact to 

produce narrative comprehension 

Cognitive fïlm theorists, for their part, have been fowing their 

attention on the medium as mostly a visual medium. The photographie 

moving image seems "real" by a series of technical manipulations 

(involvhg the camera and the projector), and the audience is aware of 

those manipulations. Yet, at the t h e  of perception, perceivers are 

consumed into the realiçtic experience of what unfolds on the screen, as if 

these events (which were shot sometime in the past, and then edited) are 

actually occurring in hont O£ th& eyes. Much of the cognitive film 

fiterature is devoted to an exploration of the nature of the Eilmic illusion8 

But these theonsts often keat £dm as if it is compnsed of images only, and 

ignore the impact of the dialogue, music, and sound effects. A full 

cognitive account of film narration needs to address the medium in its full 

complexity . 

A partial list includes: David Bordweli, Narration in the Fiction Film, (Madison: 
University of Wisconsin Press, 1985), and &fakirg Meanine: Inference and Rhetoric i n  
the Tnterpretation of cinema, (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1989); 
Edward Branigan, +Narrative Com~rehension and Film, (RoutIedge, 2992); Ian Douglas, 
Film and Meanirg, (Continnum Publications, 1988); David Boyd,Fiim and the 
Intemretive Process, (Peter Lang, 1989), and Warren Buckland, The Film Svectator, 
(Amsterdam University Press, 1995). 

See Gregory Curie, Jmape and Mind: Film. Philos o u h m  - d Copittve Scie- New - - 
York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 1995; Richard Men,  projedine l'llusion: Film 

and the Im~ression of R e a l i b  New York, NY: Cambridge University 
Press, 1995; Trevor Ponech 'Visual Perception and Motion Picture Spectatorship," 
Cinema Tournd 37:l, 1997, pp. 85-100. 



The t e m  "narrative" represents a complex relationship between a 

text and the plot it tells. While the plot is embedded into the text, the text 

provides much information ( m e  description of places, charaders, etc.) 

which is not necessarily directly relevant to the conçtmction of the plot. 

Gregory Cur ie  daims that: 

A text is a narrative in Wtue of the story it tells. A text is a 

sequence of words or sentences, something which c m  be uttered by 

someone - an author perhaps - on a particular occasion. A story is 

a set of propositions to the effect that this happened, and then that 

happened, that this happening caused that to happen, that 

character A was involved in such and sudi a way in initiating 

causation, that character B was affected thus and so. 9 

The narrative, then, is the product of a mental activity that the perceiver of 

the text performs in order to comprehend the story events. And the story 

is a re-organization of texhial information into a cause-and-effect diain of 

propositions. This view of narrative is common, and designates the 

agreement that the narrative is a product of high order cognitive aaivities 

(such as re-organization of textual material into cause-and-effect order), 

which result in organization into propositional sets. This mode1 is 

sensible when we discuss verbal narratives, as language lends itself easily 

Gregory Currie, Tmape and Mind: Film. Philosophy and Cognitive Science NY: 
Cambridge University Press, 1995, P. 232. 



to propositional arrangement of logical relations. But in the case of film, 

this narratonal model presents numerou problems. Jacob Lothe points 

out that: 

. . .although film communication dearly has points of contact with 

verbal communication, the film medium is very different from the 

verbal form of communication we meet in narrative texts. [. . .] the 

narrative communication model refers to language and not to 

film. 10 

Lothe alludes to a separation behveen the discussion of narrative as a high 

order cognitive product, and the discussion of the film expenence, which 

is not j u t  verbal and propositional. Tom Gunning, too, asserted that: 

The concept of narrativization focuses the transformation of 

showing into telling, W s  bendùig of its excessive realism to 

narrative purposes.11 

Gunning here postdates the idea that the visual "showing" of narrative 

events is somehow translated into "telling" or a verbal narrative. That is, 

the visual materid cannot tell a story in its own right, but has to somehow 

be translated to a linguistic medium in order to become a narrative. And 

David Bordwell daims that: 

l0 Jacob Lothe Narrative in Fiction and Film: An Introduction NY: Oxford University 
Press, 2000, P.13. 

Yfith and the OnPins Tom Gunning p. W. Gn can Narrative Film, Urbana: 
University of Illinois Press, 1991. P.17 



Viewing is synoptic, tied to the time of the texYs presentation, and 

literal; it does not require translation into verbal ternis. 

Interpreting (reading) is dissective, free of the text's t e m p o r w  

and syrnbolic; it relies upon propositional language.'2 

Bordwell here makes a distinction between film perception and 

interpretation, and he daims that the construction of the narrative 

(interpreta tion) operates separately from the perception of bottom-up 

filmïc information. Janet Staiger, on the other hanci, argues with Bordwell 

when she says: 

I disagree with Bordwell's belief tha t viewing or perceiving can be 

separated, except in the most theoretical way, from interpreting or 

reading. I believe that interpretational propositions inforni 

perception and viewing." 

Staiger is a reception studies theoriçt, and she strongly believes that 

perception is govemed by top-down belief operations, that is, that the 

very perception of low-level information is always ideologically biased. I 

r d  perform a more elaborate aitique of both Bordwell's and Staigefs 

positions in chapter 4, but for the tune being 1 would like to point out that 

neither one specifies the relationship between perception of bottom-up 

information and the high order cognitive operations which are both 

required for the construction of the narrative. 

l2 David Bordweli, Narration in the Fiction F i l a  op. cit P. 30. 

13 



The firs t claim of this thesis is that fiIm interpretation should be 

considered not just as a procedure of high order cognitive mechanisms 

(such as problern solving, memory retrievd, etc.). Instead, narrative 

comprehension and interpretation should be considered to be based on 

the interaction between bottom-up sense perception and those high order 

cognitive mechanisms mentioned above. In the thkd chapter of this thesis 

1 provide a few specific examples of how t h i s  interaction between 

perception and interpretation works, partidarly when it cornes to 

narratorial tactics. 1 will focus on point of view as a (very effective) 

narratorial device that exemplifies how m a a l  bottom-up perception is, to 

narrative comprehension. In particular, I will analyze two scenes, one 

from The Silence of the Lambs, and the other hom Rambling Rose. 

The second daim of this thesis is that visual perception and 

cognition operate differently from language perception and cognition and 

that these differences affect h m  and what we remember of that 

information, and consequently also affect such high order operations as 

the construction of the narrative. Generally speaking, while natural 

languages are highly coded (comprised of arbitrary signs which refer to 

siaufieds by soaal convention), images are very speafic and particular, 

and they require none or little decoding, in order for us to understand 

them. The coded, language based information is compacted for storage in 

the brain, and cognitive scientists argue about the scale and architecture of 

- - 

'3 Janet Staiger, Interpretine Films : Studies in the H istoncal rece~tion 



these storage ~1n i ts .14  But images are processed and stored differently 

than language sequences, using both propositional sets, prototypical 

scenarïos, and holistic depicüve representations. The most direct effect of 

these percephial and cognitive differences is on the construction of the 

memory of this information: what is highly codified and categorized is 

more likely to be consciously remembered than what is stored as is (an 

image). This difference in memory storage of images and language, in 

tum, has an effect on the ways we corne up with inferences, produce our 

hypotheses and fill in narrative gaps. It is commonly agreed upon that the 

narration of a film is not complete without the active partiapation of the 

perceiver. The film rarely provides all the information needed to 

unders tand the plot. It uçudly rekainç from giving some information that 

is drarnatically cruaal for the understanding of the plot, thus encouraging 

the viewer to produce hypotheçes about what happened/is about to 

happen, and to fill in narrative gaps based on those assumptionç. Upon 

closure, some of these hypotheses are to be confirmed, some negated, and 

some altered, and usually the gaps ~vould be filled by the text. Our 

Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992. P. 64. 

l4 Marvin Minsky uses the concept of kames, with dots for new information (see "A 
Framework for Representing Knowledge" in P.H. Winston (ed-) me PsychoIo- 
Cornputer Visiorl, NY, McGraw Hïll, 1975. PP. 221-277). Schank and Abelson discuss 
scripts, which are sequences of already known experiences (see m t s .  Plans. Goals ana 
Unders t andu  Haide,  NJ: Erlbau, 2977. Ch. 3, p. 5243). Jerry Fodor taiks about a 
much larger sa le  unit, the module, which covers all of the çyntactic or the semantic 
operations (see "Precis of the Moduiarity of the Mind  in &ha-al and Brain Sciences, 
8:l-5,1985). McCleUand, Smolensky, Rumelhart, Hinton and others refute the 
hierarchical nature of al1 the previous architectonic models, and instead they propose the 
idea of parallel distribution processing (see "Schemata and Sequentiai thought processes 
in PDP Models," in Parallel Distributed Processi= vo1.2: 3-40,1986). 



interest in narrative fiction film arises partly because of our involvement 

in the production of the narrative of the film. My daim here is that when 

encountering a narratorial gap, we use all perceived information (images, 

dialogue, music) to produce our hypotheses. But we are more consaously 

aware of the hypotheses that were produced based on highly codified 

information (such as language), while we may not be able to articulate 

why we make certain hypotheses which are based on less codified 

information (such as images). Similarly, because we are less consaously 

aware of visual information processing, we may assume a gap exiçts, 

while in effecî, the information is provided by the image Channel of the 

text. 1 shall call these gaps illusory gaps, given that the inference is made 

based on abual perceived information, and not on hypotheses production. 

In the fourth chapter 1 will give examples of both real and iUusory gaps, 

and 1 \viU provide an account of cognitive gap filling. The filmic examples 

I will analyze are from Dead Poets Society and Dangerozts Lissions. 

Thesis Outline 

The first chapter discusses the current problems in film 

narratology, and suggests that a cognitive approach can resolve some of 

these problems. Ln partidar, 1 look at the problems that arise from the 

fa& that film narratology relies so heavily on literary narratology, and is 

therefore somewhat blind to the medium specific attributes of the film 

experience (i.e. to the fact that film is also told visually, and not only 

verbally). I examine the concepts of enunciation, focatization and point of 



view as spefic examples of the problematics of medium bansference of 

theoretical terms. Generaily put, in literature, enunàation refers to a 

speaking agent, focalization to an experienchg agent, and point of view to 

the adual restrictions on what one sees (often a device in focalization). 

But in film these neat categones blur. Filmic enunciation may not be 

verbal, and focalization rnay be conveyed not necessdy through point of 

view sttudure. In this chapter 1 show that filmic enunciation, focalization 

and point of view operate in multiple ways via linap.istic, musical and 

visual means, and aeate complex and sometimes contradictory narratives. 

In the second chapter 1 review research hom cognitive psychology 

that helps establish the ground for a cognitive analysis of film narration 

and comprehension. This chapter is a wide o v e ~ e w  of perception, 

cognition, and memory storage, of both visual and verbal information 1 

will first discuçs the concept of meaningful perception and then talk about 

the respective differences in the perception of language and visual 

material. The differences in low-level perception affect cognitive 

processing at high levels, such as categoriza tion and memory storage. 

While 1 give numerous examples from different films, and focus in greater 

detail on the opening scene of Once Upon A Time In The West, the filmic 

examples should be read just as illustrations of the cognitive findings. The 

full application of the material from this chapter to the issues at hand is 

only performed in the third and fourth chapters. 

The third chapter discusses narration. The £ k t  part of the diapter 

reviews the semiotic and structuralist models of narration, and points out 

the problems with such a linguiçtic based approach. 1 will then review the 

work of several cognitive film theorists, particularly as it pertains to 

narratology, and suggest a cognitive extension of Edward Branigan's 



mode1 of narration. The extension accounts for the actual charnel of 

information (verbal or visual), and particularly focuses on issues of 

enuncïation, fodization and point of view. Through numerous filmic 

examples these cognitive concepts are grounded in a detailed analysis. 

The fourth chapter discusses the cognitive activity of the perceiver, 

namely comprehension and interpretation. The chapter starts with a 

review of reception studies theories, their contributions to the debate on 

the activity of the perceiver, and the limitations of present theories. 1 then 

propose a cognitive account of comprehension and interpretation, one that 

takes into account both bottom-up perceptions and topdown 

assumptions and beliefs. In the rest of the diapter 1 focus on gap-filhg 

practices as one example of textuai moments that invite the perceiver to 

corne up with hypotheses about what has happened, or about to happen. 

These inferences, I daim, are guided by textual information, and are 

sensitive to the track that this information was delivered in (i.e. visual or 

verbal). 

To sum up, through a discussion of point of view and enunciation 

(as modes of narration- ch 3), and gap filling (as a mode of interpretation- 

di. 4) 1 will show in this dissertation that (1) interpretation of f i lm should 

be considered to be based on the interaction between bottom-up sense 

perception and high order cognitive operations; and (2) that visual 

perception and cognition operate differently from language perception 

and cognition, and that these differences affect the activiv of the 

construction of the narrative by a perceiver. 

Finally, in my conclusion I try to outüne some ways in which the 

ideas 1 have explored in the thesis might receive further application in film 

narratology. In addition, 1 suggest some areas in which such a cognitive 



approach to cinema can enndi and improve discussions of film theory in 

general. 



Chapter 1 

What 1s Wrong With Film Narratology? 

A review of the contributions and problematia of applying literary 

narratology to cinema. 

Introduction 

This chapter describes the m e n t  state of the young discipline of 

film narratology. In order to focus the discussion of this large field, and 

exemplify some of the field's problems 1 will examine the concepts of point 

ofoiew, enunciation and focalization. In this chapter 1 daim that when 

applied to a discussion of cinema, these literary ternis are borrowed 

wivithout a careful consideration of the complex nature of the filmic 

medium and its communication systems. An application of these literary 

terms to the discussion of Nm is therefore inappropriately reductive, and 

needs to be seriously re-evaluated. In the following chapters 1 will offer a 

cognitive mode1 of £&II narration and comprehension, one that is 

hopefully able to solve some of the problems outlined below. 

Narratives are not merely an artistic product; they are a 

phenornenon common to many aspects of our lives such as our cultural 

and personal histories, everyday events we tell each other, news items, 

and more. Narratives have been studied as sets of functions, as plot 

structures, and as a form of discourse; additional attentim has been 

focused on reception and on the cognitive aspects of perception. In the 

arts, narratives have been explored and studied since the early days of 

drama, and the theoretical frame applied varies with the historical period. 



Gerald Prince defines narrative as: 

The recounting (as produd and process, object and ad, structure 

and sûucturation) of one or more real or fictitious events 

communicated by one, two or several (more or less overt) namators 

to one, two, or several (more or less overt) Narratees.1 

Regardless of the medium then, a narrative incorporates an act of 

narrating, an event being narrated and an implied audience. The issue of 

the addressee - whether a real person or a fictional narratee - becomes 

even more crucial when one cornes to discuss narration. As Edward 

Branigan notes, "narration rekrs not to the story itself but to the knrcoing 

of the s t o q C 2  The emphasis here is not only on the source of the 

information (the narrator), who controls "when" and "what" is to be 

distrïbuted, but also on a perceiver, who makes a meaningful story out of 

the act of narration Whether one wants to perform a structural, 

phenomenological, or recep tion-based analy sis of narratives, th is analysis 

is anchored in the episternological product attained by the perceiver. 

The Russian Formalists drew a distinction betweenfabula and 

syuzhet. The syuzhet refers to the story events as they are organized in the 

text in a Linear progression, though not necessarily in causal relations. The 

fabula is a construct, a re-organization of the syuzhet into a causal chah of 

story events in the right temporal order. The fabuIa then is a construct in 

the mind of the perceiver, a re-ielling of the narration into a coherent 

story. In his discussion of fabula and syuzhet David Bordwell condudes 

that "the fabula is thus a patiem which perceivers of narratives create 

Gerald Prince, Dictionary of Narratoloe)~ University of Nebraska Press, 1987, p58. 

Edward Branigm, Point of View in the Cineam: A Theory of Narration ana . - .  . ubiectivitv rn Classical F i h  Mouton Press, 1984. p.2. 



through assumptions and inferenced'3 But it is dear that thefabuln is 

never independent of the sywhet. The order and nature of the narration 

influences the production of assumptions and inferences on the side of the 

perceiver . 
In the following pages 1 will demonstrate the relationship between 

the film text as a set of structural devices (exemplified by focalization, 

enunciation, and point of view), to the constrtction of thefabula by the 

perceiver. But k t ,  1 need to discuss the comparativist project between 

literature and film in general. Film narratology is a young sub-discipline, 

whïch emerged out of the weU-established field of literary narratology. 

But the transition from literature to film is often done without careful 

consideration of the specific material aspects of the medium (Le.,, 

communication via images and sounds vs. verbal language in literabure). 

After the general account of the comparativist project, I will discuss the 

Literary concepts of focalization and enunciation, to be foliowed by a 

discussion of how these concepts were borrowed into film nmatology. 

The Comparativist Projed and the Case of Film and Literary 

In the Republîc, Plato distinguishes between two conceptions of 

narration, t e h g  and showing (diegetic or mimetic). Diegetic narration 

consists of verbal activity, a t e h g ,  (which can be done in the voice of the 

narrator, the poet, or in the voice of one of the characters). Mimetic 

narration is based on a drarnatic presentation, a showing or a spectacle. 

David Bordwell, Narration in the Fiction Film Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 
1985. p.49. 



The distinction between showing and telling has been much debated 

throughout history. At the turn of this century Henry James called for 

writers to write in the mode of showing alone, so as to let the story present 

itself to the reader, rather than t e h g  or summarizing the events. In the 

19601s, Wayne Booth and others revived the glory of "telling" as the 

preferable mode of literary transmission. Edward Branigan s ~ ~ ~ ~ n a r ï z e s  

Booth's categories of telling and showing. Concepts like narration, 

mediation, summaries, description, ideas, and language are associated 

with telluig. Showing, on the other hand, is associated with imitation, 

immediateness, scenes, drama, presentation, images, and pictures.4 Many 

theorists articulated the differences between showing and telling, and 1 

shall give two examples. Marie-Laure Ryan daims that 

The "mimetic stratum" of the work is not experienced as language 

but directly as world: the reader does not sirnply condude "the 

narrator says P" from the narratofs mimetic statements, he also 

derives "P is the case" and regards P as an unmediated fact of the 

red world of the fictiond universe.5 

This description of the mimetic aspects of fiterahire is obviously very 

appealing to cinematic theory of narration. Similarly, André Gauderault 

desaibes cinematic narration and monstration, a form of t e h g  and 

showing, and he daims that: 

Edward Branigan, op. cit, p.191. 



The "unipanctuality" to whïch the monstrator is bound prevents it 

irreducibly from modulating the temporal flow of the narrative. . . 

It is because the monstrator, any monstrator, dings so dosely to the 

immediacy of the "representation" that it is incapable of opening 

up this gap in the temporal continuum. . . OnIy the narrator can 

sweep us dong on its flying carpet through time.6 

But many objections have been proposed to the distinction between 

showing and telling, and 1 would like to quote here Gerard Genette, who 

dismisses the whole debate as irrelevant for verbal narratives. 

. . . in contrast to dramatic representation, no narrative can "show" 

or "imitate" the story it tells. AU it can do is tell it in a manner 

which is detailed, precise, "alive," and in that way give more or Iess 

the illusion ofmimesis - which is the only narrative mimesis, for 

this single and suffisent reason: that narration, oral or written, is a 

fact of language, and Ianguage signifies without imitating.7 

Genette calls attention to the abstract and arbitrary nature of all natural 

languages, whereby a social contractual agreement, a set of Ietters 

(organized as phonemes and morphemes) are agreed upon to represent, 

and thus communicate an object. The letters d-O-g do not imitate in any 

5 Marie-Laure Ryan, "Fiction as a Logical, Ontological and mocutionary Issue," Style 
1984,18:2,124. 

André Gaudereadt, "Narration and Monstration in Cinema" JoumaI of Film and Video 
39 S p ~ g ,  1987, p. 32. 

Gerard Genette, Narrative Discoune: An Fssav in Metho$, trans. by Jane E. Lewin 
Comeli University Press, 1972 p.164. 



visual way the animal that barks, but it signifies that animal for Enghh 

speakers who long ago implicitly agreed that d-O-g refers to that particdar 

animal. 1 will return to Genette's objection to the distinction between 

showing and telling at the very end of th& chapter. However, it is clear 

that the filmic medium incorporates both showing (images, action, drama) 

and telling (narration and voice-over), and the way the two modes interact 

deserves attention. I shall retvn to this distinction when discussing 

focalization and enunciation in cinema. 

Since the early days of film mticism, fi lm theorists, like Eisenstein 

or Arenheim have referred to issues of narration and narrative stnicture in 

their writings. However, film narratology as a coherent disapline has 

only started to formulate itself in the past fifteen years. As a result, most 

of the terminology used until recently was borrowed from l i t e rq  

narratology and applied to film, somehes without a careful 

consideration of the ciifferences between the two media. Moreover, some 

of the terminology used by literary narratologists referred to visual 

aspects of stones - "showing," ''perspective," "point of view" - which in 

turn seemed to ease the transition from literary to £dm narratology. But 

while literature is a linguistic medium, füm incorporates visuals, music, 

sound effects and natural languages. Using Genette's objection to Iiterary 

"showing" we c m  now see that the visually oriented terminology of 

literary narratology refers to description of space, while film actually 

produces a visual space, by use of a different çigrufying system, i.e., 



photography. The multipliaty of channels of communication in film, the 

variety of s i m g  systems, and their effects on the perception of the 

narrative need to be addressed in a comprehensive theory of film 

narratology. Thus when narratologists Iike Seymour Chatman try to 

articulate film and literature as analogous, the result is problematic at best, 

and yields an insuffiaent theory of both.8 

But some concepts from literary narratology are of course very 

useful in discussing £ilm, and theorisk like David Bordwell, Edward 

Branigan, David Allan Black, and Jefiey Rush have successfully adapted 

Genette's, Chatman's, and others' concepts to address film issues. I shall 

corne back to this work later, and in the meantirne let me Say that as long 

as the application of concepts from literature to film is careful, with a 

consideration to the peculiarities of each medium, the analogy is valid and 

can be useful. In the next sections I shall briefly desaibe film narratology, 

and then focus on the application of literary focalization and enunciation 

to a discussion of film. 

Film Narratology 

The two main figures in contemporary film narratology are David 

Bordwell and Edward Branigan. Bordwell's views are a fusion of neo- 

stmcturalism and theones of cognitive perception. It is interesthg 

Seymour Chatman, Stoxy and Discourse, Cornell University Press, 1978. While ali the 
concepts in the book are discussed with regards to literary issues, Chatman tends to skip 



however to note that Bordwell himself downplays the importance of 

actual filmic information (music, images, dialogue) to the interpretive 

process and the construction of the namative. Bordwell daims that 

"hterpreting (reading) is dissective, hee of the text's temporality, and 

symbolic; it r e k  upon proposi tional language. " 

EmdweIl identifies three different structural elements in any 

narrative: fabula, syuzhef and style. Thefibula and the syuzhet have been 

discuçsed above, and according to Bordwell are independent of the 

medium. The style "simply names the systematic use of cinematic 

devices,"1° that is, the technical or material aspects of the spedïc medium. 

Bordwell acknowledges that the distinction behveen sytuhet and style is 

someümes hard to make, and serves analytic purposes more than practical 

ones, but he insists that the "syuzhet embodies the film as a dtamaturgical 

process, while style embodies it as a technical one." l1 Moreover, Bordwell 

asserts that: 

Film tedinique is customarily used to perform syuzhet tasks - 

providùig information, cueing hypotheses, and so forth. In the 

on film exarnples to the literary concepts he cannot h d  filmic equivalences to. Thus, his 
book is usefui in discussing literature, but is a weak analysis of film narration. 

David Bordwell, op. cit. p.30. 

Io Ibid. p.50. 



"normal" £dm, that is, the syurhet system controls the stylistic 

system - in FonnaIist terms, the çyuzhet is the dominant? 

I believe that Bordwell is wrong in assuming the domination (or 

even distinction) of syuzhet over style. ln fa&, 1 believe that the syuzhet is 

style, technique and structure, and that these material aspects of film are 

the dramaturgical medianism. The story elements are communicated 

through particular choices of words, images, sounds, points of views, etc. 

And as Bordwell himçelf acknowledges, these stylistic elements cue the 

perceiver toward making hypotheses and constnicting the fabula. The 

problem with Bordwell's idea of separatîng style from syuzhet is that it 

enables him to disws stylistic elements only when he wants to, and 

ignore them when he wants to assert a psychological, or other kind of 

explanation (see discussion of the "bull's eye" schema in chapter 3). 

While his analysis of perception is important and enlightening, the one of 

narrative structure is lacking. 

Edward Branigan on the other hand is a structuralist of the 

cognitive narratology era. Not a postmodernist, Branigan is still 

constantly aware of the gap between the signifier and the sigriilied, even 

(or particularly) in visual systems. Branigan writes: 

Representation is, as Umberto Eco suggests, "everything that can be 

used in order to lie." The resdtant split of signified and referent is 

the basis of an indirect theory of experience where a viewing 



encounters not the world but a system of codes and an ideology 

which bear a more complicated relation to the world.'3 

Branigan too is interested in perception, and how the viewer of a film 

conçtnids the narrative. But he sees the filmic text as a structural system 

cueing the perceiver toward the creation of meaning. Branigan's carefd 

analysis identifies characters as just another structural element (Idce 

Barthes' agents or Greimas' actants), and thus dialogue, point of view 

shots, editing, etc. are all structural  devices advanâng the narrative by 

cueing the perceiver. While Branigan's analysis is very detailed, and 

much more careful in accounting for the different kind of material 

information provided by the film, he too stops short of a full  cognitive 

account of perception. In my analysis I will mostly follow Branigan's lead, 

but I will also call  attention to some of the limitations and oversights of his 

theory of point of view. 1 s h d  now tum to a dose look at focalization, 

enunciation and their application to film discussion. 

Focalization 

In discuçsing cinematic point of view all film theorists refer to the 

literary concepts of narration and focalization. Mieke Bal defïnes 

focalization as "the relation between the vision and that which is 'seen,' 

perceived." l4 Focalization then designates a perspective, either physical 

'3 Edward Branigan, op. cit. p.183. 



or epistemic There has been some confusion in literary narratology over 

the question of narration and focalization, where the two ternis have been 

confiatecl to sigrufy one thing, so that focalization assumed to dictate 

narratonal power as weU. Genette tries to cl- the issue by saying: 

. . . the theoretical workç on this subject. . . suffer from a regrettable 

confusion between what 1 c d  here mmd and voice, a confusion 

between the question who is the character whose point of view orients 

the narrative perspective? and the very Merent question who iç the 

narrator? - or, more simply, the question who sees? and the 

question =ho speaks? 15 

Following Genette, both Bal and Rimmon-Kenan assert that focalization 

and narration are distinct activities; the narrator may be an adult 

recounting her childhood mernories, while the focalizer may be the duld 

experienàng the memory being told. It is, of course, possible (and even 

common) for focalization and narration to be combined and performed by 

a single agent. 

Focalization has been often equated to point of view, or physical 

perspective. A distinction is made between an interna1 focalizer, a 

character, or an agent within the fibula, and external focalization whidi is 

done by an extemal narrator, functioning outside the fabuia. RUnmon- 

Kenan suggests that "translated into spatial terms the extemal/internal 

l4 Mieke Bal, Narratolow: Introduction to the 'Ilieorv of Narrative, University of 
Toronto Press, 1985, p.100. 



position of the focalizer takes the form of a bird's eye view versus that of a 

limited observer."16 This notion has been translated quite literdy to nIm 

theory, where one assumes an omniscient, extemal narrator when the shot 

iç ail encompassing, and a characterts point of view, when the physical 

perspective is linited. Kt is useful here to r e d  the work of Boris 

Uspensky who defined point of view not solely as a physical perspective, 

but as an expression of emotional, psychologicai and ideological states of 

mind.17 Under this theory, a bird's eye shot in Vertigo (Hitchcock, 1958) 

cm sig* Scottie's psychological point of view (his fear of heights), while 

a physically restricted perspective in the same film may si- the 

stability of the external narrator. It is also irnpor tant to mention that filxn's 

use of point of view structure (as a form of focalization) is generally 

reserved to the main character only, and is rarely and with great di f f id ty  

applied to O ther charac ters. 18 

Moreover, as George Wilson shows, 

First person narration is equated with film segments whose visual 

contents are meant to represent a charactefs visual experience. 

Most often, the shots in such a segment portray what the relevant 

charader sees of his or her environment and, more or less, haw he 

-- 

lS G e r d  Genette, op. at. p.186. 

16 Shiomith Rimrnon-Kenan, Narrative . Fiction . : Con tem~oritrv Poetics, Routledge, 1983, 
p.77. 

l7 Bons Uspensky, ,A Poetia of Com~osition , University of California Press, 1973. 



or she is supposed to have seen it Alternatively, the shots may 

show certain objects and events as they are remernbered, imagined, 

dreamed, and so forth by that charader. Third person narration 

then subsumes all film narration that is not tied directly to the 

subjectivity of a character in these ways.19 

Focalization here is therefore associated with first person narration, one 

that is embedded in a larger hame of narration (fhkd person), one that is 

objective, or at least not tied to any characteis subjectivity. But one needs 

to be cautious about equating focalization with subjectivity and third 

pers on narration with omnisaence. 

Focalization is a central and essentid tool of narration; it rnay shift 

kom one diaracler to others and to the narrator(s), and these s*g 

relationships skkt around subjectivity in interesting ways. The shifts are 

signitlcant for the construction of the fabula as each level of focalization 

subordinates the perceiver's knowledge to that of the focalizer. 

Focalization thus is a narratonal device that enables the narrative to 

withhold or release information as is needed for reasons of suspense, 

drarnatic conflict, etc. The relations between the levels of focalization 

deseme much attention, and while a text may consbuct complex relations 

l8 For a comprehensive account of anematic P.O.V. see Edward Branigan, Point of View 
jn the Cineam: A Theorv O f Narration an d Subiectim 'tv in Classical Film op. cit. 

l9 George Wilson,Narra tion in Li~ht :  Studies in Cinematic Point of View, Baltimore and 
London: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1986, p. 127. 



be tween different character-focalizers, when it cornes to extemal 

focalization Mleke Bal daims thak 

When extemal focaüzation seems to yield focalization to a 

charader-focalizer, what is r e d y  happening is that the vision of the 

diarader-focalizer is being given within the all-encompassing 

vision of the extemal focalizer.20 

This notion of embedded dominance where the extemal focalizer has 

more authority than the character focalizer, has also been adopted to film 

without careful examination. The general camera work is considered to 

be a kind of extemal focalizer (an effaced narrator or implied filmmaker), 

and it is considered to yield focalization to a character (mostly the main 

character). Whde the issue of levels of namatorid dominance will be 

addressed later too, it is important to mention that one does not need to 

accep t Bal's position, as alternatives in the fonn of dialogic relations 

between different levels of the text have been offered by theorists like 

Mikhail Bakhtin.21 

Enunciation 

The concept of enunüation was £irst proposed by linguiçt and 

philosopher Emile Benveniste. Benveniste draws a distinction between 

énoncé and énonciation, the uttered and the enunciation. The utterance 

2%fieke Bal, op. cit. p.111. 



refers to words, sentences, the verbal text. The e n d a t i o n  refers to the 

entire process of communication, and according to Bordwell it indudes 

the ad, context and the linguistic forms.22 Benveniste drew anothe.. 

crucial distinction, the one between discours and histoire. 

In discours the relation speaker-addressee/ hearer is present 

(represented through, Say, first and second person pronouns) but in 

histoire it is absent. The two styles, as conceived by Benveniste, are 

exclusive of one another." 

Histoire then, according to Benveniste, is a text that has no linguistic 

shifters indicating a source, a narrator. It is interesting to note that unlike 

most narratologists, Benveniste, in this sense, is an empinast who is not 

looking for the ever-present namator, but is willing to accept direct 

communication without mediation. A discotrrs, on the other hand, is a text 

that bearç the marks of enunciation, so the speaker inscribes herseIf into 

the tex t. For Benveniste then, enuncia tion and discours are exhibited in 

texts that employ overt narration, therefore leaving marks of subjectivity 

in the text. 

Bordwell mentions that Benveniste's discussion of enunciation and 

the relations between discours and histoire is only a small part of his 

21 Mikahil Bakhtin, ne Dialoeic Imaenation: Four Essa s, Ed. Michael Holquist; Trans. 
By Cary1 Emerson & Michael Holquist, Austin: University of Texas Press, 1981. 

David BordweU, op. cit. p.21. 

23 Edward Branigan, op. cït. p.171. 
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writing, and a relatively undeveloped o n e .  Other theorists like Todorov 

and Genette have developed these concepts further, but have aIso made 

them their own. Genette, for instance, implies that any narration leaves 

baces of enundation in the narrative discourse that has been produced? 

Branigan mentions that Todorov interprets discours and histoire to "CO-exist 

as aspects of a single phenornenon (which he terms énoncziztion). In this 

way he can Say that the narrator of discours k still present in histoire 

though now eficed."26 Todorov and Genette then fall into the category of 

rationalkt theonsts, ones who insist on the presence of a narrator, even 

when the narrator leaves no traces.27 

Classical Hollywood filmmaking maskç its own production, and 

presents itself as un-mediated representation (as if the viewer just 

"happens" to be an obsemer, a voyeur). Film semiotiaan Christian Metz 

daims that the canera is the "voice" of the filmmaker (or the narrator), 

and that the shots are acts of enunciation, so the film is actually discursive. 

But Metz daims that this discursiveness is masqueraded as histoire, as the 

film effaces all marks of enunciation-2s Here, Metz f d s  into the category 

*' Unfortunately, the English translation of Benveniste's Problems in General L i ~ s i s t i q  
does not include the discussion of étroPzcùzfion, discorirs and lrisfarie , which appeared in 
Vol. 2 of the original French version, so I can only rely on secondary sources. 

Gerard Genette, op. cit. pp. 212-214. 

26 Edward Branigan, op. ut. p. 171. 

27The discussion of empïricism versus rationalisrn is based on Branigan's discussion of 
metatheory. See Edward Branigan, op. at., chapter 8, pp. 166-171. 



of the rationalists, in an attempt to posit a unified subject, an enunciator, 

b e h d  the camera. A rationalist theory also constructs an entity on the 

side of reading, such as an implied reader, ideal reader, etc. The viewer, 

as far as Metz is concemed, shares the power wîth the camera/narrator, 

and even gets the feeling that s k  is the enunciator. We c m  dearly see 

that Metz is atfributing to the camera and the viewer a power that 

Benveniste only attributed to the verbal activity of individuals within the 

diegesis. To a certain degree the camera is able to indicate space, but it 

does not automatically (or inherently) provide the deictics of "who" and 

"when." That is, even a physical view point shot c m  be understood to 

represent a charader's perspective only in the larger context of the scene, 

Le., through editing, sound and other devices. Nonetheless, shots that are 

associated with an omnisaent narrator cannot embody those necessq 

shifters, and therefore m o t  be considered to be enunciation in 

Benveniste's ternis, although they fit under Genette or Todorov's 

descriptions. 

Edward Branigan daims that the relations between enunciation and 

enounced are analogous to the relations behveen narration and 

narrative.29 Enunaation and narration are "that subsystem which 

implicates a subject in an activity: telling, watching, listening. The result 

28 Christian Metz, The Tmavinarv S i m '  iher, ' trans.'lelia Britton et al. Indiana University 
Press, 1981. pp. 91-96. 

29 Edward Branigan, op. a t  p.2. 



of that activity is an object: what is spoken of, told, watched, listened to."a 

Earlier 1 have shown that narration and focalization are two distinct 

adVities, which need not be collapsed into one procedure. The 

conclusion from these literary theones is that enunciation and focalization 

are distinct activities as well. M e  1 am not sure this distinction would 

always hold true even in literary cases, I find it particularly problematic 

when discussing film. A distinction between emmciation and focalization 

WU posit enunciation (and possibly even narration) as a verbal activity 

and focalization as a visual one. But surely, such a a u d e  binary 

categorization m o t  do justice to the multitude of imeducible sensory 

categories of film, such as vision, language, music, etc. Focalization and 

enunciation in film can each be exhibited both visually and verbdy, and 

therefore the literary dialectics of showkg/ t e k g ,  or focalization/ 

enurigation are inappropriate and provide a simplistic f o m  of anaiysis. 

In the next section 1 e x e m p q  the problem by a discussion of filmic point 

of view and verbal narration, both as enunciative and as focalizing acts. 

Cinematic enunciation, focalization and point of view 

Film is a visual and aura1 medium; it places the perceiver in certain 

spatial relations to the events it portrays. Following Branigan we may Say 

h t  : 



Film begins with space (for the camera must be somewhere) and 

workç to aeate its tirne, while literahw begins with time (for the 

verb must be inflected) and works to create its space.31 

Film then, from its very firs t sho t, places the perceiver in certain spatial 

relations to the events on the saeen, and then works toward establishing 

temporal order, and action causality. The relatiomhip of the perceiver to 

images needs to be discussed, as point of view and focalization are 

relevant not only williin-the diegetic world, but also on the level of the 

positioning of the perceiver with respect to knowledge. The relations 

between the perceiver and the filmic images are partidarly interesthg 

since the film posits the spectator as an invisible observer, a voyeur, which 

in dassical cinema (unüke literature) is never diredly addressed. The 

image is also produced as neutral or naturalistic, so the perceiver is rarely 

placed in a position to question his/ her relation to the image. Before 

discussing the perceiver's point of view, 1 need to explain how this 

"invisible naturalness" is manufactured. 

The cinematic (photographic) image is a representation of a pro- 

f . ~  event, one that took place in front of a camera, and was recorded by 

the photographer on nIm. The photographic image is the ultimate end of 

the mimetic tradition, as it provides a representation that seems identical 

to the pro-filmic event. In semiotic terminology we can Say that the 

photographic image exhibits a strong bond between the signiher and the 

signified, and that this bond is both iconic (by resemblance) and indeXical 

(by pointing to a pre-existing moment which was recorded)." The 

3l From a correspondence between Edward Branigan and myself, as part of a discussion 
on the nature of the verb structure in the £ilmic image. June 19%. 

32 For a fuller discussion of semiotics, see chapter 3. 



mimetic quality of the image led early nùn theorists to accept the image as 

an accurate and automatic representation of reality. Andre Bazin, for 

instance, hailed the realistic quality of film and encouraged filmmaking 

practices that resemble as much as possible the human viçual perception. 

Thus Bazin calied for long takes, the use of depth of field, and less editing. 

He praised the Neorealistç use of on-location cinematography and non- 

professional actors. In this attempt to foreground "natural'' human 

perception there is an embedded assumption that viçual data is accurate 

to the real world and factuai. Colin MacCabe claimç that classical cinema 

construch the image as primary, thus setting "an opposition between 

spoken discourses that may be mistaken and a visual discourse that 

parantees huth - which reveals all."u Since realism is not the main topic 

of this work, 1 will not elaborate on this fashating problem. 1 will just 

Say that like MacCabe, Branigan, Barthes and many others, 1 believe that 

film is a representational system, which creates an "impression of reality" 

by using cultural codes and systems of signification. 'The real in this 

sense is the labor through which matter is trançformed into sigruficance 

by a spectator/artist."~ 

According to the realist approach the film comtnicts the spectator 

as an observer in the scene, placed in the best location, or as Todorov 

daims, when editing is accounted for, "an observer ideally mobile in space 

and tirne."" But being able to visually experience events of one scene 

from many different perspectives does not reflect the expenence of a 

Coiin MacCabe, 'Theory and Film: Principles of Realisrn and Pleasure" in Mast, Cohen 
& Braudy (eds.) Film Theory and Criticism, Oxford University Press, 1992, p.82. 

Y Edward Branigan, Point of View in the Cinema, op. cit. p.207. 

35 In David Bordwell, op. cit. p.9. 
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participant or an observer of the scene at a real time, and from an actual, 

specific point of view. Editing ueates an "ideal obsemer," one that has 

omnipotence over the scene, while at the same the, being an invisible 

voyeur, she is occupying a ghostly role. Bordwell writes: 

It is not hard to find ernpirical fault with the invisible-observer 

account It must ignore many stylized techniques which cannot 

correspond to optical processes (split screen, wipes, negative 

filming, ''impossible" camera positions and movements) . It 

presupposes continuity cutting to be the closest representation of 

actual perception. Et forgets that even in ordinary films, the 

camera's position changes in ways that m o t  be attributed to a 

shift in a spedator's attention. The mode1 works wholly at a 

localized, "atomic" level: it seeks to explain only this cut or that 

image, not whole sequences or films? 

It is dear now that the relation of the perceiver to the film is much more 

complicated that just occupying the role of an "ideal observer." The text 

constmcts an "impression of reality" w h i h  the spectator consumes and 

processes through a set of spatial and temporal positioning, which in t u m  

serves as mes to the construction of the diegetic world. 

But the relations between the perceiver and the diegetic world is 

not one of a binary opposition. According to Todorov, the diegetic world 

can be seen as a series of embedded Ievels or frames, where one part of the 

language contains or restricts another part? An example would be a 

sequence which is narrated both by a character who participates in the 

diegesis and by an omnisaent narrator who criticizes the character's 

" Ibid. p.10. 

37 7 Edward Branigan, op. cit. p.172. 
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judgment. This narrator is then mocked by the implied author, whïch 

enables the charader to actually succeed because of the judgment they 

made. In such a text, the character's discourse is subordinated to the 

namator's, which in turn is contained by the author's decision to grant the 

character respect. Embedding, or framing, then, implies a limitation on 

the epistemological status of each ievel of narration. While discuçsing 

embedding, Branigan shows how each embedded level functions as an 

objed to the newt level which "sees itself' as a subject, but is an object to 

the higher up level.38 The diaraders then are objects to the subject 

narrator, who is, in tum an object to the subject spectator. Elsewhere, 

while discussing subjedivity, Branigan daims: 

Subjectivity will refer to the narration given by a character in the 

narrative, but it should be remembered that, in actuality, each 

successive level of narration implicates a new subject -- a fictional 

or hypotheticd perceiver - in an activity of seeing (e.g. listening, 

tellkg, displaying) an object (i-e., what is seen, heard, displayed). 

'Subject' and 'Object' are not h e d  terms but indicative of a 

relationship between two elements.39 

The largest £rame within the text, the overriding omniscience, (the 

"implied author" or "image of the narrator") ends up becoming the object 

for the implied or real perceiver, the subject. Branigan condudes: 

The viewer's attitude becomes a composite of various hypothetical 

obsemers, charaders, narrators, impfied narrators, and the 

author.40 

38 Edward Branigan, Narrative Comprehension and Film, Routledge, 1992. pp. 66-67. 

39 Edward Branigan, Point of View in the Cinema, op. cit p 2- 

40 Ibid. p.8. 



Due to reception-based and cognitive-based theories it is easy today 

to see the perceiver as a subject interacting with the text, but before 

structuralisrn (and poststructuralism) it was impossible to regard the 

fictional character as an object at all. Realiçtic (and to a degree, too, 

modemist) fiction h m  treated the character as a subject and an individual. 

The character, after all, is responsible for the action (or at least part of it, in 

cases of naturai or godly disruption). The character initiates, or responds 

to the dramatic conflict, and thus is the major force in moving the plot 

forward, towards its resolution. Rimmon-Kenan writes: 

The so called "realistic" argument sees characters as imitations of 

people and tends to treat them - with greater or lesser 

sophistication -- as if they were our neighbors or hiends, whilst 

also abstracting them from the verbal texture of the work under 

consideration. Such an approach. . . tends to speculate about 

characters' unconscious motivations and even constructs for them a 

past and future beyond what is specified in the text." 

The structuralis t project has done much to demystify notions of the 

character as an individual which is larger than the sum of the textual 

references to it. For the structuralist, al1 signification can be found within 

the text, by deconstructing its structure, and by a semiotic analysis of its 

sign systems. Branigan asserts: 

Character is a constmction of the text, not a priori and autonomous. 

It is not a "first fact" for literary criticisrn through which the 

remainder of a text is interpreted, made intelligible. Rather, 

41 Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan, op. cit. p.32. 
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diaracter exists to serve and to mask unconscious forces as they are 

played out in a drama which implicates the viewer." 

Moreover, Benveniste shows us that the pronoun "I" designates merent 

perçons in the duration of the discourse, as the "you" becomes a new "I." 

In other words, during a conversation '7" would altemately designate the 

different participants in the conversation, as they express their own 

opinions. For Benveniste, language is the site of subjectivity, as the ego 

exists only when contrasted with an "other," expressed through a 

pronoun.43 Roland Barthes, too, daims that: 

Linguistically, the author is never more than the instance wriüng, 

just as I is nothing than the instance of saying 1: language knows a 

"subjectl' not a "person," and this subject, empty outside of the very 

enundation which defines it, suffices to make language "hold 

together," suffices, that is to Say, to exhaust it-l-' 

For this exact reason enuncÏative shifters are important as markers of 

traces of subjectivity in the text. But this subjectivity does not refer to 

exis tents, but rather to discursive features of the text. 

Benveniste's and Barthes' linguistic analysis supports the 

structuralist effort to deplete the notion of the character hom any excess 

meaning, and serves as a constant reminder of the literary device, i.e., 

verbal language. But this linguistic and structuralkt rninimization of the 

charader was not easily received by everyone. Seymour Chaûnan writes: 

42 Edward Branigan, op. a t .  p.12. 

43 Emiie Benveniste. 'Subjectivity in Language" in Problems in General T.inaistics, t r m .  
by Mary Elizabeth Meek, University of Miami Press, 1971 (original French version was 
published in 1966). pp. 223-230. 

Roland Barthes, 'The Death of the Author" in David Lodge (ed.) M m  . .  . 
Theory, L o n g m .  1988, p.169. 



The equation of charader with "mere words" is wrong on other 

grounds. Too many mimes, too many captionless silent films, too 

many ballets have shown the folly of such a restriction. Too often 

do we recall fictional characters vividly, yet not a single word of the 

text in which they came aIive; indeed, 1 venture to Say that readers 

generally remember diatacters this way+ 

Even a theonst like BordweU, who places the -cal weight on the viewer, 

is not completely free of romantic notions of the character as a subjed, and 

not just a structural object of narration. Bordwell attributes all techical 

properties of the film as deriving out of the need to support the charader's 

"transmission of fabula information, with the result that bodies and faces 

become the focal points of attention."46 Such an attitude leads toward a 

limited and restrictive notion of point of view, by which Bordwell 

recognizes only a subjective, and mostly physical, view-point of a 

character.47 In other words, for Bordwell, point of view shots are one of 

many techniques used to assert the subjectivity of a character, as the 

center and major force of the fabula. If the point of view shot cannot be 

jus tified by physical perspective, it is justified as a psychological one, thus 

further asserting the character as a subject, one with consaous and 

unconscious needs and desires. 

In contrast, Branigan points out that physical view point shots are 

not enough to indicate subjectivity. As an example we can look at a film 

like Lady in the Lake (Montgomery, 1946), which is basically a single 

45 Seymour Chatman, op. cit p.118. 

46 David Bordweil, op. cit. p.162. 

47 Ibid. See discussions of Lady Windennire's Fan (p. 178186) and The New Babi7on (p. 257- 
260). 



travehg point of view shot, but critics agree that it fails as a subjective 

£ilm. Branigan claims that mere perspectival POV shot iç not necessarily 

analogous to the experience of being that character, or feeling that 

character's feelings.* For him, 

What is important is not the camera as an absolute reference point 

but the relation among camera, character, object and a perceiver's 

hypothesis about this relation" 

M e  1 accept Branigan's position, 1 would also like to add that for a point 

of view shot to work (Le., to convey the episternological status of a 

charaber), a relation between the POV shot and other shots, sound design, 

and editing needs to be accounted for. Branigan spends much of his book 

discussing different constnictions of POV shots (or actually, as he rïghtIy 

points, a pair of shots whereby we see a glance and an object being looked 

at), but he refrains hom discussing the functioning of this pair within 

Iarger material contexts. The filmic medium stmggles with conveying 

psychological states of characters. Unless voice over narration is used, 

there is no direct verbal access to characters' thoughts, except for what 

they Say. To compensate for that, the needs to show the character's 

reaction to the events, so that the viewer can infer beyond the verbal text. 

The pair gIance/object in the POV shot is useless without a third shot of 

the character conveying the reaction to what has been seen. Granted, this 

reaction can be conveyed already in the first shot, that of the glance, but 

then the perceiver is unaware of what the character is seeing, and may 

therefore be unable to interpret the reaction. But undestanding the 

importance of a knowledge gain (on the side of the character) is not 
- - - -- 

a Edward Branigan, op. cit p.7. 

49 Ibid. p. 110. 



conveyed soIely by the response (body language or voice) of the reaction 

shot. Music, sound effects and editing, ail cue the perceiver toward 

understanding what the character h w s  and how she feels about i t  I 

would therefore suggest a s m d  correction of Branigan's statement, 

whereby POV functions as a relation between all textual information 

( induhg the camera), character, object and the perceiver. 

For Branigan: 

Point of view as a system of the text functions to control (expand, 

restrict, change) the viewer's access, not to a real object (through a 

"camera"), nor to psychological states and attitudes, but to 

signi6cation. Points of view are episte~nological boundaries inscnbed 

within the text.50 

This view sits well with a theory of embedding. Branigan's notion of 

point of view, much like literary theones of levels of enunciaüon and 

discourse, funciions as a structural theory, whereby point of view 

becomes a device in creatùig a level of narration, which c m  then be 

affirmed, denied, or resûicted in another level of narration. Branigan 

asserts: 

Even so, point of view is only a partial description of the movement 

of narration through a text. For example, although the choice of 

point of view is frequentl y analyzed in terms of the information 

which is thereby suppressed, other effects - such as the overall 

management and delay of enigmas, the arrangement of action 

sequences, and soliciting the reader's, or spectator's interest - are 

50 Edward Branigan, op. a t .  p.178 (my emphasis). 
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more global in nature and are best analyzed when narration is 

considered as an interlodcing system of many levels.5' 

For Branigan, then, the literary distinction between focalization and 

narration does not hold true in the case of film. The two are not distinct 

and separate activities: focalization is one of many narratorial devices. 

Like Branigan, I too, believe that in the case of nlm, enunciation and 

focalization are not distinct activities, but are effective narratorial 

ùiçhuments. In the next paragraphs I will give a few examples from 

research done in the past few years. 

While most films do not employ any form of overt verbal narration 

(other than dialogue), a small group does use voice-over narration, as a 

principal mode of transmission of the narrative. It may seem that this 

group exhibits narration as a separate activity from focalization, but as we 

shall see, this is not so. 

David Bladc performs an adaptation of Genette's theory of levels of 

narration to cinema. According to Genette, the fundamental level of the 

narrating act (the one that initiates the discourse), done by a narrator 

which does not participate in the events, is the extradiegetic level. When a 

character narrates, she does so in a diegetic or intradiegetic level, and 

what is being recounted by the charader exists at the metadiegefic level. 

But who is the extradiegetic narrator in film? While trying to locate that 

function, Bladc proposes that the film material (sound and image) is the 

fundamental narrator, and he proposes to c d  it an intrinçic narrator, since 

it  refers to the discursive activïty of the medium itself.52 Black justifies 

51 Edward Branigan, Narra Cive Corn rehension and F i l n  op. cit. p. 115. 

52 David Ailan Black, "Genette and Film: Narrative Level in the Fiction Cinema," Wide 
Anete_, 8 (1986): 19-26. 



this distinction by daiming that verbal narration in film is a product 

within a larger system of images and sounds, that is, it is not the initiator 

of the discourse, in the same way that the literary extradiegetic narrator is. 

Black daims: 

Even voice-over narrations that initiate the la&age and enjoy the 

spatio-temporal abstraction of the novelistic extradiegetic narrator 

are, nonetheless, entities of a secondary fictional order, included 

within an enveloping discourse-53 

In support of this thesis we can look at Sarah Kozloff's comprehensive 

work on voice over in cinema. Kozloff shows that omnipresent, extemal, 

third-person narration is rare in cinema, and that most voice over 

narration is done in first person by a diaracter who takes part in the 

events.54 Moreover, Kozloff shows that unlike literary narration, filmic 

voice over narration is intermittent and interwoven with dramatic scenes. 

The voice-over narrator then is not the prirnary source of discourse 

(Genette's exb-adiegetic narrator), but one of few narrators (a 

homodiegetic one). Like Black, Kozloff condudes that 

A homodiegetic voice-over narrator is always subsumed by, and 

thus subordinate to a more powef i  narrating agent, the image 

maker who dramatizes the story on the screen.5 

We c m  see now that even films that use voice-over narration, do so not as 

an initial level of narration, but as an intermediate one, an embedded 

level, which may (or may not) have more epistemological authorïty than 

53 Ibid. p.20. 

s4 Sarah Kozloff, bvisible Storvtellers: Voice-Over Narration in Amencan Fiction Film, 
University of California Press, 1988, chap. 3 & 4. 

55 Ibid. pp 4849. 



the charaders in the nlm, but is dehitdy subordinated to a more basic 

level of narration, that of the intrinsic film medium. It is interesting to 

recall in this context Colin MacCabe's assertion that f i lm posits voice as 

epiçtemically less reliable than image. While MacCabe may support hiç 

daim by historical, or semiotic explmation, it is dear now that the statuç 

of the voice as subordinate is also inherent to the stmcturd restraint of 

film narration, Le., to the fact that the fundamental level of film narration 

is not solely verbal. VO&-over films, much like the so called un-mediated 

f h s ,  use e n d a t i o n  side by side with focalization toward purposes of 

narration. 

Finally, it is worth mentioning that film focalization (via a point of 

view structure) can function in mu& the same way direct discourse does. 

Jeffrey Rush performs an adaptation to film theory, of the quotation 

prinaples of direct, indirect and free indirect56 While Chatman struggles 

with addressing forms of quotation, character thoughts, and interior 

monologue in film," Rush finds visual analogous to all three 

phenornenon. Rush daims: 

The quotation marks, the disowning implicit in direct discourse, 

have analogs in the dassical point of view film sequence. In a point 

of view sequence, the extradiegetic narrator appears to vanish The 

camera seems motivated entirely by the character's glance and, 

through that, by the character's thoughts themselves.58 

56 jefhey S. Rush, "Lyric Oneness: The Free Syntacticd Indirect and the Boundary 
Between Narrative and narration," Wide An d e  8 (1986): 27-33. 

57 See Seymour Chatman, op. a t .  Chapter 4. Whiie a large portion of the chapter 
discusses narration and speech acts (pp 161-195), ody the last couple pages directly 
address some of these issues with regards to film. The discussion however, is 
problematic and insuffiaent. 

58 jeffrey S. Rush, op. cit. p.28. 



As an example Rush recounts the sequence £rom Psycho (Hitchcock, 1960), 

where Marion is leaving town, and she drives by her boss. We see the 

boss' puzzlement from Marion's perspective, through the mirror, and then 

the cvnera cuts to show Marion as she gapes and hesitates. 

Her thoughts are as dear and as immediate as they would be in a 

sentence, " 'Oh not him of ail people,' thought Marion as her boss 

passed in front of her. Should I t u m  back now?' "59 

In indirect discome the narrator is responsible for summarizing the 

thoughts of the character, so the quotation marks are removed, and the 

speech is being interpreted, rather than imitated. A filmic example can be 

seen in The Butcher (Claude Chabrol, 1969) where a teacher feels lonely 

and isolated hom her physical environment. The camera shows her at the 

school window and then pulls back to show the enüre stone face of the 

schoolhouse with the woman, small in one window. This kind of shot 

conveys the woman's feeling in a metaphonc way, by creating an image of 

sedusion and loneliness. The intrinsic narrator, (in this case the camera, 

rather than editing or another device) is responsible for conveyirig how 

the woman feels, without cutting to a physical POV shot (or direct 

discourse). The analog of free indirect discome (one that omits the direct 

atîribution) can be equated to Uspenski's psychological or emotional point 

of view. A film sequence can convey a character's mood, or the narratorrs 

judgment about a character's mood, without expliatly showing the 

character experiencing that mood. Rush's example is a sequence from 

Eclipse (Antonioni, 1962), where shots of empty space (empty of 

characters, that is), convey Vittoria's need to daim a place for herself. 



Appropriating Rush, we may say that in certain cases a Hm's 

focalization (whether done by a character or a narrator) is the eqevalent 

of enunaation. Under this view, visual constnicts can convey a 

subjectivity and at the same time they presume the voice of the m a t o r .  

Once again, we see that e n d a t i o n  and focalization are devices in 

narration, and that in film, they often are interchangeable or coliapsed into 

one activity. 

Summary 

Part of the problem with the attempt for a dear-cut distinction 

between enuncïation and focalization is that film communicates stories via 

sound (verbal and non-verbal) and image. Early film theorists attempted 

to understand image in verbal tems and ignored the complexity which is 

the result of the multipliaty of sensory channels. In his effort to define 

film as a language, or at least a language system, Christian Metz says that 

A dose-up of a revolver does not mean "revolver" . . . but at the 

very least, and without speaking of connotations, it signifies "Here 

is a revolver! . . . Even when the shot is a "word," it remains a kind 

of a "sentence-word," such as one h d s  in certain languages.60 

For Metz, we think and understand photographs in terms of words. 

Many objections have been proposed to Metz's daim, like the issue of 

negation, or positive assertions, and the fad that when the image is not a 

close-up of one objed, there are many alternative accurate descriptions of 

the content and meaning of that pidure. In responding to Metz's assertion 

Branigan writes: 

60 Christian Metz, Film Lanmia~e: A Semiotics of Cinema, tans. by Michael Taylor, 
Oxford University Press, 1974, p. 67. 
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The possibility that both diegetic and mimetic processes may be 

involved in processing a picture suggests that the interpretive 

consequences of a picture may be greater than either the pictonal 

associations of the picture seen or the words we apply.61 

Bmnigan is tryhg to open the door for an interpretation whidi is both 

verbal and non-verbal, but his concept of pictond interpretation is elusive 

and vague. 

Metz is &O not alone in interpreting images in verbal terms. In 

fact, many theorists assume, like Chatman, that "since cognition is already 

a verbal conçtitute, or is easily reduced to one, its tramference to verbal 

narrative is simple and immediate."62 Chatman creates a subordinate 

system by whîch visual perception has to be understood in verbal te-, 

since cognition is verbal. But as wiU be s h o w  in chapter 2, recent 

cognitive theories of visual information processing suggest that images 

are not necessady understood in verbal terms, and they give accounts of 

visual cognition that is independent of language co,pition The ment of 

these theories is in enabhg us to thùik of distinct narratorial computation 

systems for words and pictüres. Under this approach we will have to look 

at enunciation and point of view as they function visually, verbally (and 

maybe in non-language based aural system as well), toward the 

construction of visual, verbal, and (other sound) narratives. A multipliàty 

of narratives (or narrative levels) in one text will be studied then, in a 

complex model that accounts for the material complexity of film as a 

medium. And after all, since psychoanalysis long gave up on the idea of a 

61 Edward Branigan, '7-Iere is a Pidure of No Revolver; The Negation of Images, and 
Methods for Analyzing the Structure of Pictonal Statements," Wide An&8 (1986), p.11. 

62 Seymour Chatman, op. a t .  pp. 181-182 



d e d  subject, there is no need to fear the idea of a complex and 

sometimes contradktory narrative text. In the next chapter 1 will look at  

the differences between the perception and cognition of images and 

na- languages. In following chapters 1 wiU apply a cognitive approach 

to fi narration and comprehension, and parfidarly to the issues of 

point of view and nImic enunciation. 



Chapter 2 

Cinematic implications of cognitive science research on the perception 

and cognition of images and language. 

Introduction 

Film communicates sirnultaneously through images, dialogue, 

sound effects and music, and it is difficult to separate (both 

experientially and theoretically) the impact of each one of these 

communicative channels on our interpretation of the film. Action, 

camera movement, point of view editing, voice over, and other 

structural filmic deviceq further complicate the discussion. In this 

chapter 1 will fkst discuss the concept of meaningful perception, or the 

relationship between perception and cognition. 1 will then describe the 

fundamental differences between the perception of images and 

language (as it is conveyed in the dialogue), and how this information 

is being cognitively processed as both propositional sets (language and 

images) and holistic images. In addition, 1 shall discuss memory 

storage and retrieval mechanisms, as these are crucial for the 

reorganization of syuzhet material into fabula (or the construction of 

the narrative). This chapter is meant as a general overview of research 

from cognitive science which is relevant to film comprehension. The 

application of the research outlined below to film narration and 

interpretation will be developed in chapters three and four. 

While discussing perception I would iike to use examples from 

Sergio Leone's 1969 epic Western Once Upon a Time in the West. This 

film starts with a twelve-minute credit sequence, establishing a solitary 

train station in the West, and three gunmen waiting for the train. In 



the entire scene there are two lines of dialogue, dehered by the scared 

station manager, who is locked up within the first three minutes of the 

film. The next nine minutes feature sound effects that are generated by 

the image (a fly, dripping water, wind, and finally the arrival of the 

train). No words or music accompany the scene. The sequence ends 

with the arrival of the train, and its almost immediate departure, 

leaving the men thinking that the man they were waiting for did not 

corne. But as the train pulls away, we hear the sound of harmonica 

playing, and then see Charles Bronson playing it. A short dialogue 

reveals that the men are intending to kill Bronson, at the end of which 

they all pull guns and shoot at each other. Bronson kills all three men, 

and is wounded himself in the shoulder. At this moment, seventeen 

minutes after the beginnuig of the film, the plot starts, and is going to 

become progressively more complex for the next tkee  hours. The 

scene is composed of mostly static camera shots, which are divided into 

some wïde angle shots exposing the spatial relations, and the 

characters' placements with regards to one another, and many close-up 

shots of faces, or objects. The scene is long and slow, featuring much 

repetition of detail, and is comrnunicated almost solely by visual 

means. The few sound effects, rather than expanding the boundaries of 

the frame (as in a sound that indicates the arrival of someone into the 

£rame), are originated from withGn the visual field, and are always 

explained visuaLly (lüce the squeakuig noise whose source is indicated 

by a visual cut to a metal windmill). The lack of dialogue or action, 

and the static nature of the camera work, make this sequence useful for 

an analysis of visual perception and cognition. Other films that will be 

discussed in this chapter are Alien and The Silence of the Lambs. 



Meaningful perception 

Within three months of a child's birth, the child can see with 

considerable darity the world around it.1 Within the first year of a 

child's Me, the duld learns how to crawl and walk, and in so doing 

learns to make a comection between the visual representation in 

his/ her brain and the physical world. As coordination develops, the 

chilci can avoid objects in its way, navigate around space, and reach and 

grasp with great accuracy. In order to perform ail these tasks the child's 

visual perception needs to be in bill operation. This operation 

precedes the use of language (which starts developing after a year of 

age) and thus precedes the ability to name objects and to define spatial 

relations verbally. Visual perception not only precedes language, but is 

also very difficult to describe in linguistic terms. Our visual perception 

is fast (compared to language perception), operates simultaneously on 

many objects in the visual field, seems automatic, and we have no 

direct awareness of how the experience of perception cornes about? 

Unlike vision, the sense of hearing is already active while the 

fehis is inside the mother's womb. But the ability to hear sounds, to 

enjoy music, or be scared of a loud thunder is quite different from the 

acquisition of natural language skills. Language is a highly complex 

and codified communication system about the world. It uses arbitrary 

chains of sounds to represent objects in the world. It is abstract, and has 

corne about by a lengthy soaal (and historical) process. When the child 

. . Mark H Johnson and John Morton Biology and Cornitive Develo~ment: The Case of 
Face Recognition, Oxford UK & Cambridge, USA, 1991, Ch. 2 pp. 23-37. 

Nicholas J. Wade & Michael Swanston, Visual Perceution: An Introductio~ London 
and new York Routledge, 1991, pp. 1-5. 



l e m  how to speak it f i s t  l e m  general nouns. More than half will 

refer to classes of concepts (me "dog," "cat," "house," etc.), and onIy 

between 18 months to two years will the chüd start putting together 

hvo word utterances? By the age of four the vocabdary consists of 1500 

words, and the use of grammatical forms approaches addt level. By 

the time children enter school they comprehend, on average, more 

than 14,000 words.4 

Language also varies across cultures, and a person landing in 

Baghdad with no knowledge of the Arabic language and no translater, 

h d  it difficult to function in that society. But that same person 

will still be able to see Baghdad, will know better than to cross the road 

when a car is approaching, and will probably be even capable of hailùig 

a cab, using mostly visual percephial skius and body language 

conventions for cab-hailing. In order to understand language, we need 

to first l e m  it: we need to individually learn each and every symbol, 

and the referent it stands for, plus the social rules and conventions that 

govern language use. We also need to be able to store this lexicon and 

the set of d e s  in our memory, so that we can use it to decode the 

sounds that we hear. It is clear therefore that the perception of 

language becomes meaningful ody when it is cognitively processed by 

high-order mechanisms such as memory retrieval, matching and 

sorting, and distinction into categories.5 

L.R. Gleitman & H. Gleitman, "A pidure is worth a thousand words, but that's the 
problem: The role of syntax in vocabdary acquisition," Current Directions in 
Psvcholo~icai Science, 19921 pp. 31-35. 

P.A. devillers & J.G. devaers, "bnguage Development" in M.H. Bronstein & M.H. 
Lamb (eds.) Pevelo~mental Psvcholow: An advanced textbook, 3rd ed. Hillside, NJ: 
Earlbaum, 1992, pp. 337-418. 

Adrian Akmajian, Richard A. Demers, An. K Farmer and Robert M. Harnish, 



Images function differently. Not only does their perception 

seem automatic and fast, but they seem to possess, and not necessarily 

acquire, m e h g :  viewing a dog is a meaningful event even before we 

know what it is. If the dog is agitated and barks we may feel fear; we 

will dassiS it as a dangerous animal and respond by taking precaution. 

But the word "dog" is meaningless until we learn what it refers to, so 

the waming "watch out for the dog" will be meanuigless until "the 

dog" is attached to a spef ic  referent (a speafic canine, who is capable of 

barking and b i thg  etc.). It seems to follow then that at some basic level 

visual perception functions by jusf seeing things, even when one does 

not know what one sees. Philosopher Fred Dretske makes a distinction 

between two kinds of percephal processes: 

The perception of objects -- what 1 will call  sense perception - is 

that early phase of the perceptual process that culminates in 

sense experience (visual, auditory, tactile, etc.) of the object. 

Perception of facts about these objects, on the other hand -- that 

which constitutes meaningfrrl perception -- is a more inclusive 

process. Besides sense perception, meaningful perception 

indudes a knowledge (at least a judgment or belief) about the 

object beirig experienced.6 

According to Dretske then, in order to have a meaningful perception, 

one needs to involve high-order cognitive activities such as retrieval 

Lineuistia: An lntroduçtion to Lampa c and Communicaeo~ Cambridge, bw: 
Press, 3" Ed. 1990, particularly chapter 6: "Semantics: The Study of Meaning and 
Denotation." See also George Lakoff, Women Fire and Daoperous Thin~s: Wha t 
Cate~ories Reveal About the Chicago, IL: University of ~ h i c a ~ o k e s s ,  1987, p.2 
and chapter 2. 

Fred Dretske, "Meaninghl perception," in A n  Invitation to Comitive Science: Visual 
Comition, Vol. 2, eds. Stephen M. Kossiyn and Daniel N. Osherso~ Cambridge, MA: 
MlT Press, 1995, p.331. 



of previous knowledge, and mechanisms of judgment and belief about 

the object being perceived. Object recognition, which is based on 

categorization and memory, typically does (but need not) involve the 

retrieval of verbal labels (i.e., naming). Dretske asserts: 

Meaningful perception requires more than good eyesight. It 

requires the kind of conceptual s a s  needed to dass* and sort 

perceptual objects into distinct categories.7 

According to thiç approach then meaningful visual object recognition 

requires two processes: disaimination and categorization. In 

discrimination one perceives the features of objects and other visual 

qualities. In categorization there is a process of recognition that is based 

on reliance on memory (at least of categonczl information). Dretske 

does not specify the features of categorization, but in most cases 

categorization typically involves naming, and organization in 

propositional sets. A rare example in which rneaningfd perception 

can be executed without naming and propositional sets can be seen in a 

guide dog for the blind, who is capable of discrimination and will not 

cross the road when a fast car is approaching, but is incapable of 

naming the objects "car" or "road" altogether. Still, the dog's visual 

perception and discrimination skills have resulted in a meaningfd 

perception, one based on belief, or judgement, which require pre- 

learned knowledge of cestain categories. But the guide dog example 

also shows that many complex cognitive mechanisms operate in order 

to adiieve ability to form a judgement ("de to cross"). The dog needs 

to evaluate the situation, compare it with stored memories or learned 

sequences of behavior, and then make a judgement about it. Whether 

7 Ibid. 



it requires language or not, then, meaningful perception for Dretske is 

a product of the application of complex conceptual skills, ones that 

have been learnt and cognitively processed before perception can 

become meaningful. 

The question of the stage at which perception becomes 

meaningful is particularly important in the case of fiLm 

comprehension. Film comprehension occurs at two distinct temporal 

frames that are irtterrelated but not identical. As the film is being 

projected, images and soundç are being perceived and the actions and 

events that they portray are being interpreted as they relate to the plot. 

But the overall narrative of the f i lm can be inferred and concluded 

only after the film has ended, and is therefore a post viewing product. 

In order to corne up with this conclusive narrative text, the perceiver 

needs to retrieve filmic events from memory and re-organize them in 

a causal and temporal linear chain. Memory retrieval, problem 

solving operations, and re-organization of the filmic materid are 

higher order cognitive activities, which are likely to necessitate the use 

of language, or language-like systerns. But this post-viewing 

narratonal operation is dependent on what was stored in memory 

during viewing, and how that material was perceived and cognitively 

processed in order to be stored in memory. Now, if perception becomes 

meaningful only when categorization is involved, as Dretske claims, 

and since memory is a high-order cognitive activity, it is unlikely that 

sense perception will be categorized and memorized as such. Only 

rn ea n i ng f u 1 percep tiom will undergo cognitive operations and will be 

stored in memory. In other words, visual perception wiU first be 

processed and understood in some 1-age-like way, and only then 



stored in memory. It then follows that the construction of the 

narrative as a high-order cognitive activity relies mostly (or maybe 

even exclusively) on laquage and language-like information systems 

for its operation. Yet some visual events that seemed non-meaningful 

at the time of f i lm perception may become meaningfu'i later on because 

of the needs of the evolving plot, and for the construction of the 

conclusive narrative (see discussion of The Usual Suspects in chapter 

3). And if visual perceptions are only stored in memory once they 

become meaningful (i.e., categoricai), then some non-meaningful 

perceptions may not be available for re-evaluation at the time they are 

needed for the construction of a comprehensive narrative. Dretske 

claims that 

Some form of constructivism or computationalism is there fore 

inevitable for meaningful perception, for seeing facts.8 

But what if, like the guide dog, we do have mechanisms for 

meaningful visual perception during the viewing of a f i lm,  which 

involve judgements (like "safe to cross") yet do not involve such high- 

order cognitive activities as computation and categorization? And 

what if those meaningful visual perceptions are actually stored in 

memory for later use? It will then follow that our construction of the 

narrative is not solely dependent on language-based (propositional) 

stored information, but is also somehow affected by meaningful visual 

perception and cognition. In other words, at least in the case of visual 

perception, meaningful perception may operate at lower, less complex 

levels of cognitive activities, ones that could be stored in memory 

without being converted by computation into sets of propositions. It is 

Ibid, p.344. M y  emphasis. 
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interesting to note here that the cognitive Literature on mental imagery 

and visual mernories is engulfed in a similar debate about the nature 

of visual cognition, and how it is stored in memory for further use. 

The debate, referred to as a debate between the depicîivists (or imagists) 

and the propositionalists, offers a complex picture, and at this point 

seems to show that both operations are active at the sarne time.9 1 

would like to now to turn to account for the mechanisms of sense 

perception and how it becomes meaningful for vision and for laquage 

in the case of film. 

Bottom-up and Top-down Perception 

Any discussion of perception, whether aura1 or visual, involves 

a discussion of low-order and bottom-up perception, and its relation to 

high-order cognitive mechanism, and to top-down operations. Low- 

order cognitive operations are those that guide our attention to 

discrimination of features in the visual field9 Higher order cognitive 

activities refer to inductive reasoning, memory activation, 

categorization, naming, problem solving, inferencing, and such 

operations which are performed on already perceived sensory 

information. Bottom-up perception refers to the actual consumption 

of sewory information from the world and its processing by the brain. 

For further discussion of the debate between the Depictivists and the 
Propositionalists see Stephen M. Kosslyn w e  and -Cambridge, MA: Mïï, Press, 
1980. See also P.N. Johnson-Laird, Mental Models. Boston: Harvard University Press, 
1983, ch7. 

Io Attention and discrimination can be considered as high or medium-order visual 
perception levels of cognition. In m y  use of the Iow-level term throughout this 
dissertation 1 do not try to challenge the cognitive science literahire on the subject, but 
just to indicate that object recognition, and discrimination are quite different than 
high-order cognitive operations such as memory storage and retrieval, and 
organization of narrative information in causal order. 



Top-down operations refer to devices like feedback mechanisrns, in 

which memory and expectations effect low levei processing, and 

determine attention patterns (see discussion on the influence of 

ideology on perception by the materialist brandi of reception studies in 

chapter 4). In the case of Hm there is an a-prion top-down operation, 

namely the knowledge that we are watching an artistic product that has 

been filmed in the past, and is now projected on a screen. This top- 

d o m  operation is of course historically acquired: dùldren often have 

nightmares about Bambi's mother's death, being unable to recognize 

the fictional nature of the experience. It is interesting in this context to 

mention that Lumigrers 1895 viewers -- the first film viewers ever - 
were allegedly ovenvhelmed by the image of a train approadiing the 

camera/audience, and they ran away from the theatre in fear. Given 

that they had not yet learned what the film experience is, they had no 

top-down belieb at their disposal, and were therefore reacting to the 

bottom-up perception that a train is about to run them over. But for 

most adults of the first world at the turn of the millennium, there is a 

dear top-down comprehension of what film is about (as an artistic and 

as a sensual experience), a mechanism which encompasses or brackets 

the events that occur in the diegetic world of the film's plot. 

But even within the narrative, as well as in our living 

experience, for bottom-up perception to be cognitively processed there 

usually needs to be a higher order cognitive operation involved. For 

instance, the second shot of Once Upo n a Tirne in the West shows a 

slow tilt-up of the camera from the boots of a man, up his legs, his gun ,  

his coat and finally his face under a felt cowboy hat. In order to 

recognize the objects ''boots" and "gun" we need to have seen them 



once before (in real life or in film), learned what they are, and be able to 

name them. If we don't know what the gun is (an instrument that can 

kiil), we won't understand the look of fear and surprise on the face of 

the station's manager in the following shot. To use Dretske's 

terminology, while sense perception will just be seeing the gun as a 

metal instrument of a certain shape, its meaningful perception will be 

to see it as a "gun," (or make a judgement that it is a gun) with all its 

usage and soaai implications. For meaningful perception to occur 

here, there iieeds to be a higher-order procedure in operation; a 

recognition of the object with reference to other ones seen before. 

Moreover, since much of the construction of the narrative activity 

occurs in retrospect, it heavily relies on higher order operations such as 

analysis and reorganization of stored mernories. But as 1 claimed 

earlier, although meaningful visual perception may not require 

computation and propositional sets, higher order operations like 

memory and categorization certainly do. 

It is particularly important to look at low level perception, since 

not all films rely solely on "meaninghil" perception (like the "this is a 

gun" case described above). In some films, the question is "what are we 

seeing?" and the answer is not reduced to an object. In the first Al ien  

(Ridley Scott, 1979), for instance, the Alien can never be seen as a 

discrete object. When first encountered it is barely lit, seen through 

mist and fog, usually through the masks the team is wearing, or 

through the video signal sent to the ship. Once on the ship, it  is mostly 

shown in a series of close-up shots which reveal only parts of the alien. 

Throughout the film, it changes shape, form and material, and 

remains a concrete form of threat precisely because the audience cannot 



easily identi£y it, and therefore cannot make predictions about what it 

is capable of. Because the Alien is never categorized and defined, the 

audience needs to pay constant attention to low-order visual 

perception in dealing with its threat. MeaningN perception of the 

AIien, as far as Dretske would postdate, occurs only at the level of 

computing the responses of the other astronauts to the Alien, as well as 

in top-down expectationç that what we see is the alien, or the 

consequences of its actions. Since the audience can never anticipate 

how and in what new form the m e n  wiIl present itself, and since the 

film refrains from actually showing the Alien much, the audience 

relies on information derived from other characters. Alien is an 

example of a £ibn where low-order perception is crucial, but 

insufficient in and of itself for comprehension. 1 shall therefore 

carefully examine here bottom-up theories of low-level perception and 

how they affect meaningful perception. In following chapters 1 will 

show the importance of such low-level perception to higher order 

mechanisms of narrative comprehension. 

Only a few researchers support a purely bottom-up approach to 

perception. One of the more influential ones is Gibson who in the 

1960s re-focused attention on the direct theory of perception." Under 

this position 

the stimulus (. . .) contains all the information needed to speafy 

the distal state of affairs. If the proximal stimulus is 

understood, not as a static distribution of energy occurring on 

the receptor surfaces at a time, but as the total dynamic pattern 

II J.J. Gibson, The Ecoloeical A~oroach  to Visual Perce~tion~Boston, MA: Houghton 
Mifflin, 1979. 



of stimulation reaching a mobile observer over t h e ,  there is 

no need for inference, reasoning, and problem solving.12 

This approach eliminates the possibility of any cognitive activity 

during perception and assumes that perception hc t ions  simply by a 

faithhl registration of stimulus information, and "the perceiver does 

not contribute anything to the act of perception [. . .]."13 But Gibson's 

theory has been challenged quite often in past decades, both on 

theore tical and on experimental grounds.14 It is dear today that in 

most experiences of perception there is some sort of interaction 

behveen high-order cognitive activities and low-order perceptual ones. 

As a result, many theonsts started exploring the relationship of the 

"top-down" and the "bottom-up" mechanisms. 

These investigations resulted in a range of concepts like 

Mins ky 's Framesl5, and Schank and Abelson's Scripts .16 Al1 these 

researchers were looking for an appropriate kame of reference, a 

context-based unit of knowledge ~vhich is used to process new 

information. According to these theories there is a hierarchy, or 

architectural structure for cognition, which means that new 

information is always matched and compared with older, previously 

12Fred Dretske, op. cit. p.342. 

l3 J.J. Gibson, "On Theories For Visual Space Perception," in G. Janssen, S.S. Bergstrom & 
W. Epstein (eds.) Perceivine Events and Obiects, Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum 
Associates, 1994, P.183. 

l4 For an example see J. Fodor and Z.W. Pylyshyn, "HOW Direct is Visual perception? 
Some Refleciions on Gibson's 'Ecological Approach'," -9,1981. 

l5 Marvin Minsky, "A Framework for Representing Knowledge" in P.H. Winston (ed.) 
The Psvcholow of Com~uter Visiorl, NY, McGraw Hill, 1975,211-277. 

l6 R.C. Schank and R.P. Abelson, çcriDh.ans. Goals and Undenia* Hillside, NJ: 
Earlbaum, 1977, Chap. 3. 



compiled large-scale data structures. This kind of context driven 

architectural theory explains the power and speed of mental activities. 

Mamin Minsky notes that: 

In popular cultue, memory is seen as separate from the rest of 

thinking; but finding the right memory - it wodd be better to 

Say: finding a use ful memory - needs the same sorts of strategies 

used in other Ends of thinking!i7 

Minsky is not alone in linking memory, thinking, and information 

processing. In fact, all the theories mentioned above are histoncally 

based, in the sense that they all focus on the retneval mechanism of a 

context based unit. The theorkts diverge however when discussing the 

nature of the cognitive architecture and the retrieval procedure, as will 

be shown later. 

While al1 these theories focus on a cognitive s t ~ c t u r e  which is 

already established @y past experiences and previous knowledge 

gathering) Schank and Abelson propose a useful mode1 for discussion 

of the percephial activity. They daim that different situations trigger 

different mernories, expenences and appropriate contexts. Thus when 

one mentions a restaurant, a whole set of concepts emerge: restaurants 

as related to food, to social activity, as different from fast food chains, a 

particular restaurant one has recently been to, etc. Schank and Abelson 

call these context/ memory-based units, "scripts:" 

[. . .] a script is a predetermined, stereotyped sequence of actions 

that defines a weU-known situation. Scripts d o w  for new 

references to objects within them just as if these objects have 

l7 Marvin Minsky, op. cit., 174. 



been previously mentioned; objects within a script may take 

'the' without explicit introduction because the script itself has 

already impliatly introduced them.18 

For Schank and Abelson the script is a very specific unit designed for a 

particular context, and is not subject to much change. The speafic 

nature of the script creates a complex hierardiical structure in which 

many scripts have to be pulled at any given situation, the specifïc 

information has to be first matched or compared to all the relevant 

scripts and only then understood. 

Schank and Abelson's description of the script is very similar to 

literary and filmic descriptions of a genre. The genre piece shares a 

limited variety of themes, plots and the same gallery of characters. The 

topic of the film, the kinds of events m d  developments, are chosen 

from a relatively nmow range of possibilities. A well-trained 

reader/viewer of a genre piece has a ngid set of expectations about the 

text, before even starting to perceive the text itself. The Western 

consumer, for instance, will expect to see 

(. . .) a succession of muddled brawls in bar-rooms, tense and 

inscrutable poker games in smoky saloons, gunfights in empty 

streets, showdowns among the rocks with whining bullets, 

cavalry pusuits and Indian ambushes, mysterious strangers 

riding into town in search of vengeance or redemption . . -19 

Like the script application, a viewing of a new Western is always 

compared and processed through the knowledge of the genre, and its 

predetennined scripts. In Once Upon a Time in the West, for instance, 
- - - - - - - - -. - - - - - 

ls Sdiank and Abelson, op. cit-, 55. 

l9 M. French, Westerns: Asuects of a movie venre, Viking Press, 1973, p.23. 
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the three gunmen Wear dark dothes and black hats. Charles Bronson, 

on the other hand, wears a white coat and a white hat- This color code 

indicates to the Western comoisseur (and to some degree to the film 

competent viewer of other genres as well) that Bronson is probabiy the 

good guy, while the other three are likely to be bad. When minutes 

later Bronson successfdly kiUs aIl three, ties his wounded arm to his 

coat and gets up to leave, the audience is barely surprised, even though 

they just spent long 17 minutes leamhg about these characters in great 

detail. Much like the top-down knowledge of general film viewing, 

the use of a generic code, or a script, presupposes previouç knowledge 

of the code or the script, thus assuming a reading and viewing practice 

that is already available cognitively. Literary critic Roland Barthes talles 

about the process of reading fiterature as always employing these kinds 

of top-down cognitive mecha~sms: 

The logic to which the narrative refers is nothing other than a 

logic of the already read: the stereotype (proceeding from a 

culture many centuries old) is the veritable ground of the 

narrative world, built altogether on the traces which experience 

(much more bookish than practical) has left in the reader's 

memory and which constitutes it.20 

The genre piece then uses top-down expectations and plays with the 

perceiver's assumptions, but is also very much dependent upon the 

perceiver's previous knowledge (or what reception theorist Hanç 

Robert Jauss c d s  the "horizon of expectationff21). The genre enables 

20 Roland Barthes, T h e H i l l  & Wang New York, 1988,144. 

21 Jauss, Hans Robert, Toward an Aesthetic of Receotipa bfi~eapolis:  University of 
Minnesota Press, 1982. 



the fihmaker and the viewer to take short cuts, since much 

information is redundant, or already known. Schank and Abelson's 

model also accounts for those kinds of short cuts, or what they call 

causal chaining : 

People, in speaking and writing, consistently leave out 

information that they feel can easily be inferred by the listener or 

reader .... If we heax that X caused Y, we must ask if X could cause 

Y directly and if it cannot we must figure out the intermediate 

events. This is the princïple of causal chaining.22 

FVhile this model is very good in explaining the speed of processing of 

specific scenarios, it may be too local, and lean too heavily on top-down 

operations After ail, a first time viewer of a Western who happens to 

see Once Upon a Time in  the West, is still more likely than not to 

understand the plot of the film. She may be surprised to see Bronson 

able to kill a l l  three armed men, but as the next few encouriters with 

him unfold, and because of his self respect, the music, his refusal to 

bend down to Cheyenne, and his overall demeanor, she will 

eventually learn that Bronson (nameless throughout the film) is 

indeed the good guy. How does this understanding corne about if a 

script was unavailable? 1s it purely by general narrative conventions, 

or are there any other clues, such as general human behavior, 

knowledge about the world, etc.? 1s it possible at all that the f3.m codd 

be interpreted without any of these scripts or frames of reference at dl? 

Intuitively, the answer to this last question is "no" in the case of the 

arts, and most of the cognitive literature support this claim. But even 

if we need certain kinds of knowledge pnor to being able to perform 

22 Schank & AbeIson, op. at., 45. 
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any interpretation, we cannot assume that we know all, otherwise we 

wiU be always reading the already read, seeing the already seen, and we 

would lose interest in artistic texts. The script idea assumes rigidity and 

does not explain how a script can be modified (although Schank and 

Abelson enable some minor aspects of it to be modified). But a genre 

film always exists in dialogic relations with other films of that genre, 

often diverging somewhat from the very basic structure. While the 

structure may be repetitive and the characters redundant, some aspect 

of the fi lm needs to be unique in order for the audiences to be 

interested in the film. 

How is this uniqueness manifesteci, and how does it affect our 

interpretive practices? In the case of Once Upon a Time in the West 

there is a unique deliberation in the first few important minutes of the 

film on the three characters who are negligible for the plot. This 

deliberation works against the generic conventions, by which we are 

usually introduced to the main characters of the film and to the main 

dramatic conflict, within the first five minutes of the film. Here we are 

introduced to one of the main characters after 12 minutes, and to the 

second, Frank (played by Henry Fonda) only half an hour later. An 

hour into the f i lm we are still not sure why Bronson came to take 

revenge on Frank. As stated before, the perceivers are aware of this 

particular deviation only if they are aware of the convention.23 But at 

the same tirne, to be aware of the deviation, one needs to be perceiving 

twelve minutes of bottom-up information which is slow, thin in 

--- 

23 It is important to no te that Once Upon a Time in the West does not only conform to the 
Western genre, but is also a part of a larger canon of artistic texts, the of the cIassical 
realist epic, in which events unfold much more slowly than in traditional Hollywood 
cinema. The tension between the two genres requires a doubly competent viewer, or one 
with at Ieast two sets of schemata or scripts. 



narrative detail, and is completely irrelevant to the story that is about 

to be told. In other words, while the conventions of the genre may be a 

top-down, script like structure stored in our memory, the actual 

viewing of a film, and the enjoyment of it, is dependent on extemal (to 

our memory) and present tense perceptions. Schank and Abelson's 

mode1 (as well as Mïnsky's) can only explain the bottom-up perception 

after it has been processed by a script. The problern then with the 

'script' or 'framef idea is that not only does it assume that we are always 

reading the already read, but it also leads to an infinite regress of 

experience, whidi can only be processed by way of a previous 

experience. But if the uniqueness of Leone's f i lm can only be 

recognized during a cornparison between the script and the actual 

perception, it seems that the tension between the top-down and the 

bottom-up needs to be explored further before determining a hierarchy 

by which every perceptual experience is processed through a script. 

One possible way out of the hierarchical co,pitive architecture of the 

script theory is Jerry Fodor's theory of "the module." 

Jerry Fodor looks more closely at the relationship between 

perception and cognition at the time of the perceptual activity. Fodor 

notices that in some cases, despite of a cognitive belief, our perception 

leads us to a conclusion different than the belief. One of his favorite 

examples is the Müller-Lyer illusion in which two 

pardel  lines are Banked by arrows pointhg h 
bward in one case, and outward in the other. 

Although the lines are objectively of equal length, 

the one with outward pointing arrows appears a 
Illlrsbaticn#1: MU€r€\wiIItaai 



longer. Even when one knows that the two lines are of equal length, 

they continue to look as if they are of different lengths. Fodor writes: 

AIthough perception is smart like cognition in that it is typically 

inferential, it is nevertheless dumb like reflexes in that it is 

typically encapsulated. . . The apparent difference in length of the 

Müller-Lyer figures, for example, doesn't disappear when one 

learns that the arrows are in fact the same size- It seems to 

follow that at least some perceptual processes are insensitive to 

at least sorne of one's beliefs.24 

Because of perception's encapsulated nature, Fodor dairns that it is 

distinct from cognition. In order for perception to be cognitively 

processed" it needs to go through (or be screened by) an appropriate 

tn O d u 1 e, which is defined as: 

. . .an informationally encapsulated computational system - an 

inference making mechanism whose access to background 

information is constrained by general features of cognitive 

architecture, hence relatively rigidly, and relatively permanently 

consérained.26 

Fodor then identifies three different mechanisms that are active during 

the perceptive process: 1. transducers, 2. modules, and 3. central 

systerns. The function of transducers is to receive energy impinging at 

the organism's surface and translate it into a representational form 

accessible by other psychological systems. The function of the central 

24 Jerry Fodor, "Precis of the Modularity of the Mind," in Behavioral and Brain 
8:l-5, 1985, p. 2. 

25 Ibid. p. 3. 

26 Ibid. p. 3. 



system is that of inference and belief fixation, and the function of 

modules is to mediate between the two. While th% mediation may 

operate in either direction, Fodor discusses almost exclusively modules 

that take transduced representations and form hypotheses about their 

distal souces, hypotheses which then become available for use by 

central systems, which, in their turn, form beliefs and judgements, and 

draw inferences based on these hypotheçes. Fodor says that the 

function of the modules is "to present the world to thought."27 

Perception then is moddar, while higher cognition is unencapsulated, 

and has access to all modules and to the rest of the knowledge stored in 

the brain. 

Unlike the script, a module rehrs to much larger units such as 

the syntactic or the semantic module, and is therefore less speafic and 

more inclusive. This theory has several other advantages over script 

and hame theory: it assumes that at least at some basic level, 

perception operates independently of (sometimes even in opposition 

to) higher cognitive mechanisms. Unlike the subordinated nature of 

perception to cognition in the frame and script theories, Fodor points 

to a logic for a separation between the two systems. As a sumival 

mechanism, perception needs to be specific, cons trained and very 

sensitive to actual information from the world. If it relies too heavily 

on cognition, it may assume, or impose, certain beliefs on the situation, 

thus missing an accurate reading of the world. Interestingly enough 

however, Fodor too arrives at the conclusion that newly perceived 

information is processed in terms of a well-defined, contextually-based 

units of previously gathered information. 

27~erry Fodor, n e  Modularity of Cambridge 

Perception has to first be 

MA: MIT Press, 1983, p.413. 



dassified, or categorized so that the appropriate module c m  be pidced 

out for operation, and only then, under the constraints of that module, 

c m  the transduced information be cognitively processed and affect 

belief by higher cognitive facilities. 

One apparent problem with Fodor's theory, especially in its 

application to film perception, is that a module assumes 

cornpartmentalization in the percep tua1 activity, and, in its 

communication with high-order operations, and top-down cognition. 

Syntax, semantics, and vision are all processed through separate 

modules that have no access to one another. In Once Upon a Time in 

the West, for instance, there is a moment in which Bronson asks the 

three men why there is no home for him. A module theory (ir lu 

Fodor) assumes that the sarcastic response "1 guess we're short of one" 

will be processed independently, and without any low-level connection 

to the processing of the image and sound of Bronson playing the 

harmonica, and the shots of the three men already holding their hands 

on their guns. Such a theory would assert then that each of these 

linguistic, musical and visual events are interpreted through separate 

modules before they are integrated cognitively. But intuitively, such a 

separation will at best slow comprehension, and at worst hamper it 

(since body language, tone, and context wül not be processed as a 

unified unit of sigmfication). Such a limitation on the processing of 

multi-sensory information indicates that we need to look further to 

find an adequate mode1 of film cognition and comprehension. And 

indeed, one area in which a worry about module theory is reflected in, 

is the debate between generative grammar theory (such as Chomsky's) 



and the cognitive grammar proponents (such as Lakoff and Langacker), 

which I shall turn tu very soon. 

Whether module, script, or frame, ail these concepts assume, 

iike Dretske's notion of meaningfd perception, an a priori knowledge, 

or belief, about the object being experienced. It assumes that while 

bottom-up sensory information is being processed, it acquires meaning 

only when it is compared to top-down structures, which are already in 

place. It is relatively easy to show the frame, or script theory at work 

when discussing language. In order to understand language, we need 

to decode it, to compare it to a lexicon, or a dictionary stored in our 

brain. If we hem a word that does not exist in that lexicon, we would 

not know what it means, until it is explained or shown to us, or at least 

inferred from the context. But does this hierarducal processing schema 

work for images as weU? We process a vast amount of visual 

information at once, in what seems to be parallel and simultaneous, 

more than hierarchical fashion. And more importantly, we rarely see 

an object twice from exactly the same position, distance, light 

condition, etc. How do we account for this when we try to compare it  

to a stored entry or category? Can visual categories rvork at all when 

each visual instance is unique in its individuality? Indeed, in the next 

sections 1 will show that (1) language research shows that high-order 

cognitive operations are always active in the perception of language, 

and (2)  that the literature on visual perception presents some serious 

challenges to these hierarchical brain architectonics. 



Language perception 

Human language has developed as an auditory skïll for 

communication long before it had a written fom. In fact, 

anthropologists think that man has existed for at least one million 

years, and was able to talk through a great part of it. But the k t  

evidence of written language appears only at 4000 B.C. with the 

writings of the Sumerians.28 The nervous system specializing in 

language has developed as an auditory systern, centered in the left 

hemisphere of the brain. Visually conveyed language is so new to 

human evolution that research suggests that there is no evidence of 

biological specïalization for reading. The adjustments needed in order 

to accommodate visual language are intellectual, rather than 

evolutionary.29 

Language is composed of different elements: the sound system, 

or language's phonology; the rules of word formation, or morphology; 

the rules of sentence formation, or syntax; and finally, the system of 

meanuigs, or semantics. Although each language has its vocabulary (a 

lexicon, or dictionary of words), all human languages have the same 

basic structural elements and in that struchi ra l  respect they are dl 

considered to be as complex. Human languages, considered as systerns, 

are equally complex, no matter what the level of civilkation of its 

** Philip Lieberman "The Originas and Evolution of Language" and Brian V. Street & 
Niko Besnier, "Aspects of Literacy," in Tim Inglod (ed.) Com~anion Encvclo~edia of 
Anthrovology: Humani tv. CuIture, and Social Life, New York and London: Routledge, 
1994. Pp. 1û8-132, and p. 528. 

29 Thomas H. Carr "Perceiving Visual Language" in Jiand book for Percevtion and 
Human Performance IL ed. by Keneth Boff, Lloyd Kauhnan, and f ames P. Thomas, NY: 
John Wiley and Sons, 1986,29:1. 



speakers; Australian aboriginal languages, Amerinidian languages, 

and modem German ail exhibit the same structural elements? 

Language processing functions linearly and analytically. 

Thomas Carr mentions that 

Language places a premium on dealing effectively with stimuli 

that are ordered ui tirne. . . the information processing 

apparatus that subserves auditory language is highly adapted to 

working in a stimulus medium that consists of sounds ordered 

in time. Particular temporal relationship among particular 

sounds map onto more abstract phonetic, phonological, 

semantic, and referential concepts.31 

Carr lumps together structural as well as semantic processing, as if they 

occur on a continuum. But the relationship between words and 

meaning is not nearly this simple. 

Since the days of Aristotle and Plato philosophers and linguists 

have been discussing the nature of the relationship between the 

structural aspects of language (phonology, morphology, and syntax) 

and its semantics or meaning. Words stand as symbolic signs for 

concrete objects in the world, as well as for abstract concepts. There is 

relative agreement that the relationship between words and their 

reference objects is arbitrary and abstract. There is, however, much 

current debate about the nature of syntactic performance. 1 shall briefly 

describe these two areas of concern. 

30 Pinker, Steven, The Lanmiaee Instinct: How The Mind Creates Lan- New York: 
William Morrow, 1994. 

31 Thomas Carr, op. cit. pp. 293-4. 
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Up to the 19th cen- language was considered to be a tool to 

express thought. In fact, Descartes' mode1 of thinking assumed an 

immediate perception of ideas within the mind or soul. But Enguistic 

structuralism, particularly the work of Ferdinand de Saussure, and 

pragmatist philosopher Charles Peirce challenged this notion, and 

changed the face of the debate. Both daimed that it is impossible to 

separate language from thought, and that language is not a tool to 

represent thought. Rather, Peirce and Saussure suggested that we 

think in Linguistic signs, and they shape our thought process. Saussure 

. . . it is impossible to isolate sound from thought, or thought 

from sound. (. . . ) A linguistic system is a series of phonetic 

ciifferences matched with a series of conceptual differences.32 

And Peirce went on to Say that "Thought which cannot be cognized 

does not exist. All thought rnust be in signs."u At the word level, both 

Peirce and Saussure point to a concrete relationship between the 

linguistic sign and what it stands for (not the actual object, but the idea 

of that object). This concrete relationship is syrnbolic, that is, abstract 

and arbitrary; there is no reason why d-O-g represents an animal that 

barks and not one that flies. The word "dog" is comected by 

convention and not by necessity to the animal that barks. And in order 

to semantically understand the lexicon of a language, we need to learn 

it, store it in memory, and match perceptual entries to the stored 

32 Ferdinand de Saussure, Cours 
* .  e in Gene- trans. Wade Baskin, New 

York, NY: McGraw Hill, 1966, p. 166. 

3 Charles Peirce, "Questions Concerning Certain Faculties Claimed for Mm," in 
Colleded Papers, ed. Charles Hartshorne and Paul Weiss, Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1931. 



memory. In other words, an arbitrary and conventional sign system 

requires the user to encode and decode messages, dearly a high-order 

cognitive activity that involves the use of higher order mechanisms 

such as memory and categorization. It would seem fair to Say that at 

the level of the lexicon, perception is always bound to be processed only 

via higher means of cognition. 

But once we go beyond the word level, the nature of the 

relationship between a lexicon, a syntax and semantics is open for 

much debate. Noam Chomsky, who invented and was the central 

figure in the development of transformational generative gramrnar, 

claims that 

Among the formal structures are those of syntax, namely deep 

and surface structures; and also phonetic and semantic 

representations, which we take to be certain formal objects 

related to syntactic structures by certain well-defined 

operations.w 

The grammar of a language, Chomsky claims, contains rules that relate 

syntactic objects (which are based on phonetic hm and logical fo+) 

to representations of meanuig. The user of a language has 

"internalized these rules and makes use of them when he understands 

or produces."36 In universal grammar (as well as in objectivist 

cognition) the assumption is that there is a separation between symbols 

and what they mean. Thought, under this view is seen as 

N o m  Chomsky, - ~ e  and Min4 New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc. 
1972, p.111. 

V.J. Cook Chomsws universal Grammar An Introductior(, Oxford: UK, Basil 
Blackwell, 1988, p. 29. 

36 Noam Chomsky, op. cit p.106. 



(. . . ) the algorithmic manipulation of arbitrary symbols. The 

problem for such a view is how the symbols used in thought are 

to be made meaningful. The objectivist answer is that the 

symbols are meaningful by virtue of their assoaation with 

things in the external world.37 

Chomsky believes that all languages are similar in this structural 

respect (i.e., that there are rules that relate syntactic objects to 

representations of rneaning), and he therefore postdates the theory of 

universal grammar. Furthermore, when Iooking at the fast language 

acquisition skill of children, Chomsky condudes that universal 

grammar is intemal, a built-in capaaty of our brain, which needs only 

be activated and used.38 Under this theory, linguistic competence, or 

the knowledge of language is very different from how language is 

being used, or performance. Our mind is assumed to have a certain 

"black box," a syntactic module (to use Fodor's terminology), which 

processes low-order perceptual information, but is not affected, or 

changed by it. 

While Chomsky is happy to "proceed with the study of 

'knowledge of languagef - what is often cded  'Enguistic competence' - 

in abstraction from the problems of how language is usedfn39 cognitive 

linguist Ronald Langacker argues that syntax is not as objective and 

pre-determined as Chomsky would like to portray it. Sentences like 

37 George Lakoff, "Cognitive Semantics," in Meaninv and Mental R e o ~ e n t a t i o n s  eds. 
Umberto Eco, Marco Santambrogi and Patrizia Violi, Bloomington and Indianapolis: 
Indiana University Press, 1988, p. 125. 

38 Noam Chomsky, op. cit. pp. 112-113. 

39 %id. P.111. See also the distinction between grammatical competence and pragmatic 
competence, in Noarn Chomsky, Pules and Re~resentations, NY, NY: Columbia 
University Press, 1980, P. 59. 



"the glass is half full" and "the glass is half-empty" may convey the 

same semantic information, but will create a different feeling or 

attitude, sometimes even a whole different context, and therefore 

different semantics* Similarly, Langacker considers the semantic 

implications of the following sentences: 

1. AU cats are playful 

2. Any cat is playful 

3. Every cat is playful 

4. Each cat is playful. 

These sentences share the conceptual content of a property 

(playfuLness) being attnbuted to ail members of a class (the set of 

cats). They nevertheless employ distinct images with respect to 

how one "reaches" or "mentally accesses" the class members for 

this purpose.41 

Langacker draws attention here to the notion that semantics is not 

reducible to the comection between the signifier and the sigrufied. AU 

(as designating a group), and "every" (as designating all the members of 

a group), in sentences (1) and (2) above, create a very different mental 

image with regards to the group, and the relationship of its playful 

members to the group. 

The issue of pragmatics of language use not only affects 

semantics, but may even affect syntax. Mark Johnson suggests that we 

conceptualize our experiences through the use of image-based 

schematas, such as containers, which determine the "in" and "out" 

relations of objects in the world. The most basic container is our own 

Ronald W. Langacker, "An Ovenlew of Cognitive Grammar," p.7. 

41 ibid. p.8. 
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body, but the concept is extended to metaphorid uses such as "work- 

out" etc. Unlike semioticians Iike Peirce or Saussure, Johnson daims 

that we process our experiences prior to, and independently of, any 

concepts.Q Bodily experiences are one of the fundamental ways of 

understanding, and postulatirtg spatial relationships, and they affect 

our syntactics and semantics. hdeed, cognitive linguistics takes the 

experiential aspects of our life (including physical sensory and motor, 

ernotional, and social) to be significant factors in the production and 

unders tanding of linguis tic utterances. George Lakoff sta tes that the 

central daim of expenentialist cognition is as follows: 

Meaningful conceptual structures arise from two sources: 

(1) £rom the struchired nature of bodily and social experience, 

and 

(2) from our innate capauty to imaginatively project from 

certain weU structured aspects of bodily and interactional 

experience to abstract conceptual structures.* 

Whde objectivist cognition sees the syntax of a language as arbitrarily 

determined independently of meaning, experientialist cognition sees 

the syntax of a language as providing grammatical categories that are 

semantically motivated. The relationship between form and meaning 

is much more complex in experientialist cognition; it is not seen as 

abstract or arbitrary, but as intererhnned and dependent on experiential 

factors. Most importantly, language, in the cognitive linguistics view, 

does not function independently of visual, and other sensory practices. 

42 Mark Johnson, Th e  Bodv in the Mind: The Bodil Basis of Reason and Imagination, 
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987. 

43 George Lakoff, op. cit. p.121. 
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Using the research of Johnson, Rosch (to be discussed below), and 

others, Lakoff argues that kinesthetic, bodily and image-based schemata 

are all integral elements of any linguistic activity. Lakoff concludes: 

Cognitively real representations of meaning must make use of 

image- schemas. Image schemas are not finitary arbitrary 

meaningless symbols whose intemal structure is irrelevant. 

Image schemas are nonfinitary (that is continuous), 

nonarbitrary, meaningful (via percephial-motor experience), 

with a semanticaliy-relevant interna1 struchrre.M 

The notion that naturd language processing uses at Ieast some mental 

imagery in its semantic and cognitive processing leads us nicely to the 

discussion of visual perception. But before doing so 1 would like to 

point out that while cognitive linguistics has drawn attention to the 

fact that grammar does not function as an independent module, it, too, 

assumes a certain hierarchical and propositional processing. 1 shall 

show this when discusçing Eleanor Rosch's formulation of basic level 

concepts, or prototypes- 

It is also worth mentioning that when we use language, humans 

are capable of both receiving and produchg utterances. And whize the 

perception of language rnay not have much to do with the construction 

of sentences, there is something to be said about the greater 

understanding and cornpetence in the use of language, that is a result 

of active participation in it. While we may al1 produce mental 

imagery, only very few of us produce public images for communicative 

purposes. The production of language is fast, easy and requires only 

the technology of our vocal cords. The production of images, on the 

Ibid. p.149. 



other hand, is Iengthy, requires s u  and certain devices, which in the 

case of photography and film, are complex, tedüiology based, and 

consume time. It is, naturally, very difficult to create an inmediate 

visual dialogue, and only few members of society have a consaous 

understanding of what it takes to produce images. But we are all 

skilled in seeing images, and the next section will explain what that 

seeing involves cognitively. 

Visual perception 

Seeing involves a neural response to light reflecting frorn the 

environment onto the retina in the back of our eyes. There are two 

kinds of light receptor cells in the retùia, rods and cones. The rods 

specialize in seeing under light conditions of low intensity, such as 

dusk or night. Cortes specialize in producing full spectnun of color 

under well-illuminated conditions. Our eyes can see in a range of 

about 180° but we see in clear focus only in the fovea, an area in the 

center of our retina that is about 2" wide. The fovea is mostly packed 

with cones, while rods dominate the parafovea, the near fovea and the 

rest of the retina. Robert Solso claims that 

Because sharp vision is restricted to a narrow band of 

available stimuli, we view objects, such as paintings, with 

eyes that are constantly refocusing on different regiom. A 

consequence of this eye movement is that we do not see a 

painting d l  at once, as is commonly thought, but by 

forming an impression based on a large number of 

individual details falling within foveal vision." 



These constant eye movements and the re-focusing they involve are 

called saccades. Under this view we only see an image in its entirety 

once we reconshxt it as a mental image in our brain, which is, in a 

sense, a post-viewing product. Even the surprised close-up of the 

station manager, or the face of the gunman trying to blow off the fly in 

Once Upon a Time in the West, require time to be viewed as a series of 

saccadic eye movements, and to be reconsh-ucted in our brain. Other 

researchers have shown that visual processing is not only executed in 

the foveal areas, but dso  in the parafoveal (and the peripheral areas of 

the retina), although the processing is generally not as complete.4 In 

research on readuig, Rayner daims that parafoveal and penpheral 

preview allow partial processing of upcoming text in advance of 

fixating that text and that this partial processing paves the way for more 

detailed foveal processing that ultimately results in word recognition. 

This pre-processing is generdy considered to be not phonological (does 

not include uttering sounds) nor semantic (does not include processing 

at higher level of cognition), but is mainly visual (based on 

disaïmination of features, etc). There is a clear connection here 

between low-level pre-processing of visual perception and high-order 

cognitive operations of text comprehension." Such a view hints at 

more holistic attitudes toward image processing, to which 1 shall return 

later. This spedic debate on the nature of images as a result of the 

33 Robert L. Solso Cornition and the . . Visual Arts, Cambridge, MA: MIT Ress, 1994, pp. 
23-24. 

46 RN. Haber, "Control of Eye Movements in reading" and Hochberg J. 'Toward a 
Speech-Plan Eye-Movement Mode1 of Reading," in RA. Monty & J.R Senders (eds.) &g 

hfovements and Psycholo~ical Processes. Hilsdale, N. J.: Erlbaum, 1976. 

47 K. Rayner, "Foveal and Parafoveal Cues in reading" in J. Requin (ed.) Attention Bng 
P-ilside, NJ.: Erlabaum, 1978, pp. 29-34. 



capacity of the fovea and p d o v e a  in the retina, is echoed in a much 

more philosophical discussioa on the nature of our perception, the 

debate between direct realism and representative reaLism.* 

From the re tina, neurom simultaneously fire dong two separate 

tracks to the lower back part O* the brain, where the visual cortex is 

located, and visual processing is performed. The first, a ventral stream, 

is important for object recognittion while the second, the dorsal stream, 

is specialized in determining spatial relations between objects.49 Much 

of the research done focuses o n  object recognition and naming, thus on 

the ventral stream. But in our daily experiences of our environment, 

and in the perception of moving images, the relations amongst these 

objects, or the function of the dorsal stream, are as important as object 

a Both doctrines share the notion t ha t  there is a real physical world, which is 
independent of Our perception of it. B-ut as Dretske puts itr 

Direct realism holds that. . . -der normal conditions observers are, in a direct 
and unmediated way, percepaually aware of the objects and facts that 
constitute this world. (. . .) According to representative realism, our perception 
of physical objects is indirect, mediated by a more direct apprehension of 
internal representations . . . oE external physical objects. 

For representative realism then, knowledge about the objective physical world is 
available to us only through subjective mental facts and internal representations. 
Solso, with his "after the fact" image is a representationalist, whiie Gibson 
(ecological approach) is a direct realiËst. 

In the case of film, such a deba te becomes even more complicated. As mentioned 
earlier, the viewer is aware that the pro-lilmic event happened in the past, while 
shooting the film elsewhere, and that it seems "real" only through a manipulation of 
optical illusion (both photographie and editing). And indeed, much of the cognitive 
film Iiterature is devoted to an exploration of the nature of this illusion. But whatever 
kind of illusion fih is, the film images and sounds are either experienced directly at 
the t h e  of viewing, as an unmediatedl perception of a screen image in a theater, or the 
filmic construction is perceived representationally, via some mediated mental 
capacity. I shall not attempt here to rtesolve the debate between direct realism and 
representational realism, since i t  iç only indirectly relevant to the question of 
perception and cognition of actual filmùc information. But 1 wanted to mention thiç . 
debate here, since it is the main locus af work for so many cognitive filni theorist. 

49 Nakayama, Ken & Zijiang J. He, a n d  Shinsuke Shimojo, "Visual Surface 
Representation: A Cntical Link Between Lower Level and Higher Level Vision," in 
Invitation to Co~nitive Science . . 

: Visual C o p t t ~ ~ ,  Vol. 2, eds. Stephen M. Kosslyn and - 
Daniel N. Osherson, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1995, p.3. 



recognition Even more important for the case of film is the fact that 

the ventral stream may sometimes not be sufficient, since the object to 

be recognized has never been seen before. The Alien example 

mentioned earlier is such a case: comprehension cannot be based on 

the ventral stream, but relies on the dorsal stream (where is the alien 

coming from?). As a result of the inability to rely on the ventral 

stream, the perceiver also needs to rely on higher cognitive processing 

of the emotions and responses of the other characters in the fïim. 

While interpretation at large may require recognition of objects 

through the ventral stream, the suspense in the Alien relies pretisely 

on the inability to make conclusive judgements about object 

recognition. The Alien is seen looking similar to a lobster, a snake, a 

sea cucumber, a robot, plain teeth, and eventually all this mass can be 

changed so as to be airborne through the ventilation system. The 

inability to reach a conclusive decision about the alien's shape leads to 

reliance on other available information, such as the behavior of the 

characters involved, generic conventions and expectations, etc. The 

interplay behveen the audience's insecurity about the Alien's form, and 

the interpretation of the overall narrative consequently relies on the 

interaction between low-order visual processing (both the ventral and 

the dorsal streams) and high-order problem solving mechanisms. 1 

will therefore now twn to briefly describe the research on the ventral 

and the dorsal s treams. 

The Ventral stream 

Most research done on object recognition is done in a laboratory 

situation where subjects are asked to perfonn an array of tasks such as 



identifying whether a target object is in a scanned group, and matdiing 

shapes, or letters and digits to scanned groups. These experiments in 

extremely conholled circumstances have fascinating results as far as 

object recognition goes. 

At the very basic level, Neisser notes that 

Visual search involves parallel processing. During each fixation, 

subjects must (1) deade whether the item they have fixated is a 

target (2) select the next item in the periphery to fixate, and (3) 

organize a saccadic eye movement to bRng the fovea to bear on 

the nex t i tem.50 

When looking at how we corne up with a decision about whether an 

item is a target or a non-target, Neisser came up with a hierarchical 

processing schema: 

Stimuli are first tested for lower order physical properties in 

parallel, and non-targets may be categorized at these lower-order 

levels. That is, if the stimulus f d s  these Iower order tests, it is 

classified as a non- target without further processing. If the 

stimulus passes those lower order tests, higher order tests are 

conducted on more abstract features of the stimdus.51 

Neisser's research then shows that two visual search processes are 

active at any search: preattentive, and focal attentive. The preattentive 

search is a crude scan of the whole visual field for easily discriminable 

physicd features. Focal attentive search, on the other hand, is a slower 

serial mechanism operating on one object at a time. Non-targets get a 

preattentive heatment, while targets get the focal processing. But th is  
-- 

=O U. Neisser Copnitive PsvcholpeJL New York: Appleton- Centuxy-CroFts, 1967. p.282. 

Ibid. p.288. 
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division only works for distinct non-targets. If the non-target is 

relatively similar to the target it gets full focal processing. Chase and 

Cavanagh posed a challenge to the low-level, shape based, binary- 

processing thesis of Neisser's. By showing that color, size and shape all 

affect the identification of targets or non-targets, they show that pre 

attentive and focal attentive processes c m  happen for different aspects 

of the object, and not always in accordartce with one another.52 

The decision whether an item is a target or a non-target is made 

by the use of template theory which "postulates that pattern 

recognition involves matching sensory input against specific, labeled 

template like representations stored in memory."53 There are two 

major problems with the template theory, though. The k s t  is that for 

recognition to occur there must be a match, which means an already 

perceived memory of that object. Secondly, and more importantly, 

Neisser's theory is based on the assumption that a vast number of 

mernories need to be stored as templates so as to tolerate size changes, 

and different perspectives on three-dimensional objects. In other 

words, the templates are fairly specific. Such a theory would clairn that 

recognizing the gun resting on the leg and pointing down in the tilt-up 

shot at the beginning of Once Upon a Time in the West, and 

recognizing the gun used to trap the fly a dozen shots later, require two 

different templates. But prototypical templates can relieve some of the 

pressure on memory requirements. 

52 William G.  Chase, "Visual Information Processing," in Handbook for Perception and 
Human Performance II, ed. by Keneth Boff, Lloyd Kauhnan, and James P. ~h&as ,  NY: 
John Wiley and Sons, l9û6, p. 28-26. 

U. Neisser, op. cit, p.156. 
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Posner and Keele were ùivestigating whether our recognition of 

objects is aided by a processing that takes into account prototypical 

shapes.54 In an initial experiment they showed subjects figures which 

were distorted out of a prototype of a triangle (so that they did not 

resemble triangles), and none of the subjects named any of the 

distorted shapes - "a triangle." In a second experiment, the same 

subjects were shown some of the old shapes, plus the prototype (a 

triangle), and some new shapes. The subjects immediately recognized 

the prototype, named it a triangle, and then matched and compared all 

other shapes to it, as good or bad examples of the protovpe. The more 

similar a new pattern was to the prototype, the quicker and more 

accurately it was classified. Posner and Keele concluded that the more 

experience we have with real-life encounters of a category, the less we 

remember individual instances, and the more we rely on the general 

(prototypical) properties of the category. They define the prototype as 

"an averaged, modal (no extreme examples), or the most typical pattern 

out of a set of instances."55 The prototype approach is very efficient as 

far as memory goes, and therefore addresses the £îrst difficulty with 

Neisser's templa te theory, tha t of s toring individual instances in 

memory. But the second problem with Neisser's theory, that of the 

speùficity of each image, is not resolved by this mode1 either. Distance, 

color, lighting conditions, angle of viewing, and occlusion all affect 

how we perceive an object. Indeed, there is little in common (visually 

speaking) between the gun tucked in the belt, pointing d o m  and 

54 M.I. Posner & S.W. Keele, "On The Genesis of Abstract Ideas," journal of 
f 1968,77,353-363. 

" Ibid. p. 356. 
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sIightly ocduded by the duster, and the sideways view of the gun held 

in front of the gunman's face with the fly in it. It seems hard to make a 

case that there could be a single visual prototype that will account for 

both instances of the category "gun." But it makes sense that there 

would be a higher-level category "gun" that codd be imposed on both 

instances. This abstract general concept will, of course, require social, 

historical and functional knowledge that will help compensate for the 

visual dif ferences. 

The work on visual prototypes (especially these higher-level 

categones) is closely related to the work on linguistic prototypes 

conducted by Eleanor Rosch and others.56 Rosch noticed that some 

instances of a category are considered more typical or better examples of 

that category. For instance, subjects were more easily identïfying a 

robin as a bird than a chicken, and their identification time was 10% 

faster when a typical instance of a category was presented. Rosch used 

the (Wittgenstinian) concept of family resemblance within a category: 

typical or prototypical members share more attributes with other 

members of the category, but at the same time they provide maximal 

discrimination from closely related, contrasting categories.57 Categories 

of real worïd objecb are hierarchically structured, and there is generdy 

a most basic level of abstraction, or the prototype. nie  basic level bird, 

for instance, is placed in between the superordinate (animal) and the 

56E. Rosch, ''On the internal structure of perceptual and semantic categories," In T.E. 
New York, NY: 

Academic Press, 2973. 

57 E. Rosch and C.B. MeMs, "Farnily resemblances: Studies in the internal structure of 
categories," Co nitive P s v c h o l o ~ ] ~  1975,7,573-650. 



subordinate (robin) levels of abstraction and speaficity. Rosch et al. 

claim that 

Basic categories are those that carry the most information, 

possess the highest category me validity, and are, thus, the most 

differentiated from one another.58 

In accordance with Gleitman & Gleitman's research (mentioned above) 

on language acquisition of young children, Rosch shows that basic 

level concepts (for instance "chair") develop at an earlier age (3-5), than 

superordinate ("fumiture"), and subordinate ("rocker") ones (5-8). 

Important for the discussion on vision, Rosch notes that basic levels 

are the highest levels of abstraction for which people can generate 

images to facilitate perceptual and motor processes. So if one hears 

"animal" (superordinate) one is at a loss in coming up with a mental 

image, but if one hears %rd" one cornes up with an image 

immediately and efficiently. But it is, of course, a very different issue 

for subjects to produce a mental image of an object after receiving a 

basic level verbal me, than to use prototypes while perceiving visual 

information. In other words, Rosch moves back and forth between 

Ianguage and images without acknowledging the difference in 

perception, and possibly also in the production of mental imagery, 

versus that of a natural language. And while I support the cognitive 

linguistics' cl& that the processing of both language and images is 

inter-dependent, it is important to deal with the peculiarities of the 

perception of each medium, and only then (and quite carefully) chart 

the relationship be tween them in other cognitive processes. 

58 E. Rosch, C. Mervis, W. Gray, D. Johnson, & P. Boyes- Braem, '%asic Objects in 
NaturaI Categoriesfl' 1976:8, p. 382. 



Geons 

m e  trying to apply the prototype theory to images, and solve 

the probmlem of how subjects maintain invariance of concept over 

changes in size, point of view, and other variables, Irving Biederman 

cornes u p  with an interesthg solution. Biederman noticed that "visual 

entities almost always invite a decomposition of their elements into 

simple parts."sg The rnanner of the decomposition does not depend on 

subjects' familiarity, or recognition, of the object: Biederman's research 

shows that "nonsense shapes" were decomposed to similar subshapes 

by subjects. These subshapes are based on viewpoint invariant 

properties, such as parallel lines, curves, straight lines and symmetry. 

Biederman then 

p~oposed a theory of entry level object recognition that assumes 

that a given view of an object is represented as an arrangement 

of simple, viewpoint-invariant, volumatic primitives called 

gemns. (. . .) The geons have two particularly desirable 

prroperties: they c m  be distinguished front each other from 

almost any viewpoint, and their identification is highly 

resistant to visud noise.60 

Biedermaui identifies twenty-four geons, such as brick, cylinder, and 

cone, whPch can be set in different relations and aspect ratio to produce 

10,497,600 possible two geon objects.61 

s9 Irving Biaderman, "Visual Object Recognition" in An Invitation to Coenitive Science: 
Visual Coemition, Vol. 2, eds. Stephen M. Kosslyn and Daniel N. Osherson, Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press, 1995, p. 129. 

Ibid. p.1389. 



Illustration #2: Biederman's decomposition into g e o n ~ . ~ ~  

In a series of experiments Biederman and others examine the theory of 

decomposition into geons, and the results are overwhelmingly in 

support of the theory.63 Biederman writes: 

The theory thus implies a principle of geon recovery: if an 

arrangement of two or three geons can be recovered from an 

image, objects can be quickly recognized even when they are 

ocduded, rotated in depth, novel, extensively degraded, or 

lacking customary detail, color, and texture34 

62 Ibid. p. 140. 

63 One may also thhk of "how to draw" instruction books that simplify complex objects 
into a set of basic, geon-like shapes. 

64 Ibid. p.144. 



It is interesting to note that the first gun seen in Once Upon a Time in 

the West, dthough partly occluded, reveals the two important geons: a 

lengthy pipe like cylinder, and the ring of the trigger. Were the trigger 

hidden under the coat, we would have been left with one geon, the 

cylinder, and would have had more difficulty recognizing the object at 

hand. The geon theory also explains why the audience has such a 

difficulty anticipating the presence of the Alien in Alien. Given that 

the Blmmakers kept changing the size, shape, and material of the 

Alien, and given that often only a small part of it shows (in a dose-up), 

or it is ocduded, it is impossible to decompose the Alien to a senes of 

basic geons. 

Moreover, a theory of decomposition to such basic forms does 

help us retrieve and store a representation in memory, under varied 

visual conditions. Unlike Neisser's templates, or Posner and Keele's 

prototypes, Biederman's theory is a bottom-up theory. Images are 

decomposed into basic shapes (geons) first, and only then are 

recognized. Different experiments conducted by Biederman show that 

the priming in these experiments was largely visual (based on the 

shapes and natural decomposition into those shapes), rather than 

contextual or lexical (i.e., based on a pre-conceived concept).# 

Biederrnan ako points out that even in the absence of any 

context, the speed of object recognition is not much slowed down, data 

which argues against a centrai role for top-down rnechanisms such as 

categorization. T h i s  research suggests that the initial perception of 

visual objects is done in a mainly bottom-up manner, and only when 

naming and classification are involved do higher order cognitive 

65 Ibid. p.149. 
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activities come into the picture. Biederman's research also enables us 

to come up with a mode1 for visual memory storage. Instances are 

abstracted to geons which compose prototypical (Rosch-style) entries, 

but these prototypes are easüy manipulated (the variant aspects of the 

geons, like size, rotation and relation to one another), so as to be 

matched to particdm percephial instances. 

Research on the ventral stream then, indicates a specific 

interaction behveen higher-order cognitive mechanisms and low-order 

processes during the tinte of perception of particular objects. While 

bottom-up information is processed, it is mostly dassified and stored in 

categories. Whether using templates, prototypes, or decomposition 

into geons, the low-level visual perception operates by comparing 

sensory input to existing data in our memory. But the ventral stream 

research focuses on object identification, and during our daily activities 

we only sometimes search for a specific target in our visual 

environment. We much more often process the environment 

without a specific goal. In these cases o u  eyes are overwhelmed by a 

multiplicity of stimulus, and the speed with which we process those 

complex images indicates that it is unlikely that we decompose each 

and every object to determine what it is, before deriving a meaningful 

perception about the whole image. Research on the dorsal stream can 

therefore shed some light on how we process complex visual 

environments. 

The Dorsal Stream 

As mentioned earlier, the dorsal stream is responsible for 

determining spatial relations, mostly as a guiding tool for motor 



interactions. Here position, size, and orientation in space must be 

determined with great accuracy. In the following pages 1 wiU discuss 

some of the research done on the interpretation of complex images 

such as those we are faced with in our daily physical activities. 

Developmental psychologist Jean ~iaget  explains that an adult- 

like representation of large-scale environments develops only at ages 

11-12. 66 Up to the age of six or seven children are at an egocentric (or 

proportional) stage: they locate objects in the environment relative to 

their own bodies, and ushg their bodily expenence they l e m  to 

evaluate proximity, separation, open and dose shapes. In other words, 

objects may seem larger or smaller depending on the M d ' s  distance 

from thern, and the child is unable to compute the distance/ 

movement factor into a stable representation of the space. At ages 

seven to nine children move into the fixed (or concrete operational) 

stage, where a fùted coordinate system -- in which objects and one's 

own body are oriented relative to fixed points and landmarks in the 

environment -- is estabfished. Were the child orients itself based on 

stable objects, and is able to comprehend dis tances and her own 

movement relevant to these objects. At this stage more complex 

topological properties are perceived, such as "between," order, and 

endosure. Around age ten or eleven children reach the coordinate (or 

formal operational) stage. At this stage an abstract coordinate system, 

such as the cardinal system, develops, and the topological properties of 

continuity and other abstract relations are established. Now the child is 

able to have a mental floor-plan of the environment, one that is 

66 1. Piaget & B. Inhelder, The Child's conception of Soace,New York, NY: Norton, 
1967. 



independent of herself, and her placement in space. It is interesting to 

note that until the age of eleven we do not have an abstract 

propositional concept of our visual environment, but one that is 

changing and is relative to Our body's and other objects' positions in 

space. 

Visual processing of large spaces requires several sub-procosses. 

Treisman, for instance, looked at how subjects group together objects 

that share certain features, as a way to process the whole image faster 

and more efficiently. 

A perceptual group is a collection of spatially proximate objects 

which share a preattentive feature in common (shape, size, 

color, texture, orientation). The interestîng property of a group 

is that focal attention c m  be brought to bear on the group, and 

the group as a whole can be processed in pardel with respect to 

the grouping feature. Spatial proximity is important because if 

two feature groups are intermixed, attention c m  be focused only 

on individual objects.67 

Treisman's results show that if the target is unique, and different from 

the set, it cari be searched by "feature search" which is much like 

Neisser's pre-attentive process, fast and paralle1 for a few groups. That 

is, when the target is unique, a crude search on whole groups can detect 

the presence or absence of the target. But if the target shares a feature 

with the set, there is a conjunctive search, which is focal, serial, and 

controlled. That is, a slow scan, searchhg each item in the set has to be 

perfomed in order to venfy the presence or absence of the target. 

67 A. Treisman, "Perceptual grouping and attention in visual search for features and for 
abjects," Journal of Emerirnental ~ s v  c-: Hum an wrc evti 'on and Perfomanc e, 1982, 
8, p. 198. 
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Treisman's experiments included placing triangles in the midst 

of rectanguiar groups, or groups of triangles only, where a few are 

positioned differently than the group. This is, of course, quite a low 

level processing of simple images. But 1 believe that the idea of 

grouping can be applied to much more complex visual levels. In Once 

Upon  A Time in  the West we see aIl three gunmen in the same frame 

on two different occasions. The fkst is in the fourth shot of the film, 

after we saw the scared look on the face of the station manager. The 

film then cuts to a shot (presumably from the manager's point of view) 

panning through the room showing al l  entrances to the station blocked 

by the three men. They are all dressed in dark with yellow dusters and 

bladc hats, and even though they are on the right, middle, and left side 

of the frame, they stand out from the brown wooded station walls, as a 

group. The scene progresses with mostly individual shots of each of 

the gunmen while they are waiting. The next time we see them 

together it is from the point of view of Charles Bronson: three darkly 

silhouetted figures on the station's platform, turning towards the 

sound of Bronson's harmonica. Leone then alternates through the 

dialogue in a series of close-ups, at which end the three gunmen are 

seen as a group one last time, just long enough to be shot by Bronson. 

While most of the twelve minutes were devoted to individual shots of 

the three men waiting, group processing is at work, not only visually, 

but also psychologically, as their menace cornes from their identical 

behavior, similar clothing, and overall demeanor. Moreover, their 

importance in the context of the whole film lies solely in the fact that 

they were eliminated (as a group) with no great difficulty by Bronson. 

In other words, in retrospect, after the viewing is completed, the twelve 



minutes we spent shidying those men individually were narratively 

misleading and useless, as we did not need to know them at all. AU we 

needed to know narratively is that they were three, that they were 

rough, and that they were all killed by one fast-on-the-draw man. 

Their overd narrative importance then lies only in their shots as a 

group, which interestingly are provided from the point of view of 

other characters. The sequence, of course, has other significance, as it 

sets the mood for an epic, prepares us for the aesthetics of the film, and 

places it with relation to the genre as a whole. While it is thin in 

narrative detail, the scene is rich in atmosphere and other important 

elements to the t e h g  of the film. Visual processing here (a focal 

group) echoes narrative processing (a thematic group), and dows  for 

attention to be placed on the epic qualities of the film. 

The discussion of grouping, which involves processing several 

objects of the same group at once, brings us to a related issue, that of 

holistic processing. Martha Farah noticed that 

Whereas most objects are only a bit harder to recognize upside 

down than rïght side up, inversion makes faces dramatically 

harder for normal adult subjects to recognize.68 

By running a series of experiments with patients who suffer associative 

agnosia (an impairment of visual recognition), she managed to 

determine that some patients had object agnosia, but no impairment 

with faces, and some had the exact opposite syndrome. A s  a result she 

conchded that there are two speciaked visual recognition systems, 

--- - - 

68 Martha J. Farah, "Dissociable Systems for Visual Recognition: A Cognitive 
Neuropsychology Approach," in A n  Invit - .  ation to Cornitive Science: Visual Cognition 
Vol. 2, eds. Stephen M. Kosslyn and Daniel N. Oçherson, Cambridge, MA: MiT Press, 
1995, p. 101. 



one for objects and one for faces, which operate independently of one 

another in a modula fashion.69 Her experiments with visud agnostics 

led her to condude that face recognition is a holistic process, which 

require no decomposition into parts, and therefore requires the ability 

to represent complex parts. Farah concludes that 

Face recognition and common object recognition depend on 

different systems that are anatomically separate, bctionally 

independent, and differ according to the degree of part 

decomposition used in representing shape.70 

This research then suggests that while watching a film we use two 

different visual processes of perception: one holistic to account for faces 

in the kame, and the other decompositional (in a similar style to 

Biederman's), which analyzes the space around the characters. 

So far, I have been discussing the perception of one image, a 

frame or a shot of a film. We have just seen that there are at least two 

operations at work (holistic and decompositional) in the perception of 

each shot of the film. The balance behveen these processes will 

probably depend on the kind of the shot (a continuum from an 

extreme close-up of one object to a wide-angle shot of a large space) and 

its duration on the screen. Once Upo n a T h e  in  the West provides 

many lingering close-up shots, enough time to thorougNy examine 

the frame and complete a Biederman style decomposition. But Alien 

provides only a very few, short, and obscured shots of the Alien, so as 

to prevent the audience from carrying out the kind of thorough 

69 Ibid. p.103-110. See also Mark H. Johnson and John MortonJ3iolos and Cognitiv~ 
Develo~ment: The Case of Face Recognitio~ Oxford UK & Cambridge, USA, 1991. 

"Martha J. Farah, op. at. p.118. 
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processing needed for comprehension. It will be interesting to £ind out 

whether the perception of images is strategized so as to £irst complete a 

crude, holistic scan of the image, and then, depending on the t h e  

available, process details in a carelul focal attentive style. And to date, 1 

have been unable to find data about experiments that determine such 

strategies for image processing. But whether holistic or focal attentive 

searches, the shots are not interpreted as static images, one at a tirne, 

nor as hermetic units. Film theory acknowledges that every image is 

processed in relation to the others in the dramatic unit, the scene. A 

scene, which is defined by a dramatic unity of place and tirne, usually 

involves editing, which shows us a multipliàty of visual perspectives 

in a variety of shots. Generally, the audience of a film tries to corne up 

with a "mental floor plan" of the scene, so as to place characters in 

relation to one another.71 Most traditional narratives will provide 

early on in a scene a wide-angle shot, one that establishes the space and 

the spatial relations of the characters in it. This wide shot (also called 

establishing shot) helps the audience expand the visual space when 

processing close-up shots and details of action. Editing, then, presents a 

different challenge as well: the understanding of the overall space of 

the narrative world. By matching the movement of characters over 

the edit, and by the use of filmic conventions that have developed in 

the past one hundred years, most of the editing in conventional 

cinema seems seamless to the audience. Yet, in order for this editing to 

make sense spatially, so that we can accurately predict where characters 

71 InNa rra tive Com~rehension of Film Edward Branigan provides thorough analyses 
of different scenes, which indude shots, camera angles, and floor plan explicating what 
the audience sees, and how these visual structures restrict and determine narrative 
knowledge. See Edward Branigan, Narrative Comorehension and Film, New York and 
London: RoutIedge, 1992. 



will come fxom, we need to reconde the perspectival changes, expand 

and alter the spaces we have seen, and obtain an overall "fioor plan" of 

each scene. A useful mode1 for understanding how we come up with a 

concept of the space of a scene can be found in research on cognitive 

maps. 

Large-scale environrnents cannot be viewed from a single 

vantage-point to provide all the information about elements in that 

environment. Some objects will, by necessity, be ocduded by others, 

and therefore knowledge about these environments must be at least 

partially inferred rather than perceived. It is a common practice to 

apply the prinaple of closure to shapes that are partially ocduded, and 

to assume that they continue behind the occluding object? Given 

that defining surface continuiv is crucial for object recognition, it 

seems that already in a very early stage of our perception we infer, 

rather than perceive, information about invisible (from that vantage- 

point) entities. This, of course, presents an epistemic problem of how 

we actually know about our environment. It is safe to assume that 

most of these inferences are made based on our experience with the 

real physical world, and therefore they take into account laws of 

gravity, the nature of our perspective, the work of light rays, etc. 

Similarly, in film, we are provided with bits and pieces of spaces 

(shots), clearly outlined by the borders of the frame. Yet, we never 

assume that the spaces end at the frame line. Rather, we in£er a 

continuation of the space beyond the frame to connect the different 

fragmented shots that comprise the scene. The massive use of dose-up 

shots in the opening twelve minutes of Once Upon n Time in the West 

72 Nakayama, Ken & Zijiang J. He, and Shinsuke Shimojo, op. cit P.2. 
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prevents us from identîfpng those spatial relations, but as it turns out, 

when the important action begins we are provided with a long shot of 

all three m e n ,  and then the camera cuts to an over the shodder 

shot of the gunmen looking at Charles Bronson, so that we can have a 

good sense of the spatial relations behveen those characters. 

Interestingly, when the train starts pulling away, and before the 

gunmen realize Bronson is there, there is a shot of all three taken from 

above (a bird's view), which cannot be justified as anyone's point of 

view. This shot gives us an ovewiew of the space, almost like a floor 

plan, or a map, so that when action starts we are well aware of the 

spatial relations. 

Already in 1948 Tolman had shown that rats develop a two- 

dimensional map of their environment." Robotics research 

conducted by Winograd shows too that an internal representation of 

the environment, and a representation of the location of the robot with 

respect to this environment is essential before movernent can be 

planned. 

The meanings of actions and statements about the environment 

must be reduced to descriptions of this intemal representation 

and, further, proposed actions must be "simulated" in the 

internal representation to see if they are possible and to derive a 

plan of action to be executed on the external world.74 

Winograd claimed that this internal representation is a model, which 

can be propositional and does not necessarily resemble the 

- -  

In William G .  Chase, op. cit. p.28-39. 

7 4 ~ .  Winograd, "Understanding Natural Language," . . v 1972:3, 
p.125. 



environment pictoridy. But this discussion about abstracting spatial 

knowledge developed into a debate over whether visual images have 

the properties of an analog representation (such as a map), or whether 

they have the properties of propositional representation (such as verbal 

description). Levine found out that people who learn an environment 

by expenence develop an interna1 map, which is more accurate as 

regards to routes (i.e., they remember aIl landmarks, tums, etc.). But as 

far as onentation goes (north/south, etc.,) this map is less accurate than 

the map of those who learn an actual map of the environment first. 

Map learners perform spatial tasks by visualizing a mental image of the 

rnap they have leamed, whereas people who learned the area by direct 

experience perform these tasks by mentaliy simulating a walk through 

the area.75 This data supports a claim that at least in some cases the 

representation is analog or depicitve. 

Levine has conchded that there are two properties of mental 

maps that are essential to an analog representation (as opposed to a 

propositional one): triangulation and rotation. Triangulation 

postdates that if the locations of A and B are known, and the relation 

of the locations B to C is known, the relations between locations A and 

C can be deduced. Spatial triangulation has an advantage over a 

propositional scheme, which would require a long chain of inferences 

to take place before these relations are figured out. Rotation postdates 

that analog images have a preferred or canonical orientation (up and 

down in particular), much like Farah's observations about holistic 

perception of faces being intermpted by rotation? But Tversky found 

"M. Levine, "You-are-here maps: Psychological considerations," Environment and 
Fehaviour, 1983:16, p.139-157- 



much evidence in support of propositional representations. She first 

noticed that people tend to abstrad mental maps along a grid system. 

When asking subjects about the spatial relations between San Diego 

and Los Angeles, most of the answers were based on the north-south 

mis, even though Los Angeles is further west than north of San Diego. 

Subjects aligned the two Sties in memory along north-south, east-west 

axis, for storage purposes, and Tversky determined that there is 

encoding or alignment error for storage p~rposes.~7 This rotation error 

can be explained as a gestalt process of aliDoning a map in memory with 

an akeady existing grid of reference. In other words, establishing a 

mental map, even a brand new one, is done in reference to a strong 

top-down schema of a grid system. Tversky also found that expert taxi 

drivers and novices alike produced the same spatial distortions when 

asked to provide a two-dimensional map of the cities they were dnving 

in. But experts were much more Iikely to corne up with an efficient 

route between two locations. They first found a connecting route 

between the location and the destination, and then found connecting 

routes to the major linking route. Locations then, are nested within 

neighborhoods, neighborhoods within larger regions, etc. This 

evidence shows that there is a propositional network -- which is 

structurally based on nesting -- at work when choosing a r0ute.~8 

Whether the initial representation is analog or propositional, both 

Levine and Tversky agree that long-terrn memory is categorized and 

76 Ibid. 

B. Tversky "Distortions in memory for maps," 1981:13, pp. 
407-433. 

78 Ibid. 



summarized. We do not store directly all possible spatial relationships, 

and therefore mental images of spatial relations are by necessity 

impoverished and schernatic. However, more recent research on 

mental imagery offers an interesting picture about the nature of stored 

images and maps, one that recondes the analog and propositional 

views to an extent, and 1 shall return to this view shortly. 

Before dosing this section I would iike to briefly discuss the 

issues of parallel processing and divided attention. Harold Pashler 

researched what happens when subjects are presented with several 

visual stimuli and attempt to perceive them al1.79 Pashler found that 

there is a capaaty limit on parallel processing, as there is a short-term 

memory used for such processing, which cannot hold more than four 

or five items. hdoreover, 

There is a postperceptual bottleneck: when a person retrieves a 

response to one stimulus (or engages in memory retrieval. . .), 

he or she carmot retrieve anything else at the same time.80 

Fast charnel changes on the TV remote control, for instance, produces 

a sense of understanding each image, but a difficulty in reporting back 

on what was seen. Pashler's condudes that whde we can perceive and 

analyze more than one object at a time (within the same modality), we 

don't seem to be able to store these outputs in memory, unless they go 

through careful serial processing. 

The implications of this research to unders tanding the 

perception and cognition of film, particularly of mainstream drama, is 

79 Harold Pashler, "Attention and Visual Perception: Analyzing Divided Attention," 
in An Invitation to Copjtive Science: Visual Co~nition, Vol. 2, eds. Stephen M. 
Kosslyn and Daniel N. Osherson, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1995, p. 74. 



enormous. At the actual time of perceiving a scene we are mostly busy 

in detennùung spatial relations and anticipating future actions. Like 

Levine's subjects who first learned an environment, and then 

simulated a wdk through it, we are progressively leaming the 

environment, as if we are in it, behind an invisible window. Our 

initial perception may therefore be holistic and analog, and its extent 

will depend greatly on the exposure time to each shot. But in order for 

this material to be used later in the reconstruction of the narrative it 

needs to be stored in long-term memory, and for that purpose it is 

summarized, categorized, abs tracted and probably transformed into 

serial propositional representations.sl I shall now turn to the nature of 

stored visual information. 

Mental Imagery and Memory 

In the research on memory there is a distinction between 

working memory (or short-term memory), and long term memory. 

Paralle1 processing of the kind Pashler talks about is possible in short- 

term memory, which is active while the image is being perceived. 

Similarly, research on working memory during the perception of 

language shows that knowledge of syntax is used to parse the surface 

structure information into major syntactic constituents: phrases, 

clauses, and sentences. Working memory can hold 7k2 items, which 

are processed into a group (that can then be processed as one unit in 

larger groups), and the content of the constituent is computed and 

One of the painful lessons 1 Ieamed as a filmmaker was that the end of each scene 
needs to indude a closing shot (or part of one), a time in which no dramatic action takes 
place, but that gives time for the integration of the new information obtained, before 
moving on. When 1 failed to do that, the audience got frustrated, as if not having 
enough time to "get" everything that happens in front of their eyes. 



added to the text representation being stored in long term memory." 

Long-tenn rnemory, as discussed by PasMer, need condensed (thaf is 

stereotyped or schematic) and encoded (i.e., propositional) messages as 

its material. 

While looking at the acquisition of cognitive ski& Anderson 

came to an interesting conclusion about long-term memory.83 

Anderson identified two components to semantic memory: 1. 

dedarative knowledge, which is stored in a propositional network of 

facts, and 2. procedural knowledge, which is stored as a set of symbolic 

condition-action sequences called production d e s .  Leaming involves 

a c q u i ~ g  facts, and converthg them to production rules, and this 

proceduralization underlies the automation of skills, which means a 

reduction in memory loads. Speedup in complex cognitive skills iç the 

result of two processes: 1. composition of production d e s ,  which are 

sets of rules that always follow one another, and 2. increases in strength 

of production rules. The time it takes to execute a production rule is a 

direct function of its strength, which is a result of each correct 

application of the d e .  The facts about the changing size of a moving 

car, for instance, are transformed to rules that enable us to cross the 

road safely. It is likely that an urban person will be able to deude faster 

than a rural person who lives away from traffic, whether it is safe to 

cross the road or not. Or put another way, it is likely that the 

"T. H. Cam, "Consciousness in Models of Hurnan Information Processing: Primary . 
Memory, Executive Control, and Input Regulation," in G. Underwood & R. Stevens (eds.) 
,As~ectç of Consciousness, London: Acadernic Press, 1979. 

83 J. R. Anderson, "Acquisition of Cognitive Skill" psycholo$cal Review. 1982: 89, pp. 
369-406. 



production rule of aossing roads with traffic is stronger for the urbari 

person. 

Indeed, research on professional chess playen reveals that the 

masters' general visual memory is not better than beginners', but their 

ability to remember contextually-based, stereotypicaf positions is much 

better? When shown a mid-game position, 75% of the masters' 

reconstruction skill was based on stereotypical positions, and the rest 

on grouping of color or shape. While the beginner and the master both 

exhibit the same ability with regards to short-term memory, it seems 

that the master has a large number of prototypical positions stored in 

long term memory, which the beginner does not. Beginners tend to 

analyze every move, but with training subjects moved towards a 

perceptual approach, looking for familiar patterns with familiar best 

m0ves.8~ This data makes it clear that the success of master chess 

players arose from their ability to tum facts of the pame into 

production mles, which usually determine a whole series of moves, 

thus explaining the ability of master chess players to play at once 

agaiwt dozens of people. 

In the case of film, this research has implications on various 

levels. First, on a basic level, we do not process each new filmic space 

as novel, but we înstead apply production d e s  hom our Me and film 

experience (not many of us have been to a Western saloon, yet we 

recognize it as if we have!) to the processing of familiar spaces. Thiç 

increases the speed of processing, and enabies us to concentrate on the 

84 W. G. Chase & H.A. Simon, "Perception in Chess" Co 
55-81. 



important narrative aspects of the film. Secondly, on a generic level, 

much like the chess players, some generic conventions function like 

production d e s .  The production rule of the Western (and possibly of 

drama altogether), determines that we know that since Charles 

Bronson killed Henry Fonda's men, Fonda is bound to retaliate. There 

need not be any specific mention of that in the body of the film, as this 

information is already present for the competent Western viewer. On 

a narratonal level too, then, at Ieast some of the structure of the plot is 

known and already processed, thus not requiring a large cognitive 

effort to process and comprehend. Artistic texts are free, of course, to 

break those niles, and some may even Say that most of the interest in 

generic cinema arises from the tension between the generic code and its 

violation. An example can be seen in one of the last scenes of The 

Silence of the Lambs, in which director Jonathan Demrne uses a 

conventional parallel editing technique (cutting between two places 

back and forth, therefore indicating that both scenes are happening 

simultaneously). In the climax of the scene we see the FBI agents ring 

the bel1 at the door of the serial killer." The camera cuts inside to the 

distressed killer hearing the doorbell, and getting ready to answer the 

door, indicating that both actions have been united in space and time. 

But when he finally opens the door, we see Claris (Jody Foster) who 

supposedly is thousands of miles away, and (to her disappointment) far 

from the action. The scene is particularly effective because Demme 

breaks the cinematic convention, therefore leaving us surpriseci and at 

the edge of our seat with worry for Claris.87 But while some of each 

86 See appendix #5. 



conventional narrative film c m  be processed in tenns of those 

previously learned schemata, the film's effectiveness seems to arise, as 

in the case of The Silence of the Lambs, from the particular and unique 

moments -- those which were neither anticipated, nor c d e d  for, but 

that could have been justified in the context of the plot. In order to 

account for these moments, let me now turn to a discussion of mental 

hagery. 

There are two ways in which a mental image can be formed: one 

is during the time of perception, while retaining an online input (i.e., 

seeing a picture, or the environment), and the other is by activating 

information which is stored in long term memory. This second case 

involves "seeing" in the absence of an immediate sensory input. 

Stephen Kosslyn daims that imagery is used when 

(1) The information to be remembered is a subtle visual 

property; (2) the property has not been expliàtly cowidered 

previously (and hence labeled); and (3) the property cannot easily 

be deduced £rom other stored information (for example from an 

irdormation about the general categoq to which the object 

belongs).88 

This observation is important for narrative comprehension, as 

so much of it happens in retrospect, by activating memory. It is 

interesting therefore to note that sometimes the categorical 

condensation is not enough, and one needs to go back and search for a 

particular image, which will then be able to provide the information 

needed. In The Silence of the Lambs for instance, Claris is certain she 

87 A m e r  discussion of this scene can be found in chapter 3. 

88 Stephen Kosslyn, op. a t  p.268. 
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has arrived at  the mer 's  house once she sees bugs in the kitchen. A 

dose-up of the bug helps her, and us, recall previous information 

about bugs that came up during her investigation, and we need no 

more explanation for why she immediately pulls out her gun. In 

structural narratology this moment would be dassified as a 

paradigmatic moment, where our memory is activated by some cue, 

and at once we have a reference to something that happened earlier. A 

paradigmatic moment condenses the linearity of the plot, and brings 

forth the layering of information relevant to the construction of the 

narrative. In the case of Claris, the paradigmatic moment was excited 

by an on-line image, which then activated the retrieval of a mental 

image hom memory. The stnking fact about the nature of this 

memory retrieval is that it is extremely local and particular. We don1 t 

just recall the category "b~@ but we recall the exact bug Claris saw 

previously, in the context of which she saw it. How c m  such a specitïc 

image anse if long term memory requires an abstraction and 

condensation? As mentioned before, 

two means of representation have been proposed for mental 

images, one that confers a spetial status on images and one that 

treats them as no different in kind from the representations of 

linguistic meaning. The two alternatives are called depictive 

and propositional representation? 

These types of representations use different formats, or different kinds 

of codes. E2di system has a syntax, which indudes the symbols and the 

set of rdes that enable combining these symbols. The semantics is 

determined by how meaning is conveyed by symbols and combination 

89 Stephen Kosslyn, op. et. p.280. 
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of symbols, and the content is the specific information that is conveyed. 

In the case of propositional representations the symbols in the syntax 

belong to a variety of form classes, which include entities, relations, 

properties, and logical relations. The semantics is determined by 

arbitrarily attributing meaning to individual symbols, which requires 

the existence of a Iexicon (much like words in natural languages). A 

propositional representation is also abstrab, as it can refer to non- 

picturable entities (such as headaches, or feelings), and it c m  refer to 

classes of objects. Depictive representations, on the other hand, are not 

abstrab, they represent individual cases (rather than categories) and 

they cannot refer to non-picturable concepts. The symbols are 

composed from two form classes: points and empty space, and there are 

no defined niles of combination, that is, there is no visual syntax 

determining how points should / could be combined. The relationship 

between a depictive representation and what it stands for is not 

arbitrary, but based on visual resemblance. 

In the last two decades there has been an on-going debate 

whether mental images are depictive or propositional, and 

experimental support has been provided for both models. Recent years 

have shown that there are regions of the visual cortex that are 

topographically organized, and that retain the spatial structure of the 

retina. Connections from this area of the cortex do not move only 

downstream (from sense expenence to be processed by higher cognitive 

mechanisms), but rather r u i  both ways, that is, h-om previously 

memory stored images back to areas of the brairi where they are 

activated and used? As a result Kosslyn concludes that 



These facts are consistent with the notion that visual mernories 

are stored in an abstract (propositional?) format and that an 

image is formed in order to make accessible information about 

the local geometry of a shape. An image is formed, presumably, 

by using the badcwards connections that run from the areas 

involved in visual memory to (at least some of) the areas that 

are topographically organized. The image would make 

accessible spatial information that was only implicit in long 

term memory representation. If so, then image representations 

wodd be depictive in the strongest sense of the term: they 

would be patterns in a physical, and also functional, space. 

Hence they would literally be "pichires in the head."gl 

At this point in time there is not only behavioral evidence for these 

findings, but also neurological support for the active role played by 

topographically organized parts of the brain in imagery. It seems that 

when we recall images we use both propositionally and depictively 

encoded visual information. When we recall, together with Claris, the 

images of the bugs from earIy on in the film, we retrieve a 

propositional memory, which gets represented depictively, so that we 

can actually see the bug we saw earlier, and not "a bug" in general. 

Summary 

In this chapter I have shown that images are perceived and 

cognitively processed in significantly different (and sometimes even 

dialectically opposed) ways to language. 

Ibid. p.290. 

91 Ibid. pp. 290-291. 



To sum-up we may Say that language perception and cognition 

operates by a serial processing that takes abstract symbols, matches 

them to a pre-learned lexicon, and organizes them in operational 

logical relations. These decoded Iinguistic signs are stored in memory 

as prototypical and propositional sets, and are refrieved as such when 

high-order cognitive operations are active. 

Visuaï perception, on the other hand, works both holistically on 

faces, and in decomposition into parts of objects. It is transmitted both 

as analog representations and as categorical (Le., protofypical) and 

propositional ones. It is, however, stored in long term memory as an 

abstract propositional set of symbols, but, when activated by memory, it 

is sometimes re-translated into a depictive and analog image. The 

implication is that when we use visual mernories, much as at the time 

of perception, we are using both pre-attentive and focal attentive 

practices, and we use automatic, (or pardel) as weU as focal attentive 

(or serial) searches. We use grouping and holistic practices to process 

parts of the image, while we decompose other parts into geons. 

It may be safe to assume that in the case of film, general (or the 

background) spaces are processed automatically and holistically, so that 

attention can be focused on action, which is more linear and causal by 

its nature, and is therefore subject to serial processing. 1 would 

speculate that close-up shots of objects will be processed serially as well, 

as they are shots emphasized by the director, as if the filmmaker says: 

"Pay attention, this is important." Some of these different visual 

materials in the frame, their processing, and their relations to one 

another and to the plot, will be exarnined in following chapters. 



Whether the actual breakdown of the frame is holistic or serial 

at the fime of perception, it is dear though that unlike language, which 

is processed propositionally, images are cognitively processed both 

propositionally and depictively. We can now retuni to Dretske's 

notion of meaningfd perception as a perception that requires 

recognition, categorization and computation. And while it is now dear 

that for visual material to be stored in long-term memory it needs to 

undergo these processes, it seems that at the time we use visual data for 

cognitive activities (Use constructing a narrative), we do not 

necessarily use encoded, categorized visual messages. Ln other words, 

at the time that visual material is being cognitively operated on by 

high-order mechanisms, i t  is not necessarily either abstract or 

propositional, and at least part of the visual material can be processed 

as holistic and/ or analog. Language, on the other hand, may invoke 

mental imagery, but is processed in abs tract, categorized, symbolic 

networks. The implication of this data is that at the time of the 

construction of the narrative w e  use both information that is encoded 

into logical chains (propositions), and information that is not 

categorized or abstracted (aspects of the image track). And since both 

kinds of data (propositional and depictive) are important for the 

understanding of the narrative, we may declare both as meaningful 

perceptions. In the next chapters 1 will show that a semiotic approach 

to film treats it pnmarily as a linguistic medium. 1 shaU claim that we 

need to treat cinema as a complex medium that employs both linguistic 

and image-based information system, and 1 will explore further the 

implications of the dynamic and multiple processing activities of these 

information systems to the narration and comprehension of film. 
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Chapter 3 

A Cognitive Approach to Film Narration 

Introduction 

In the first chapter of the dissertation 1 identified a problem in film 

narratology, namely, that i t relies heavily on literary narra tology, thus no t 

accounting for the specific nature of the filmic medium, and its 

implications for ânematic narratology. In particular, 1 looked at two 

Iiterary natratology terms - enunciaiion and focalization, and how they 

were imported into discussion of film narration and point of view in 

simplistic and problematic ways. At the end of the chapter 1 daimed that 

in order to have a complete account of film narration, one needs to 

account for the ways in which the audience actually perceives and 

processes filmic information: i.e ., dialogue, images, sound effects and 

music. In the second chapter 1 reviewed cognitive science research on 

visual and verbal perception, and have shown how such information can 

help us understand how audiences perceive and record in memory 

particular moments in film. 

In this chapter 1 wfl propose a cognitive mode1 of film narration. I 

will first show how a cognitive reading can bypass the limitations of a 

semiotic/structuraüst narrative model, and then discuçs the benefits of a 

cognitive model. With the hed of the conclusions of the second chapter I 

will propose a model of £ibn narration, and particularly of point of view 

editing. At the end of the chapter 1 will analyze the film Rambling Rose 

according to this cognitive model of narration. 



Semiotics 

Film narratology, namative analysis, or the theoretical shidy of film 

narrative, is a semiotic based theory, a theory that examines cinema as 

first and foremost a signising system. Early in the century, theonsts like 

Eisenstein, Tynianov, Shklovsky, and Eikhenbaum set some preliminary 

tenninology in a formalist discussion of cinema, attempting a close 

material analysis of cinema's basic building blocks.' Christian Metz, Peter 

Wollen, and Todorov have advanced the fonnalist discussion to a larger 

structuralis t framework, one that (following Lévi-Strauss, Propp and 

Jakobson) focused more on plots, functions, and underlying siruchues. 

The prîmary concem of film semiotics was (and to a degree still is) to 

idenhfy structural mechanisms at work in film, such as plot stnibures,  

diatacters, modes of narration, temporality, etc. Whiie sfructuralist in 

nature, semiotics in its turn has been both used as a tool and criticized in 

psychoanalytic film theory as well as in feminist and Marxist film 

crititism. 

Film semioticians have provided an array of useful terminology 

and methods to analyze different aspects of film narratology, but al1 of 

those terms are based on basic distinctions with regards to the cinematic 

sign Film semiotics relies on ground breaking work that was done by 

two turn of the century semioticians, Ferdinande de Saussure and Charles 

Peirce. In film theory, the most comprehensive description of their work 

See for instance: Sergei Eisenstein, Fiim Form: Essavs in Fiim theoxy, trans. By Jay 
Leyda, New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1949; &ris Eikhenbaum, The Poetics of 
Cinerna, trans. By Richard Taylor, Oxford: RPT Publications, 1982. 



and its implications for cinema was provided by Christian Metz. But 1 

find Metz's description to be somewhat lacking, at M e s  confusing, and in 

the end he draws some flatly wrong conclusions. And given that most 

other film semiotitians draw on Metz and his terminology (even when 

they argue with him), the flaws of his semiotic interpretation have 

infiltrated the whole debate. 1 s h d  therefore briefly describe the work of 

de Saussure and Peirce, then its cinematic importation, and finally aiticïze 

it with the aid of cognitive science. 

Already when discussing language perception in the las t chap ter 1 

mentioned the work of the semioticians Ferdinande de Saussure and 

Charles Peirce. Both daimed that thought cannot be separated from the 

language in which it has been expressed. Saussure, a turn of the c e n t q  

linguist, started thinking about language as a system of comunicative 

signs, such as deaf and mute sign languages, symbolic rites, forms of 

politeness, road signals, etc? Al1 these communicative systems share a 

structure by which each linguistic sign is comprised of a concept and a 

sound-image." The concept of a pet kline or the signifieci is expressed by 

a signifier -- the vocal sounds c-a-t, or by an image of that same animal. 

Saussure claimed that the means of expression in a society are based on a 

convention, or a cultural agreement. Naturd languages c m  be seen as a 

speual case of a semiological system, where the sign is not only 

conventional but abstrad and arbitrary. In other words, there is no 

.. -- - 

Ferdinande de Saussure, The  Object of Study," in David Lodge, editor, Modern 
Cri ticism and Theorv, London and New York: hngman, 1988, p.8. 

Ferdinande de Saussure, "Nature of the Linguistic Sign," Ibid. p. 11. 



necessary connection betweeen the sound pattern d-O-g and the animal it 

designates. The connection Tbetween the signifier and signified is made 

purely by means of a group'-s (in this case the English-speaking soaety) 

implicit agreement. In order to use naturd languages one needs to leam 

the conventions that govem that co~~ununication system; i.e, its lexicon, 

syntau, and pragmatics of use. De Saussure went on to say: 

Signs that are wholly . arbihary realize better than others the ideal of 

the semiologid process; that is why language, the most cornplex 

and universal of all sy-stems of expression, is also the most 

characteristic; in this sense linguis tics can become the master- 

pattern for d branches of semiology although language is only one 

particular semiologicad s y stem? 

What is stated here is that the more highly coded a sign system is - the 

more abstract and conventiomal - the more effective it is as a 

communication system. And therefore a hierarchy of sign systems is 

created, in which naturd languages are better examples of the ideal 

semiological system. De Saussure, being a Iinguist, was mostly interested 

in na tural 1 anguages . Charles Peirce, the Amencan pragrna tis t 

philosopher, was interested im the relations between language, thinking 

and the mind. He set out to attadc the Cartesian model in whïch thinking 

' The implicit agreement, or development of a conventional system that connects 
siDonifiers to signifieds is subject to much research by linguists and stiU pose an array of 
interesting problems, since it is not . an explicit process. 

Ferdinande de Saussure, "Nature cof the Linguistic Sign," in H. Adams and L. Searle 
(eds.) Critical theorv Since 1965, Talllahassee: Florida State University Press, 1986, pp. 
647-648. 



is an immediate perception of ideas withui the mind or s o ~ l . ~  For Peirce, 

much like for Saussure, there is no thinking without signs, but while 

Saussure was interested in language as a closed system of differences, 

Peirce is interested in how we obtain knowledge about the world. Peirce 

concluded that we have no power of introspection, but ail knowledge of 

the intemal world is denved by hypothetical reasoning from our 

knowIedge of extemal fa&. When debating the question of whether we 

can think without signs, Peirce daimed: 

If we seek the light of extemal facts, the only cases of thought 

whidi we c m  fïnd are of thought in signs. Plainly, no other 

thought can be evidenced by extemal fa&. But we have seen that 

only by extemal facts can thought be known at all. The only 

thought, then, which can possibly be cognized is thought in signç. 

But thought which cannot be cognized does not exist. All thought, 

therefore, must necessarily be in signs? 

Peirce defined three kinds of signs and their relations to dynamic objects 

and our knowledge of these abjects.' The first, the iconic sign, is based on 

a relatiomhip of visual resemblance between the signiher and the 

sigmfied. A drawing of trackç on a road sign is an iconic signifier for 

upcoming train tracks, and a photograph of the Eiffel tower is a s i m e r  

Tharles Peirce, "Questions Concerning Certain Faculties CIaimed for Man," in Colleded 
Papes  Vol. V, ed. Charles Hartshorne and Pau1 Weiss, Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1931. Pp. 135-155. 

' Ibid. p.151. 

'Charles Peirce, 'The Icon, Index, and Symbol," in CoUeded Papers Vol. II, ed. Charles 
Hartshorne and Paul Weiss, Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1931. Pp. 156- 
173. 



for that material construct in Paris. Naturdiy, most film images are iconic 

s i p ,  and given that the tedinology used to create these images is 

photographic, the level of resemblance between signifier and signhed is 

high. In fact, one may daim that the signifier is an unmodified 

representation of what was placed in front of the camera, or the signified. 

Even though focal length, haming, and other technical constraints of the 

camera may not replicate the way our eyes see, the fact remains that the 

objeds that were seen by the camera (through the camera lem) at the time 

of taking the photograph, are seen by the viewers of the photograph in the 

same spatial arrangement, same framing and same lighting. The 

photographic signifier is therefore sometimes assumed to be 

interchangeable with, or identical in appearance to the photographed 

signified. 

An indexical sign is based on an existential bond or relationship 

between the si@er and the signified. Smoke signifies fire, and a bulle t 

hole signifies the fact that a gun was fired. There is a causal and historical 

(temporal or spatial) bond between the signifier and the signified, hence 

the existential component. Sound effects that do not originate from the 

visual field can be seen as a good example of indexical s i g n ~ . ~  A knodc on 

an (invisible to the audience) door indicates both an expansion of the 

visual space beyond the frame hes ,  as well as the (dramatic) arriva1 of a 

Sound effects are often recorded in a folly studio, where many materials are used to 
aeate a sound similar to the desired effect. That is, the signifier is produced not by the 
sigxufïed object, but by sornething else. And while it may seem that the index in this case 
is not of what they seem to be. It is important to remember in this respect, that the 
signified is not the object itself, but the part of the sign which is the idea of the object. 
That is, a foUy sound of horse hooves which was produced by wood on tile, is not a Iying 



character. Sound effectç which accompany interior scenes indicate spatial 

placement (urban, rural, etc) thus indexing a larger spatial frame of 

reference. On a different level altogether, a photographie image also 

hc t ions  as an indexical sign - in this case, a historical one. Once (early 

1970s), an actor (Martin Sheen), stood in hont of a rolling film camera in 

south east Asia. Every time I watch the film (Apocalypse Now, Coppola, 

1978) the images stand in indexical relations to the event of making that 

film. 

A symbolic sign is defined as a sign in which the signiheis ability 

to represent the si@ed is dependent upon a d e .  Much like Saussure's 

desaiption of the linguis tic sign, the symbolic sign is abstract (chains of 

letters represent abjects), arbitrary (there is no necessary conditions that 

determine tha t d-O-g, and no t c-a-t should stand for the sigmfied canine 

that barks), and it is conventional. Natural languages are the best example 

of symbolic based sign system. \Vhile some conventions have developed 

in cherna - such as the use of certain musical arrangements to si@ 

particular moods, or the use of lighting to create aura behind the main 

(good) character, or low angle shots to convey fear/submission - these are 

not arbitrary, or abstract conventions, but have developed in accordance 

with organic cultural conventions. It is hard therefore to imagine a 

symbolic sign system other than the linguistic one to operate in cinema. 

indexical sigrufier, since the signified is the idea (horses gailoping), not the actual thing 
which created it (wood on tiie). 



Semiotic FiLm Theory 

Peirce's neat division into iconic, ïndexical and symbolic sign 

systems was very attractive to semioticians in £&II theory. While the 

Russian formaliçts attempted to explain cinema as analogous to language, 

and therefore spent much time and effort in determirüng the basic film 

unit (the equivalent of a word in naturd languages) as the shot, and a 

montage as a phrase, Peirce's temùnology enables the a i t i cs  to decode 

individual si- based on the embodying medium. Christian Metz in 

particular tried tu d e h e  whether cinema can be seen as a language, or as 

employing a language system, and after a thorough semiotic cornparison 

behveen verbal languages and cinematic ones he determines: 

First of al], the shot, through its semantic content [. . .] is doser, all 

things considered, to a sentence than a word. An image shows a 

man walking d o m  the seeet: It is equivalent to the sentence "A 

man is waking dowm the street." The equivalence is rough, to be 

sure, and there would be much to Say about it; however the same 

filmic image corresponds even less to the word "man" or the word" 

w W  or the word "street," and less still to the article "the" or to 

the zero degree morpheme of the verb "walk~."'~ 

After great deliberation Metz concludes that film is like a Ianguage, since 

it has an expressive-commUNcative content, but it has no natural 

lquage-like system of rules, particularly, no rules of denotation that 

define a speafic relationship between a signifier and a signi£ied in the 



symbolic fashion." Serniotics here is  uçed both to see how cinema is and 

is not behaving like natural languages, as well as to defhe some initial 

concepts about f i lm comprehension and interpretation. 

Semiotics, and particularly the Peirceian view, were useful for non- 

structural purposes as well. Since the corning of sound, film theorists 

have been interested in the Ïllusion of reality, or the impression of reality 

that a film manufactures, and in its effects on the audience. Bazin hailed 

realism as a style,'' but feminists, Marxists and other political readers of 

film have b e n  concemed ~ 6 t h  the production of the impression of 

realism and feared its impact - particularly that of neutralizing ideology - 

on audiences.13 Explaining the chernatic image as an iconic sign is 

attractive to the "illusionists" since it implies a certain immediateness 

about thaï sigrufying system, a very tight bond between the signifier and 

the sigmfied, and therefore a difficulty (for the audience) in recognizing 

that what they are watdiing has been intentiondy produced and 

construded for their entertainment. When comparing the relations of the 

signifier and signihed in natural languages and in cinema, Metz daims 

that in the case of language there is a distance behveen the "content" and 

"expression." In contrast, 

'O Christian Metz, Film Languane: A Serniotics of the Cinema, Chicago, IL: n ie  
University of Chicago Press, 1974. pp. 66-67. 

" Ibid. Ch. 3: 'The Cinema: Language, or Language System?" 

* André Bazin, What 1s Cinema VOL I & TI, Berkeley, University of California Press, 1967: 

l3 A good account of the theorists who attempt to decode the impression or illusion of 
cinematic realism can be found in Noël Carroll, Mvstifvin~ Movies: Fads & Fallacies in 
Conternuorarv Film Theow, New York: ~olurnbia udversity Press, 1988, chapter 3, 
'The Cinematic Image." 



In the Qnema the distance is too short The signifier is an image, 

the sibonificate is what the image represents. Furthermore, the 

fidelity of the photographic process, which gives the image 

particular verisimilitude, and the psychological mechanisms of 

participation, which ensure the famous "impression of reality," 

shorten the distance even more - so that it is impossible te break up 

the signifier without getting isomorphic segments of the 

significate. l4 

Metz then proceeds to meditate more about the nature of the cinematic 

sign, and as he is fascinateci by the expressive and connotative value of the 

image itself, he slowly veers away from its function as referring to an 

object. Metz concludes: 

There are many characteristics to the filmic image that distinguish 

it h m  the preferred form of s i p s  - which is arbitrary, 

conventional, and codified. These are the consequences of the fact 

that £rom the very first an image is not the indication of something 

other than itseif, but the pseudopresence of the thing it conta in^.'^ 

For Metz, then, at a very basic level, the cinematic image is an iconic sign 

where the signifier refers to itself, rather than to the signified, although it 

gives the impression or the pseudopresence of the siphed. This 

approach to the anematic sign (which is very similar to Demda's "free 

floating signifie&') was welcomed by theorists who altempted to decode 

the ideological mechanisms of the impression of reality film manufactures. 

" Christian Metz, op. cit, pp. 62-63. 



Bill Nichols, for instance, wholeheartedly accepts this semiotic approach, 

and when discussing the ideology in the image he daims: 

Since images bear an analogous or iconic relationship on their 

referent (a relationship of resemblance), it iç easy to confuse the 

realmç of the image and the physical world by treating the image as 

a transparent window (especially the photographic image), or by 

treating the physical world idealis tically by assuming that 

something like its essence has been transferred or reproduced in 

the image. Many £ i h s  employing realist styles encourage such a 

confusion, and yet it is essential to remember that a film is not 

reality any more than an image is what it re-presents. [. . .] We 

might even Say, metaphorically, that realist images are an 

objectification, or projection of the normal perceptual process. 

What our nervous system initially encountered as unorganized 

sensory input is now encountered as the organized or signiSring 

output of these objectification, or images? 

Much like Metz, Nichols here assumes an erasure of the signified, or its 

reconstruction in the mind of the audience in terms of an ideologically 

controllhg signifier. Secondly, the audience, à Ia Nichols, is led to 

exchange signifier with s i w e d  because of the mimetic, verisimilitude 

quality of the photographic image. In retum, this approach enabled many 

contemporary theorists (labeled by Noël Carroll the "Psychosemiotic 

'' Ibid. p. 76. My emphasis. 

l6 Bill Nichols Ideologv and the h a =  Bloomington: Indiana Universiiy press, 1981, 
p.24. 



Manàst~"~)  to tallc about images not as representations, but as constructs, 

which refer to other fihic constructs. And although at some basic level it 

makes sense to acknowledge that while watching a film we are presented 

with an artistic construct, such a direction takes us away £rom 

understanding how- we infer meaning from visual signs, and how we 

comtrud interpretations of adual films on that basis. In other words, as 

audience, we are always aware that we are watching a man-made Hm 

that was produced by a filmmaker and a professional crew. But while we 

are watching a füm, we are perceiving and processing visual information, 

which we understand to stand in relation of (at least partial) resemblance 

to the visual, photographed world. That is, at the time of interpretation 

we are concemed with the content of the images, and not with the fact - 

which we readily accept about the nature of film - that they are 

constnicted images, or signs. 

An additional problem arises when Metz extends his observations 

about the image to the whole £ilmic experïence. Metz daims: "the cinema 

begins where ordinary language ends."I8 The problern with such a claim 

is that it assumes the superiority of the image over other sigxufying 

systems. In other words, Metz here claims that what is true of the iconic 

sign is true for the whole cinematic text, thus ignoring the existence and 

functioning of indexical and symbolic signs in cinema. In the previous 

l7 Noël Carroll, Mystifvine: Movies: Fads & Fallacies in Contemporarv Film Theow, New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1988, p. 107. 

Christian Metz. Op. cit. p. 81. Here Metz is talking about the denotative nature of 
language and the connotative/expressive nature of the image. 1 shall not go into the 
whoie distinction as it is irrelevant to the discussion 1 am pursuing, but 1 would iike to 
emphasize how easily Metz is able to ignore the linguistic aspect of cinema. 



chapter 1 have shown that the perception of images and of natural 

languages o c m  in somewhat different cognitive manners. 1 believe that 

attemphg to lump al1 cinematic signiSing sys tems toge ther into a 

unined "cinematic sign" is not only theoretically reductive, but as a result, 

prevents us from an adequate explanation of the complexity of the film 

experience. 

Peter Wollen, when discussing semiotics and cinema is mudi more 

indusive of other sign systems, but still quite hierarchical: 

In the cinema, it is quite clear, indexïcal and iconic aspects are by 

far the most powerful. The symbolic is lirnited and secondary. But 

from the early days of film there has been a persistent, though 

understandable, tendency to exaggerate the importance of 

analogies wi th verbal language. The main reason for this, there 

seems little doubt, has been the desire to validate cinema as an art.lg 

Wollen here is willing to address cinema as employing all three modes of 

signifymg systems, and he aitiàzes the theoretical practice of valuing a 

h.guis tic analy sis. Furthemore, Wollen asserts: 

The great merit of Peirce's analysis of signs is that he did not see 

the different aspects as rnutually exclusive. Unlike Saussure he did 

not show any particular prejudice in favour of one or the other. 

Indeed, he wanted a logic and a rhetonc which would be based on 

all three aspects. It is only by considering the interaction of the 

" Peter Wollen, Sims and Meanine. in the Cinema, Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 1972, p.140. 



three different dimensions of the cinema that we can understand its 

aesthetic effect? 

But Wollen too, UUnks of the iconic sign as "shifüng and elusive", as non- 

conceptual, and in short, as placed ui dialectical opposition to the 

symbolic. " 
But Metz's and Wollen's views on the nature of the iconic sign are 

not grounded in semiotics, and actually are quite contradictory to Peirce's 

and de Saussure's visions. In his work on phenornenology Peirce defined 

three states of being in the world and relating to it." Firshess designates 

a monadic realiv, where no relations to others exist Secondness is the 

force that demarcates one thing kom another (either by brute force, or by 

self identity), thus creating a relation, or a correlate. Thirdness implies a 

power of mediation that brings the dyadic relation (between firçtness and 

secondness) to a higher form of rationality. This thirdness is a 

representational relation that is intelligible and manifests law-like 

regulariv. The signiher thus is a fist, whidi stands in a relation to a 

second, or its signified object The nature of the relations between the 

signifier and the signihed is determined by a d e ,  which Peirce called the 

interpretant, a third, a convention, or better, a soaal practice. On the face 

of the matter it seems like the iconic sign has a relation of firstness, an 

indexid of secondness, and a symbolic of thirdness. This attitude wodd, 

" Charles Peirce, T h e  Categories in Detail," in Collected P a ~ e r s  Vol. 1, ed. Charles 
Hartshorne and Paul Weiss, Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1931. Pp. 148- 
180. 



of course strengthen the illusionists daim for the power of the cinematic 

image; an icon as a first refers only to itself, or, better, is just itself. But 

Peirce claimed that ail sign systems are based on a relation of thirdness, 

that is, that all signs are regulated by a law, or a conventional 

representational system. 

A Si' or Representamen [==signifier], is a First which stands in such 

a genuine triadic relation to a Second, called its Object [=signiEed], 

as to be capable of determining a Third, called its lnterpretan t [. . .] ." 

An icon, then, is as regdated by a law as a symbol or an index. The 

preçence of the hterpretant, an agency that determines the relations 

between the signifier and the signified, makes it clear that one cannot 

abandon the signified at au, as Metz is trying to do, or attribute a 

conceptual basis to symbolic signs but not to iconic, as Wollen is daiming. 

At the heart of semiotics stands a social practice that ties the signiher and 

the signihed to form a sign, or as de Saussure puts it: 

In fact, every means of expression used in society is based, in 

principle, on collective behaviour or - what amounts to the same 

thing - on convention24 

If one wants to use semiotics as an explmation of cinematic signification 

systems, one needs to be able to account for the cultural convention that 

govem iconic representation? But Metz's and Wollen's omissions of the 

- 

Charles Peirce, "T'he Icon, index. and Symbol," op. cit. p. 156. The inserted brackets are 
my addition. 

Ferdinande de Saussure. 'The Nature of the Linguistic Sign," op. a t .  P.647. 

LI For the conventional aspects of "natural" representation in art see also E. H. Gombrich 
Art and illusion, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1960. 



convention, or the interpretant, are understandable, since the 

photographic/cinematic image resist that kind of description. Our 

experience of viewing does seem automatic, imrnediate, and un-coded. It 

is very Wcult to explain the cultural codes that are at work in viewing a 

speafic photographie image. The idea that images do not duplicate 

reaiis, but somehow, through ideological manipulation, give the 

impression that they duplicate reality, c m  only work as a global account 

of production, not as an account of specific images. When coming to 

decode individual signs (say for instance an image of a gun), one is at loss 

as how to proceed with an analysis of an ideological ânematic iconic 

representation. Moreover, while the theoretician accepts that an iconic 

sign is not a natural object (does not re-present reality), they attribute that 

belief to the masses. Or in Carroll's words: 

Put crudely, psychosemiotic Mamists reject Bazin's theory of the 

ontology of film for themselves but, so to speak, athibute a belief in 

it to ordinary spectat~rs .~~ 

Ço even though £ih semiotiaans are ~~illing to accept the conçtructed and 

conventional nature of the sign, they believe that regdar audiences watch 

and process cinema as if it was a natural and unmediated reproduction of 

the world. And if audiences could actually successfully interpret füms 

without recognizing them as signifying systems, what is the ment of a 

semiotic analysis of film? 

" Noël Carroll, op. cit. P. 114. As one example, one may think of the ongoing debate an 
the influence of violent cherna on the behavior of audiences. The critics usually attribute 
a sense of naivete, or unawareness to the audiences, particularly if they are Young. 



I would like to propose two answers to this question. Un a global 

level, as 1 mentioned earlier, 1 believe that the audience is always a priori 

aware that they are watching a symbolic and cultural conshrict - a film. 

In the case of fiction cinema it is dear that a tale is being told, a story being 

visualized, a dramatic construct is designed £rom the ground up. But 

even in the case of a documentary, which is supposed to be making some 

h t h  daims about the real world, audiences are aware that the 

representation is mediated through the eyes of the fiLmmaker - that 

frarning was chosen, certain questions asked, and editing was done - and 

thus that there is a creative force behind the text they are watching? On 

that global level, a semiotic reading of a Eilm is appropriate. In the case of 

fiction film, which is the focus of this thesis, it is a semiotic analysis of the 

narrative, of the sigrufying systems used to convey the story or the plot of 

the film. In structural tenninology it is an analysis of how the syuzhet 

leads audiences to construct the fabula. 

On a second level, the level of the communicative systems film 

employs to tell its story - or in Bordwell's terninology the fi lm's sfyle " - 
one needs to be careful. In the following pages 1 wiU show that certain 

aspects of visual perception cannot be explained in semiotic terms. That 

is, visual perception is not based on decoding a conventionalized sign At 

the same time, the storage of visual information in long-term memory 

probably does involve propositional codification that is very similar to a 

27 And even if one wanted to discuss surveillance carnera materiai, the carnera has been 
placed in a certain place, set to a certain lem, with a certain focal length, by a human 
agency. 



symbolic sign system. Ushg cognitive science I will show that on the 

level of perception of the syuzhet (through the style) one needç to be 

careful of employing semiotic interpretation, but on the level of the 

consûmction of the fabula, there is more room for such an analysis. ln 

other words, while high-order cognitive operations fundion similarly to 

language, and can therefore be evaluated by semiotic standards, bottom 

up perception shodd be andyzed according to the separate channels of 

information (Le., images and verbal information). 

While Metz is willing to abolish the iconic sigdied in order to deal 

with the apparent lack of distance between si@er and signified, 1 would 

like to suggest that we, as viewers, fucus on the impression that there is 

only a signified, even though we are aware that we are watching signs 

which have been produced, and organized for our consurnption. That is, 

at the time of viewing we are knowingly and willingly suspend our 

disbelief, or our knowledge of artificiality, in order to focus on the 

interpretation of signified events, rather than on the signifier. And if we 

understand why the images of a film give us this unmediated, non- 

produced impression, we can understand the low-level perception of the 

visual aspect of a £ih, and how it leads to interpretation. But before 

diçcussing perception, I need to rejest one other myth promoted by Metz, 

the myth of cinema as a language. 

The semiotic approach encouraged the structuralists to explain our 

competence in understanding non-linguis tic representations by appeal to 

" David Bordwell, Narration in the Fiction Film, The University of Wisconsin Press, 1985, 
p- 50. 



linguistic mental operatiom. After all, while the semiotician attempts to 

examine ail signifying systems, the one best studied, best understood, and 

according to some, best at communicahg, is the natural language system. 

And while recogniung that cinema did not operate by a governing system 

of rules like natural languages do, Metz insisted that since cinema is 

communicative it is a language. But cognitive science indicates otherwise. 

Following Chomsky, Gregory C M e  points out that communicating with 

the use of natural languages involves two aspects: productivity and 

conventionality . 

Productivity rneans that an unlùnited number of sentences of 

English can be uttered and comprehended; in fact many of the 

sentences we utter and comprehend every day have never been 

uttered, and so have never been comprehended, before. [. . . ] 

English is conventional in that what words and sentences of 

English mean is determined [. . .] by adventitious uniformities of 

pradice adhered to because they aid communication." 

Much in agreement nlth the semiotiaans, the idea of conventionality 

accounts for the d e s  of denotation between signifier and signified. But 

language cornpetence is not generated just by learning those conventions. 

Meaning is a result of a practice (productivity) in which an agent produces 

utterances by combining words (signiners) to form sentences. While 

conventionality determines that language has to be learned, "productivity 

predudes the language being learned sentence by sentence, since [. . .] 

f9 Gregory Currie, Imatze and Mind: F i h ,  Philosouhy. and Codt ive  Science, New York, 
NY: Cambridge University Press, 1995, pp. 120-121. 



speakers understand sentences to whidi they had no previous 

expos~re."~ The individual words, in Curie's account, becorne meaning 

atoms, and since the meaning of a sentence iç dependent on the lexical 

meaning of individual words, meaning in naturat language iç acontextual. 

Cinema, in cornparison to natural language, exhibits productivity 

but not conventionality. While watching a film we are generally shown 

many images and image combinations which we have never seen before, 

and whidi we have no problem understanding. But unlike language, the 

cinematic image is not govemed by convention in any way similar to the 

h c t i o n  of conventions in the production of literal meaning in language. 

Currie claims: 

There are no atoms of meaning for cinematic images; every 

temporal and spatial part of the image is meaningful down to the 

limits of visual disaiminability ? 

Currïe is not daiming that cinema is not innuenced by conventions such 

as eye-match cuts, or the conventions associated with fades or dissolve. 

His daim is that the cinematic image is not governed by acontextual, 

molecular, convention in the way words in natural language do, and 

therefore that the image cannot be purely conventionalized to disa-ete 

units of meanings like words do. While cinematic metaphors and 

conventions have emerged, there is no cinematic equivalent to the Literal 

conventional system of denotation in natural languages. Curie is also not 

daiming that language functions only by conventional rules. Context and 

- -- 

XI Ibid. pp. 121-122. 



interpretive practices are important, but cannot function outside or 

without the convention or the Iexicon. As for the generation of meaning 

in cinema Currie concludes: 

Being without meaning atoms, and therefore nomecursive, and 

being at the same time productive, the meaning of cinematic 

images cannot be conventional. It is naturai meaning. With 

images, productivity is natural generativity, and we explain that in 

terms of natural recognitional cclpaci ties? 

Cumie's account is signincant, since it rejects the idea that we can 

understand anema in linguistic or semiotic terms. Images are not 

perceived and understood as conventional signs, but as natural images. 

While the semiotiaan promotes the idea of seeing us, the cognitivist uses 

the term seeing in? The idea here is that when seeing an image of an 

object A, Ive recognize in the pichire the object A. How we see in rather 

than see as is the topic of the next section. 

Style - or Bottom Up Perception 

In a recent book whidi provides an ecological approach to film 

theory, Joseph Anderson relies on J.J. Gibson's theory of direct perception 

to explain film perception.x Gibson's approach, as mentioned in the 

Ibid., p. 130. 

Ibici., p.131. 

The term was coined by Richard Wollheim in Art and Its Obiects, New York, NY: 
Cambridge University Press, 1980. 

34 joseph D. Anderson, The Realitv of Illusion: An Ecological A ~ ~ r o a c h  to C o ~ t i v e  FiIm - 
Theory, Carbondale and Edwardsville: Southem Illinois University Press, 1996. 



second chapter, is that perception is direct - that is, it need not be 

mediated, or interpreted by some inferential process. One of the main 

objections to Gibson, presented by cognitive scientists like Fodor, 

Pylyshyn, and others, iç that Gibson's theory cannot explain visual 

illusions, as there is no room in Gibson's theory for non-veridical 

perceptions." But a computational correction of Gibsonfs theory can 

explain the misperception of illusions." According to such theory, the 

neural system, which is based on both electric and diemical 

transformations, is very dependable but slow. In order to speed up the 

perceptual processes, some assumptions (about closure of objects in two 

dimemional representations, overlapping, and rnovement) are made so as 

to create "shortcuts" in visual processing. While useM in most occasions, 

these shortcuts can mislead us to judge visual information in non-veridical 

ways. And film, as we have seen, is a representation, that is a man-made 

construct, which, by virtue of its photographie technological base, creates 

an "ihsion or functïons as a surrogate reaMynn Anderson makes a 

strong case for examining the perception of film in much the same ways 

we examine the perception of the world, as a sub category of Uusionist 

perceptions, or a case of "ancient biology interfaâng with recent 

t e ~ h n o l o ~ ~ . " ~  Throughout the book Anderson provides much evidence 

35 J. Fodor and Z.W. Pylyshyn, "How Direct is Visual perception? Some reflections on 
Gibson's 'Ecoiogical Approach'," Comition 9,1981. 

% Here 1 am foiiowing Anderson's description of the work of David Marr and others in 
the fist chapter 'Toward an Ecology of Cinema," op. ut. Pp. 28-35. 

37 Ibid. P. 19. 

3~ Ibid. p.28 



showing that cinema has evolved to better use our naturd percephial 

devices, and that this evolution can account for the realistic impression of 

film. To name just a few of Anderson's examples, we can consider the 

development of the standard film (or video) speed, and the technology 

that was advanced to eliminate flidcer. While film speed was d e d  

before stabilizing on the 24 frames per second rate, the problem of ficker 

was only fdly resolved once the mdti-bladed shutter was createdO3' Both 

film speed and shutter dicker have been standardized once they created a 

sense of continuous, flowing motion, rather than the jumpiness of 

intermittent frame movement in hont of the projector lens at the turn of 

the century. Similarly, Anderson examines the phenornenon of linear 

convergence, or perspective. Theorists like Baudry and Panofsky have 

daimed that Renaissance perspective is a cultural convention, and thus 

photography and cinema, by use of the photographic lens, inherently 

impose a Western perspective on its viewerç." But Anderson shows that 

the representation of the convergence of light in a perspectival manner, 

(which was invented during the Renaissance), is merely based on our 

biological (in-the-eye) lens, which already employs perspective as means 

of diçceming depth and s i~e .~ '  Noël Carroll, too, points out that 

convergence perspective was not invented by the Renaissance, but 

discovered during that period and that, "the perspective system is more 

* See Jean Louis Baudry, "Ideological effects of the Basic Cinematographic Apparatus," 
FiIm Quarterlv 18,2 (winter lW4/ 75) pp. 39-47, and Erwin Panofsky "Style and Medium 
in the Motion Pictures," Critique 1, no, 3, January- February, 1947. 

Joseph Anderson, op. cit. P. 72. 



accuate, transculturally, in te= of affording certain spatial information 

than any other mimetic pictorial sys tem."" Andersonf s O ther example of 

how £dm evolved ta resemble the perceived visual world, and therefore 

interface better with our perceptual capacities, is the issue of 

synchroniaty. Research shows that a baby's attention spart on objects is 

much longer when those objecb emanate synchronous sound." Once 

hearing sounds, babies have been attemptuig to visudy locate the source 

of the sound, and if çuccessful at that, they dassi£y the auditory and visual 

signals as one event. Synchrony in our environment is important for 

perceptual analysis, since it indicates that some cross module 

(hearing/seeing) activity occurs already at very initial developmental 

stages of perception. The early diildren's search for syndironiaty also 

indicates that our percep tua1 mechanisms are no t passive, but actually 

actively seekuig connections, or affordances, to use Gibson's 

terminology." Synchronous £ilnt technology, which is at the base of realist 

dassical cinema, relies on these very basic perceptud tenets. Anderson 

shows that even music is syndironized a great deal to the visual events on 

the screen, and that this synchroniaty helps the audience comect the non- 

diegetic music to the narrative world of the film." These examples and 

others show that realist cinema is most successful when adhering to very 

basic perceptual mechanisms, ones that have developed not for the sake of 

* Noël Carroll, op. cit. P. 130. 

*Joseph Anderson, op. cit. . pp. 82-83. Anderson quotes the work of cognitive sàentists 
like Held, O'comor and HemeLin. 

a Ibid. pp. 49-53. 



conçuming cinema, but in order to survive and better cope in our 

environment. 

Anderson daims: 

. . . it is the fad that the perceptual systems go through the same 

computational procedures whether confronted with the r d  world 

or with synthesized shadows and soinnds that allows for the 

existence of cinema? 

M e  not ignoring the spedicities of the bernatic medium, Anderson 

suggests that in order to understand the perception of cinema we need to 

unders tand our perception of the world, and that such a theory of 

perception would generate a theory of cinema which iç positioned in 

opposition to linguistic or politicdy based tkeories of cinema." 

Anderson's ment is in showing that at the initial levels of perception of 

the nImic visual material, our cognitive processes operate with film in 

much the same way that they do with the real world, Le., they perceive 

and process bottom-up information without categorizing and employing 

high level cognitive activities. While language can be perceived and 

processed only with the aid of pre-, or somemes CO-learned categones of 

denotation, images are perceived and understaoci as is. Anderson's 

argument pertains to perception only, that is, the perception of style or 

syuzhet information. His argument is not exttended to the construction of 

the fabula, or the narrative of the film. I shaU discuss the fabula in the 



fourth chapter of my dissertation, but before himing to such  high-order 

cognitive activities 1 would like to support and expand this direct or 

ecological view of the perception of images hrther. 

Both Noël Carroll and Gregory Currie discuss our capacity to 

recognize images as an innate capacity, one which is naturdy generative 

rather than conventional. Carroll cites the psychological work of 

Hochberg and Brooks, which suggests that as soon as children leam to 

recognize an object, they are capable of recognizing pictorial 

representations of that abject? Currie too, daims that in certain respects 

the experience of looking at a picture is like that of looking at the subject 

of that picture. Indeed, if one is presented with a picture of a home 

To see that the picture is a picture of a horse, I deploy my horse 

recognition capaaties. That is, 1 use the same capacity to recognize 

the picture of a horse that I use to recognize a hor~e. '~ 

Recognizing the content of depictions thus involves recognizing the 

spatial katures of the object depicted. Aside from realizing that a two- 

dimensional surface stands for a three-dimensional object, recognizing 

pictures does not involve learning. Since the spectator recognizes simply 

by looking, cinematic images comprise a very speaal kind of symbols. 

Carroll daims: 

" Ibid. P.17. 

" Hochberg, j. & V. Brooks, 'The Perception of Motion Pidures," in Handbook of 
Perceution, eds. E.C. Carterette and M. Friedman, voI.10, New York Academic Press, 

' 

1978. 

Gregory Cume, op. cit. P. 80. 



The rapid development of thiç picture recognition capaàty 

contrasts strongly with the acquisition of symbol system such as 

language. Upon mastering a couple of words, the dUld is nowhere 

near mastering the entire language. Similarly, when an adult is 

exposed to one or two representational pictures in an alien style, Say 

a Westemer confronting a Japanese image in the floating-eye style, 

she will be able to identify the referent of any pichrre in the former 

after studying one or two representations of that sort for a few 

moments. But no westerner, upon les-g one or two linguistic 

symbols of the Japanese language, could go on to identify the 

reference of all, or even merely a few more, Japanese words." 

As discussed in the last chapter, because of the survival role of the visual 

system, seeing has evolved as primarily a perceptual bottom up process 

designed to provide us with inferences about our environment as fast as 

possible. Biederman showed us that objects are decomposed into basic 

geons, and that UUs process precedes narning and categorization? And 

Fodor daimed that because perception is encapsulated, it is sometimes 

dumb or insensitive to (top-down) cognitive kn~wledge.~ A shot of a 

dinosaur in a nIm, thus, may be initially dassified as a dinosaur by the 

qui& and dirty perceptual rnechanisms. Only once processed in the 

stower, deeper, global and higher cognitive process will it be understood 

as a depiction of a dinosaur, rather than the thing itself, since belief 

- 

ZO Noël Carroii, op. cit. Pp. 139-140. 

See second chapter: section on geons. 



systems tell us that dinosaurs do not exkt anymore. Similarly, a shot of a 

dead man will be understood as the image of a dead man, even though 

one knows the scene has been fabricated and that it is ~dïke1y the actor 

has actuaily died during the shookg. Unlike language, the recognition of 

a realist pictorial representation of an object does not require a prior 

familiarity with the object. The ability to recognize objectç may be 

acquired pictorially, rather than referentially. C h e  daims that "my 

capaQty to recognize depictions of Fs and my capacity to recognize Fs are 

one and the same capacity, however a~quired."~~ This account explains 

o u  tendency to "see in" pictorial representatiom rather than "see as." We 

first and forernost see and recognize the object that is presented, and only 

secondly, and after cognitive deliberations, do we categorize it as a 

representation. 

Moreover, since visual object recognition relies heavily on the 

biological and neurological systems, rather than on information 

processing mechaniçms, it behaves more like a reflex, and does not 

require "readùig" or decoding for its inferences. And Carroll points out 

that 

[. . .] if the recognition of movie images is more analogous to a 

reflex process than it is to a process like reading, then following a 

movie may him out to be less taxing, less a matter of active effort 

than reading? 

See second chapter. section on bottom-up & topdown perception. 

Gregory Cume, op. ât. P. 86. 



In addition, because realist movies are representationç that rely for their 

deciphering on our biological wiring, rather than on leamed practices, 

they become more widely accessible to most humans? 

One cân see now that once the discussion of cinema is freed from 

the linguistic constraints of a semiotic study, and once cognitive evidence 

is accumulated, we can have a new and grounded understanding of how 

fiùn perception actudy operates. FolIowing Anderson, then, the more 

film is constructed in accordance with our biological perceptual 

mechanisms, the more realistic its irnpres~ion,~~ and the more easily it is 

followed by audiences. The cinematic image is not perceived as an iconic 

sign, a signiber which refers to its signified via a convention. It is 

perceived as a pictonal depiction of the object itself, one that is govemed 

by the same perceptual biological mechanisms of seeing the object, rather 

than by a cultural convention about the object. While image recognition is 

fast and operates mainly at the perceptual low-level mechanisms, 

Ianguage comprehension requires high-order cognitive operations at 

work. As 1 showed in the last chapter, images are processed holistically 

and automatically, but also seridy. In cornparison, language is delivered 

and processed serially, and propositionally. While watdùng a film both 

auditory and visual sensors are being triggered. The perception of 

-- - 

Y Noël Carroll. op. àt.  Pp. 143-14. 

" Both Cume and Carroll discuss the image while attempting to address questions 
regarding Realism as a cinematic style. Whde Carroll is interested in the non ideological 
base of the image, Currie is interested in deciphering the kind of illusion cinema is. Both 
discussions are fascinating, but outside the bounds of this work It is important though, 



images, and their M e r  cognitive processing is quite different than that 

of language, whether delivered in the dialogue, as a voice over, or as 

verbal information in the visual ha& (written text, numbers, signç, etc.). 

This perception is further cognitively processed in cross modal operations, 

and is stored in memory towards the construction of the fabula. At the 

end of the last chapter 1 mentioned that cognitive science shows that 

images are stored in memory both holistically and propositionally. In the 

next chapter 1 will talk about how the memory of visual and verbal 

information affects the conçtruction of the fabula. But before doing that, I 

wodd like to tak about film narration, or how images and sounds are 

organized in order to fom the syuzhet, on which basis the fabula will be 

created. 

Narration 

In the first chapter I discussed film narratology, particularly in the 

context of literary narratology, on which it relies, and the latter's effects on 

the terminology and analysis conducted in film narratology. 1 followed 

Gerald Prince and others in treating the narrative as a product of both the 

story and its narration, or as the recounting of events by at least one 

narrator. The narrative also relies on the adivity of the perceiver, and 

requires active participation of its audience in order to exist. The 

construction of the narrative and other perceiver related activities will be 

discussed in the next chapter. Here 1 wodd like tu examine the narration 

as Anderson pointed out, to show the connection between cinematic Realism and the 
ease of fiimic perception. 



of Film, or how a film "tells" or recounts the events it portrays. Once we 

understand how the filmic story is being told (with lights and sounds), it 

%dl be easier to examine what the perceiver can and cannot do wiih that 

matend presentation. 

Gerald Prince defines narration as "the production of the narrative; 

the recounting of a series of situations and events."" Thiç (literary) 

distinction alludes to an agent, a source, someone who is recounting the 

events. That agency can be the implied author - the impficit image of an 

author in the text, the one responsible for the ideological or moral 

positions represented in the text." But often, the agency behind the 

narration is regarded as the narrator "the linguistic subject, a function and 

not a person, which expresses itself in the language that constitutes the 

text."" Whether implied author or namator,* the literary notion of 

narration involves an agency and a verbal utterance. Strict theorists like 

Gemette daim that narrative is a verbal transmission, an utterance, and 

therefore film, comic strip and the roman photo are "transmitted by an 

extranarra tive medium."61 Under this narrow view mimetic presenta tion 

'' Gerald Prince, Dictionay of Narratolow Lincoln and London: University of Nebraska 
Press, 1987, p.57. 

" For a m e r  account of the implied author see Wayne Booth, The Rhetoric of Fiction, 
Chicago: University of Chicago press, 1961. 

Mieke Bal, Narratolow: - - Introduction to the Theow of Narrative, Toronto, Buffalo, 
London: University of Toronto Press, 1985, p.119. 

1 realize, of course, that the discussion of the implied author and narraior is much more 
cornplex than what 1 portray here. As far as this discussion is relevant to fïim 1 wiii refer- 
to it in greater length shortly. For a m e r  discussion of these te- in literary 
narratology please see Wayne Booth, Rimmon-Kenan, and Seymour Chatman, in books 
quoted in this dissertation. 



(Le., drama - where information is delivered via dialogue) will be 

considered impure or mixeci narration Only diégesis, which is narration 

without dialogue, is pure narration." In contrast, Rimmon- Kenan and 

others daim that the Platonic account includes both the mimetic and the 

diegetic as forms of narration? This literary discussion is important since 

film is a unique form of a narrative. While it certainly qualifies as a 

narrative (a recounting of a set of events), it does not necessarily employ a 

narrator in the diegetic or the mimetic terms. Rimmon-Kenan d e h e s  

narration as an event where information is transmitted about story 

events." This definition, whïch stays away h m  both agency and the 

cornmitment to the verbal medium opens the door for a description of film 

narration. David Bordwell defines film narration 

As a process, the activity of selecüng, arranging and rendering 

story material in order to adiieve specific time- b o n d  effects on a 

perceiver .65 

Rather than focushg on the verbal and utterance aspects of narration, 

Bordwell (following Rimmon-Kenan and others) is interested in the 

discursive aspects of narration. Film communicates through images, 

dialogue, music and sound effects. Bordwell c a s  these channels of 

Gerard Genette, Narrative Discourse Revisited, trans. By Jane E. Lewin, Ithaca, NY: 
Corneil University Press, 1988, p.16. 

Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan, Narrative Fiction: Contemvorarv Poetics, London and New 
York: Routledge, 1983, p. 1M. 

a Ibid. p.89. 

65 David Bordweii, Narration in the Fiction Film, Madison: University of Wisconsin 
Press, 1985, p.xi. 



cornniunication the film's style. Film narration is how the film's style is 

organized to aeate a syuzhet? While interpreting a film, the audience is 

presented with a wedth of information, which is somehow organized (in 

the mind of the perceiver) to present the M s  narration. Narration here, 

rather than being a comprehensive discursive linear practice hom narrator 

to narratee and reader (à la Genette), is a product of an interpretive 

process of the perceiver. In his Making Meaning Bordwell attempts to 

explain what leads the audience to organize the information in a coherent 

manner. The leading factor is the interest of the perceiver of a drama in 

idenhfying whose story is presented, "in other words, it usudy is of fïrst 

importance to see whose futures are at stake - whose situation is settled 

by the events that are des~ribed."~' In a section entitled "Making Films 

Personal" Bordwell makes a skong case to view films as a sub-set of large 

expenential cases whereby we persomfy objebç in our everyday world in 

order to understand them better? In interpreting films we apply o u  folk 

psychological intuitions about persons to filmmakers' intentions, and to 

characters. BordweIl cdls this process 'the application of the person 

schemata,' which when activated is based on the following tenets: 

1. A human body, presumed to be singular and unified. 

2. Perceptual abivity, including self-awareness. 

3. Thoughts, including beliefs. 

4. Feelings or emotions. 

Ibid. pp.58-59. 

" David BordweU, Makin~ Meaning: Inference and Rhetoric in the Interpretation of 
Cinerna, Harvard ~nivers'ity Press, 1989, p.170. 



5. Traits, or perçisting dispositional qualities. 

6. The capacîty for self impelled actions, such as conununication, 

goal - formation and - achievement, and so on!' 

The application of the person schemata is partidarly important when 

attributed to the characters in the film. As 1 have shown in the first 

chapter, perceivers of dramatic texts tend to equate the characters in those 

tex& with autonomous and subjective human beings?' And Bordwell 

contends that this dramatic tendency, in accordance with our general 

psychological tendency to personify our world, resdts in the character 

being at the focus of the narratorial process. Bordwell's idea of narration 

as a practice is based on the Bull's Eye Schema. At the core of the schema, 

the focal point of the interpretive process are the characters, with all the 

person attributes recounted above. A second circle describes the diegetic 

world, the surroundings of the characters and their activities. A third 

concentric &de represents the nondiegetic information like camerawork, 

editing, and music." In defending the daim that the focal point of the 

schema is the characters Bordwell writes: 

[The schema] promotes those personified agents we cal l  characters 

(fictional or not) over less prominent cues. The schema also 

suggests frui tful  correlations: between character and setting, 

Md. pp. 151-168. 

Tbid. p.152. 

" See chapter 1, pp. 15-16. 

71 David Bordwell, Makinn Meanin& op. cit. P. 171. 



between setting and camerawork It thus offers a way for the critic 

to map semantic fields onto stylistic or namatorid qualities? 

In the following pages Bordwell gives countleçs examples of aitical 

writings on films which regularly use this schemata to describe frarning or 

lighting as motivated by a characteis s tate of mind. Narration in this 

account becomes a seledive process of the interpreter, fint applied to 

elements related to the character, then to the diegetic world (which 

according to Bordwell is harder to notice), and finally to the extra diegetic 

properties of the film. As mentioned at the end of the second chapter, 

cognitive evidence c m  explain the trajectory Bordwell chooses. The 

activity of the diaracters - both verbal, through the dialogue, and in 

visual actions - is linear, causal and is therefore perceived and 

remembered in propositional or symbolic chahs. But large spaces like 

rooms, sound effects emanating from those spaces, or frafning and 

editing, are perceived quite differently. They are often perceived 

holistically, in a fast, crude and automatic process. Indeed, if a film 

"wants us" to notice an object in the frame (say a gun, for example), the 

object will either be foregrounded, weil lit, or otherwise visualIy 

emphasized in the wide shot, or it will be granted its own dose-up shot. 

Much as in real Me, perceivers are presented with an overwhelming 

amount of visual data at once, and are unable to decode them all seridy 

at once. We employ scripts (expecting certain items to be present in 

bedrooms and not kitchens) and other visual shortcuts to facilitate 



perception in the time provided. Visual pictorial information, as 1 have 

show, is not processed as signs, not decoded as language, but processed 

much like the real world is, that is both holistically and seridy. But we 

are much more aware of symbolic representations, such as language or 

linear action. Verbal perception, which is based on this highly coded 

information, is decoded, and processed serially, and then stored in 

memory proposîtionally. In this form, it is much more available for high- 

order cognitive activities such as causal ordering, reasoning, and oker 

mental operations. Verbal information is therefore more readily usefd 

than information derived from images when constmcting the narrative. 

Similady, in the visual field, characters' actions are easily reduced to 

causal and linear chains, therefore lending themselves to a serial 

interpretation, and to propositional encoding sets, for memory storage 

purposes. Bordwell's account, like the semiotiaans', prioritizes the (high- 

order) coded channels of information, over the (low order) holistically 

perceived ones. 

While Bordwell makes a strong case for evaluating the narrative 

from the core out (Le., £rom characte- out to extra-diegetic worlds), he is 

w i k g  to see that in cases like Godard's cinema - where characters are 

alienated from audiences by design - this direction may not work. He 

then suggests 

The simplest texhial heuristic, then, seeks synduonic 

correspondences between the mes in different rings of the &de. A 

more dynamic heuristic treats meaning as having its primary 

source in either the innennost circle or the most enveloping one, 
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and as passing "through" the others. In other words meaning 

"moves" outward or inward? 

Bordwell's account is interesthg and useful, but is puzzlùig in two related 

areas. The schema is designed to give coherence both to the subjecüvity of 

the character, and to that of the narrative. Bordwell's model of narration 

is aimed at urû£ying the stylistic elements (both diegetic and extradiegetic) 

in support of a unified subjectivity for the charader. That is, the Bull's 

Eye schema, if applied properly, reiterates the person schema, thus 

stabilizing the meaning of the text in its charactem. UThüe this tendency 

can be written off as a somewhat romantic and nostalgie notion when 

applied to the characters, its subsequent result, the d c a t i o n  of the 

overall narrative, is more bothersome. Bordwell's model of narration only 

pi& up details that support the person schema, or that cohere according 

to some other enveloping pringple (such as a Godardian aesthetic 

ideology). But this must be a reductive and simplistic view of narration, 

especidy if it is supposed to apply to all narratives. A £ilnt can tell us a 

story based on a set of contradictory narratives, such as the case in 

Rashotnon (Kurossawa, 1950). Or a film can set its audience up with an 

insmbed subversive narrative (or a few), a tactic common to crime and 

detective films. How c m  the Bull's Eye Schema explain the narration of 

films that are not so easily unifieci? According to BordweWs account there 

always be some c o h e ~ g  narralorial p-pd. h d  while one c m  

h d  philosophical or ideologid explanations to Rashomon (such as 



existentialism as the reason for the open-ended narrative, for example), it 

is hard to reconcile the film as a coherent narration. And how will we 

understand the ending of many postmodernist films su& as Breaking The 

Wmes ( L m  Von Trier, 1997), and The U s u l  Suspects (Brian Singer, 1995)? 

Those filmç are airned (1 would even dare Say narrated) so as to aeate 

competing dtemative readings where a sense of dosure, coherence, and 

unity are not only evaded, but loudly denied. While Bordwell cautions us 

that "to give every film a narrator or an ïmplied author is to indulge in an 

anthropomorphic fiction,"74 and while he insists that if a narrator is 

constructed it is "the product of specific organizational pnnciples, 

historical factors, and viewers' mental sets,"* this interpreüve conçtruct is 

ahvays referred to as a unified, singular entity. And such a unified 

function cannot account for the ambiguity mentioned above. Later in this 

chapter 1 s h d  propose a mode1 of narratonal ambiguity, one that will 

account for the multipliaty of cognitive processes at work in narrating 

and interpreting a film. But before doing so, I would Iike to review a more 

complex concept of narration, that of Edward Branigan. 

While Bordweli refers to narration as a discursive act, as means of 

interaction between style, syuzhet and the fabula, Branigan approaches 

narration epistemically. While the narrative contains the "what" of the 

story, or what Branigan c d s  the dedarative knowledge, "narration 

addresses issues of procedure: hou, are wre acq-g knordedge about 

David Bordweii, Narration in the Fiction Film, op. u t  P.62. 

'' Jbid. 



what is happening in the story"" or whether there are conflicts in the 

procedures through which information is provided. Compared to 

Bordwell's somewhat psychologid schema, this account is structural at 

heart: it refers to levels of narration, which may CO-exist, rule each other 

out, or be in tension with each other. Narration is based on the prinQple 

of uneven distribution of knowledge, whereby one character knows more 

than other charaders, and may know more or less than the audience. 

Branigan writes: 

[. . .] narration will be comprised of three elements: a subject in an 

asy»trnetricaI relationship with an object. As we shall see, the 

perceiving " subject" may be a character, narrator, author, the 

spectator, or some other entity depending on the context that is 

being analyzed." 

Moreover, the subject at one tirne in the film, rnay become the object of 

another epistemic setup. For example, in The Silence of the Larnbs, Jack 

Crawford (Claricers FBI superior) is at one moment informing her and the 

viewers that he is on the way to the serial killeis home in Michigan. He is 

the subject, and she is the (disappointed to be left out of the action) object. 

But only minutes later we realize with her that she is at the killer's house, 

thus when Crawford breaks in to the empty house in Michigan, the 

audience is the subject, and the FBI officer the object in an epistemic 

exdiange (see appendix #5). 

76 Edward Branigan, Narrative Comwrehension and Film, New York and London: 
Routledge, 1992, p. 65. 

%id. p.&. 



Branigan's account enables us to have (a) cornplex, or even 

contradicting nmatives, and (b) a concept of narration that is not a l l  

encompassing or unified, but is at any given moment susceptible to 

unreliability, or to change in the epistemic positionkg. Branigan defines 

eight levels of narration, starting with the historical author, the extra- 

fictional narrator, the nondiegetic narrator, diegetic narrator, character 

(nonfocalized narration), externa1 f ocalizer, internd focaliza tion (surface), 

and intemal focalization (depth)? These narrators are matched by a 

series of narratees, both fictional and implied audience, which will be 

discussed in greater length in the next chapter. The levelç of narration 

d s o  correspond to levels of representation in the artistic text, from 

his torical information to the intemal dynamics of a character's mental 

world. Those textual levels are the text, fiction, story world, event/scene, 

action, perception and thought. The perception of information by the 

viewer is always subject to questions of what is being communicated and 

under which conditions. The text becomes a composition of "a 

hierarchical senes of levels of narration, each defining an epistemological 

context within which to describe data."79 Branigan devotes much of his 

book to an analysis of film narration based on this model. He incorporates 

his earlier work on point of viewm into a discussion of subjectivity, point 

of View, and other narraiorid concerns. 

Ibid. P.87. 

Ibid. 

BQ See Edward Branigan, Point of View in the Cinema: A Theorv of Narration and 
Subiectivitv in Classical Film, Berlin, New York, Amsterdam: Mouton Publishers, 1984. 



Branigan's mode1 is very comprehewive and well thought out- 

Our narratonal judgement and cognitive processing are a product of our 

estimation of the interplay between the episternic levels of narration. But 

Branigan refrains from distinguishing how the infonnation is provided. 

Whether information is available through action or speech, it is evaluated 

based on its narratorial source -intemal or external focalizer, or just a non- 

focalized character - and not based on its cognitive processing. Yet, as 1 

have shown in the previous düipter, the charme1 of communication 

(verbal or visual) has impact on its cognitive processing. Visual 

perception is processed differently h m  verbal perception, is treated 

cognitively differentLy, and remembered somewhat differently. t W e  

there are many cross-modal operations at high-level cognitive activity 

such as the consîruction of the narrative, some early percephial 

judgements (e-g., what to focus our visual attention on) may have 

subs tantial implications for narrative construction skills. If we havenf t 

noticed the gun on the counter, we may be unable to predict all possible 

scenarios for the future action of the characters involved. In other words, 

while Braniganfs notion of procedural knowledge is concentrated on the 

structural aspects of the epistemic boundaries (who is t e h g ,  and how do 

they know what they are telling), it seems that cognitive evidence about 

perception suggests that we should also take into account style, or how 

the information is being presented. Whether diaracter or perceiver, the 

source of the infonnation (i.e., verbal or visual) is crucial for our 

understanding and judging the importance of that information. 

Branigan's concentration on the syuzhet, whüe ignoring style (to use 
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Bordwell's terminology), is a detriment of his theory. After all, it is very 

hard to talle about the syuzhet as separate from sfyle, given that style iç 

the material presentation of syuzhet information Let us consider an 

example. 

One of the cinematic devices to convey the attribution of 

knowledge to characters is point-of-view editing. Branigan describes the- 

point-of view structure as a set of two shots: the first, the point/ glance 

shot, reveals a character looking (usually off camera), and the second, the 

point / object sho t, assumes the physical point of view of the character, or 

simulates it, to show the object as seen by the subject." In the first chapter 

1 daimed that a third shot is often necessary to complete the effect, a 

reaction shot (point/ glance 2) in which Ive see the charactefs respowe to 

the object/ character/event seen An example can be seen in The Silence of 

the Lambs, in the scene where Clarice has just entered the house of the 

serial mer .  The implied author has shown the audience in the previous 

scene the starving girl in the well, and her success in seizing the killer's 

dog. When the doorbell rings and the distressed killer opens it to an 

unsuspecting Clarice, the audience is in a position of epistemic advantage 

over her. We know she is at the killeis and is therefore in danger, but she 

does not know that. Clarice walkç into the kitchen, her gaze wanders 

around the duttered space, finally settling on something. The camera 

shows a dose-up of a butterfly, therefore hinting at a detail knom about 

the killer - that he uses rare buttedies from South America. But the 



audience already knows that Clarice is ai the killer's, so the important 

narratonal question is: does Clarke know? The point/glance, 

point/object pair of shots is then followed by a third shot, that of Clarice 

with her mouth slightly open in surprise, and her hand, slowly and 

quietly moving to rest on her gun. 

1 shall retum to the issue of the number of shots in a point of view 

set while analyzing Rambling Rose, but for the moment, 1 would like to 

concentrate on the theoretical formulation of the point of view device 

according to Branigan. Branigan writes: 

The theory that point of view is an attitude of some sort - of a 

viewer, implied observer, character, narrator, implied or real 

author, etc. - is based on the assumption that the bearer of the 

"attitude" is "like,'' or simply is, a real person who expresses 

himself / herself in a way which communicates with the viewer as a 

person. By contrast, 1 will be dealing not with eg., characters and 

their (?) attitudes but with codes of character and the ideology of 

the text The concept of psychological attitude is wholly replaced 

by those of textual production and ideology. 1 will take point of 

view to be a property of a language system, thus working toward a 

general theory of representation in film." 

Since Branigan's agenda is to look at point of view as a structural device in 

the creation of the narrative, it is dear why he attacks romantic notions of 

character subjectivity. But the downside of tending so heavily toward a 



structural explanation is that it ignores some basic cognitive tenets active 

during viewing. I have already mentioned BordwelI's (or folk 

psydiology's) person schemata, in which we personify objects and aspects 

of our life in order to more easily process thern. Moreover, psychological 

research shows that infants of two to three months of age start fdowing 

their mother's gaze stabilizing it ont0 objects the mother is looking a tm 

This data is easily explaineci, as followîrtg the glance of another human 

being or a predator could reveal the intentions of those subjects. That is, 

the tendency to follow the gaze is biologically ingrained in human beings 

as one of the survival mechanism. Perceivers are sometimes presented in 

fïLm with the wandering gaze of a character, then the camera cuts to a pan 

or a tilt movement through space, which is attributed to the scanning gaze 

of the character. But in point of view editing, the actual camera 

movement between gaze and target is usually deleted, and the audience 

"fiLls in the gap" assumirtg the character was actually looking and the 

camera just picks the image up once the gaze was settled on an object. 

Point of view editing not only reveals intentions, but is also inçtnimental 

in revealing emotions. Recall the opening scene of The Elephant a n ,  in 

which Dr. Fredridc Treves (played by Anthony Hopkins) sees the 

Elephant Man for the first time. The Elephant Man is slowly turning to 

face the doctor, and he is obscused by a cape, and dimrned lighting. The 

film cuts away from the tuming figure before he arrives to the full frontal 

position, so the audience is never granted a view of the Elephant Man (in 

" George Butterworth and Lesley Grover, 'The Origins of Rreferential Communication in 
Human Inlancy" in (ed.) Lawrence Weiskrantz, Thought Without Lanma~e, Oxford: 



fa& not until the very end of the film). But the film shows the face of 

Hopkins, the camera zooming in on it, as a tear forms in his eye. The 

horror of the sight, and the empathy the doctor feels are transrnitted to the 

audience without ever seeing the suiiject of the film. Identifying the 

emotions of the characters and their target objects/causes is of primary 

importance to the understanding of the narrative. Noël Carroll daims: 

Stated boldly, point of view editing can function cornmunicatively 

because it is a representational elaboration of a natural information 

gathering behaviour. That is, point of view editing, of the 

prospective variety at least, works because it relies on depicting 

biologically innate information gathering procedures. This is why 

the device is so quickly assimilated and applied by masses of 

untutored spectators? 

We can see now that while it is possible to support Branigan with his 

attempt to not athibute subjectivity to textual entities such as characters 

and narrators, it is important to acknowledge the cognitive mechanisms at 

work in the process of actual viewing. Treating point of view as a 

structural device (in a language-like system) is cumbersome, requires 

many complex cognitive mechanisms, and cannot explain the ease with 

which this device iç used and processed. While for Branigan point of view 

merely "desaibes the correlation behveen two  narration^"^^ a cognitive 

account can explain psychological mechanisms of identification and 

Clarendon Press, 1988, pp. 5-24. 

Noël Carroli, Theoriting the Movine lma 
Press, 1996, p. 129. 



interpretation which are rooted biologicdy in our survival mechanisms. 

In other words, in accordance with Occam's razor, the cognitive account 

operates at lower percephal levels, is shpler cognitively, and should 

therefore be preferred theoretidly. 1 do not daim that Branigan's theory 

of narration is wrong, only that it is partial. While hi3 structural model i s  

very usehil, one also needs to examine style, and its cognitive effects on 

syuzhet, which in tum will affect the construction of the fabula. I do 

believe though that the solution to the limitations of Branigan's theory c m  

be found in a logical extension of his own model. 

Branigan's notion of narration is based on embeddùig: one level's 

narrator becomes the object of another. This model allows for several 

levels of narration to operate simultaneously, so as to encourage 

compatible interpretations. Moreover, this model, whidi is inherently 

hierarducal, does not end with ultimate epistemic saturation For 

Branigan: 

Omnisaence does not mean that the reader f i rd ly  knows all, or 

that there is an author / narrator who knows aU, but merely refers to 

the reader's toleration of a boundary, or h i t  to what finally can be 

known in the text? 

Branigan's model is mu& more open to ambiguity, meliability, or 

compatible interpretations than most literary models. Unreliable 

narration usually refers to a narrator rvhose values and daims are 

as Edward Branigan, Point of View in the Cinema, op. ut. P. 177. 

86 Edward Branigan, Narrative Com~rehension and Film, op. cit. P.115. 



undernUned by the implied author. In this case the perceivers receive 

information that is then deemed to be untrue, or probably not true, but 

there is no way to determine what really happem. This approach assumes 

that the unreliable narrator's discourse is embedded within another level, 

of another narrator, who eventudy unifies the text by proving to the 

readers that the unreliable narrator was su&. But we have seen 

throughout the first chapter and this one that narration in film is often 

done without a narrator, at least in the str ict  sense of the tem. Gregory 

C h e  writes: 

But I shaU argue that there are narratives whidi are unreliable even 

when there is no narrator. In these cases, unreliability is not the 

product of a diçparity between two confLiding viewpoints, one 

intemal (the narratofs) and one extemal. Rather it is the product 

of a single, extemal viewpoint which has, as we s h d  see, a rather 

complex structure." 

For CMe,  this extemal perspective is provided by the irnpried author 

(sometimes also d e d  the extemal narrator). While film has embedded 

namaton (like the people telling their stories about Charles Kane in Citizen 

&ne), it is difncult to import to film the iiterary idea of a controlling 

narrator. A controlling narrator is some fictional entity who is assurned to 

relay all of the story's events to the readers, but is not the implied author 

(or filrnmaker). But it is hard to imagine what f o m  such an entity would 

take in film. Even in the cases where we have voice over narration, the 

" Gregory Currie, op. at. p. 261. 



is not just told verbally, it is shown, heard, played musically, in action 

and setting, and so o n  Very few narrative films show the enüre events 

without showing the main character (Tarkovsky's Mirror is the only one 

that cornes to my mind). And as soon as we see the main character, 

someone is narrating the film. But this narrating agency is not a unified 

subjectivity. In Literary fiction, one may collapse the author, implied 

author, and controlling narrator to one entity. But it iç hard to collapse 

those roles in fila The audience is aware of the numerous agencies 

(àriematographer, editor, set designer, etc.) behind the " t ekg"  of the 

f ihic  story. It seems implausible therefore that audiences would attribute 

su& a literary conbrolling role to any one diegetic fihnic entity? And if 

we abolish the role of the controlling narraior, f ihic unreliability can ody 

be the product of embedded narrators. Yet C h e  gives examples of films 

in which narration is unreliable, but the source of the unreliability is not 

the embedded na r r a t~ r .~~  In such cases Currie daims that there is a 

complex intention on the part of the implied author, and he calls that 

narration ambiguous. While unreliability is usually negated at narrative 

dosure - that is, the texYs fabula is unified - ambiguity is much more 

open. A narration is ambiguous "when it raises a question in the 

reader's/ viewer's mind whidi it fails to answer, and where the raising 

and the nonanswering seem to have been intenti~nal."~ In ambiguous 

narration, the text lends itself to several interpretations, and it refrains 

" Ibid. p. 267. 

89 Ibid. pp- 269-280. Mostly an analysis of Fritz Lang's Yorl Only Liue Orce. 



from g M g  the perceiver enough information to decide which 

interpretation is preferred. Complex unreliability does not necessarily 

have to be arnbiguous, but the latter is easier to achieve. To set up 

complex unreliability the implied author needs to plant dues at two levels 

[. . .] at level 1, where the dues are more obvious, but only 

superfiaally perçuasive; and at level2, where they are less obvious 

but more weighty when reflected upon? 

An urueliable narration implies a transition from openneçs in the b t  

level to closue on the second: the narrator has been identified as 

urtreliable. And deemuig the narrator unreliable is usually done by 

another level of explitit narration. But in film, given that there is no 

controlling narrator, and most narration is done by an implied author, the 

task of dosure is much more difficult than a move toward opening, or 

ambiguating the situation at the second level. Currie never explains why 

it is easier for unreliable narration to exist in literature and for arnbiguous 

narration to exist in cinema. But 1 would daim that a cognitive approach 

can shed some light on the matter. Sol Worth points out that unlike 

words, pictures cannot negate, all that pictures cm show is what is - on 

the pidure's surface? And in light of cognitive data thk is quite dear. 

Pictures, as 1 have shown in this chapter, are perceived by the same 

biological mechanisms used for object recognition. Currie calls this the 

proposition of perceptual realism, by ~vh ich  pictures are seen like the 

90 Ibid. p. 274. 

91 Ibid. p. 276. 



things they represent An image of X then is seen as an X For an image to 

be able to negate itself, there would have to be a representational distance 

between the objed and the pibure, and there would have to be a 

convention that enables the image to postdate the daim "is not." But 

those properties, as 1 have shown before, belong primarily to natural 

languages (somewhat also to coded visual signs, like road signs), but do 

not have equivalencies in visual photographie images. For visual film 

narration to negate, it will have to employ another mode of narration like 

dialogue, or the use of editing conventions. In Tire Silence ofthe Lambs for 

instance, Jonathan Demme uses both methods to mark the irnplied author 

as unreliable. The scene in which Clarice is in Ohio and the Fi31 are 

heading to the seriai killer's house in Michigan is organized so as to lead 

the audience to believe that Claxice is out of the "action" (see appendix 

X5). First, we hear verbally that the FBI has the killer's address and are 

presently flying out there. Next, we see a house, and a teleprompter title 

cornes on the screen, naming the city in Michigan (shot #1). The camera 

cuts to the inside of the house where a series of shots conveys that the 

serial killer is playing with bugs (shots 2,3, & 5). A senes of cross cutting 

between the exterior of the house where the FBI agents are getting ready 

to break in (shots 4,8,12,15,18,23,25,29) and the interior where the 

serial killer panics when he realizes that the kidnapped girl seized his dog 

(7,9-11,13,14,16,17,19-22,24,26-28), follows. This altemating syntagma 

(which in film convention designates Merent spaces, same time) 

92 Sol Worth, Studvinpr Visual Communication, Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 1981, p. 174. 
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culminates in the Srpical spatial unification of inside and outside when the 

FBI agent rings the doorbell twice (shots 30,35), the carnera cuts to show 

the doorbell from inside (shots 31,36), and the serial killer responds. But 

the impfied author was leading us d o m  the wrong path and when the 

serial killer opens the door and (in an over-his-shoulder shot #39) we see 

Clarke, we immediately realize we have been fooled. We then proceed to 

"correct" the logical reasoning adjust our frame of reference, and proceed 

with the film's events. Unreliability here was dearly exercised, but given 

that it was performed by the highest authority of the Hm, ib implied 

author, the audience cannot judge that narration, but can only accept they 

have been fooled and move on. Moreover, thiç unreliability was achieved 

not visually, but by conventional visual arrangement (parallel editing, or 

alternate syntagma) and by the verbal messages printed on the screen, 

thus contextualizing the images in a (wrong) geography that is crucial to 

the narrative's punch line. But th& unreliability does not seem to destroy 

the authority of the implied author. As soon as we have performed the 

logical adjustxnent (see section on belief revision in chap ter 4), we accep t 

that a tri& was played on us, and we return to judging the following 

information as reliable. The reason, again, is that in realiçt cinema, as 

audiences we have no way of deeming the visual information as 

unreliable, unless it is contextualized by an extra visual medium as suc.. 

For that very reason, the conclusion we draw at the end of The Usun1 

Suspects is quite the opposite. The film is compnsed of a visualization in 

flash badc, of a story a character tells while being interrogated at the 

police. When we leam at the end of the film that the charader fabricated 



the story using names and facts which were only available to him only at 

the investigatois oEce, we deem him as unreliable intemal narrator. The 

visual story though was only an iUustration of a verbal one, and verbal 

accountç can very easily Iie. But the film does not end there, as the 

suspect who has just left the police station is now being picked up by one 

of the (supposedly dead) main charaders korn his story. The credits SM 

rollhg as the car pulls away, and the police officer arrives huffing and 

puEng at the street corner. The f i lm then leaves the epistemic status of 

what we have just seen unresolved. The implied author never reveals 

whether it was a fabrication, or tmth, or which parts of the story were 

true, that is, tnie in the diegetic fictional world. Moreover, at the end of 

the film the audience is not sure whether the £ilrn's implied author was 

unreliable, or whether it is just unreliable embedded narration. The 

narration then is at best ambiguous. 

Ambiguity, unlike unreliability, is much easier to achieve visualiy. 

Moreover, the visual track and the dialogue track may propose alternative 

narrations, ones the implied author may choose not to embed and 

hierardiize. In Eyes Wide Shut (Stanley Kubrick, 1999) Bill (played by Tom 

Cruise) and Nice (played by Nicole Kidman) are engaged in a heavy 

argument. They are arguing about fidelity, deception and their 

relationship. BilI is guarded, uses stereotypes, and lies. He bolcily tells 

Alice he trusts her not to chat on him. N i c e  responds with a story about 

a vacation they took together a year earlier. The story is about a sexual 

fantasy, one she has never acted upon. She seems honest, and in the 

narrative logic of the argument, she has no reason to lie about it. But her 
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body language and the tone of her voice tease Bill to believe she may have 

acted out that fantasy. For the rest of the film B U  is tomented with 

images which enad the fantasy. Because the fiun deals with masks and 

masking in intimate relationships, Kubrick never idenses whether Alice 

was honest or not. The two narratives, the one of body language and the 

one of verbal information, are never presented in a larger context, which 

embeds and hierarchizes those narrations, indicating that one is hue, and 

the other faIse. Moreover, the visual enactment is dearly rnarked as Bill's 

fantasy / nightmare, that is, its epis temic status is quite weak. Kubrick 

wants to leave the film openly ambiguous, hence Alice's last words t e h g  

Bill they need to hck, and the film fading to black without showing the 

audience Bill's response. Looking at the tradcs of communication, o r  style, 

and how they are perceived cognitively can explain ambiguity, w h i d  

seems to be more and more prevalent in film. The logical extension of 

Branigan's theory would be to treat procedural knowledge not just as  it 

pertainç to the content, but also as to how this knowledge was achieved, 

that is to ask not only who tells us what, but also was it told visually or 

verbally and what are the implications of each. 

A cognitive approach to point of view 

In his insighthil structural analysis of point of view, Boris 

Uspensky provides a very useful tooLq3 Uspensky disnisses point of view 

not merely as the physical view point of a character, but as a structural 

93 Bons Uspensky, A Poetics of Comuosition, tram. by Valentina Zavarin and Susan 
Wittig, Los Angeles, CA- University of California Press, 1973. 



device that follows the ernotional, psychological or ideological state of 

mind of a character. Thus, The Ccnversation (Coppola, 1974) subordinates 

the entire narrative to Hany Caul's mental point of view. At the end of 

the £ilm the audience finds together with Caul, that his understanding of 

the state of affairs was wrong. At no point in the film does the audience 

know more than Caul, that is, the film's narration is subordinated to an 

embedded narratofs epistemic constraints. Moreover, even when the film 

shows Caul's hallucinations/ nightmares, it refrains from asserting them 

as such. That is, accorcling to Branigan, the film is told from the deepest 

level of narration, the intemal focalizer." But according to Branigan, that 

level should lead to identification wi th the character / narra tor, and that is 

not the case in The Conversation. Caul's profession is surveillance, but the 

film rarely shows things from Caul's physical view point, or perspective. 

In fact, the £ilm rarely shows Caul in a close-up, or even a medium shot. 

Most of the film is shot with a wide-angle lem, therefore making it 

difficul t to de termine how Caul really feels. Given that Caul is very 

protective of his pnvacy, this visual choice makes narrative sense. But as 

a result, Caul as a focaLizer is weak at Xeast as far as identification with 

him takes place. And while epistemically the audience is relying on Caul 

as the sole source of narrative information, emotionally the film maint- 

a distance between audience and Caul, a distance that makes it hard to 

accept the fidm as one that exhibits a high degree of reliance on a point of 

view. While Uspensky's and Branigan's theones cannot explain this 

9( Edward Branigan, op. cit. P.103. 



heightened distance between audience and charader, a cognitive 

approach can Physical point of view structure (comprised of a series of 

three shots: point/glance, pointlobject and point/glance) initiates - as I 

have shown earlier - an innate biological procedure used to understand 

the world around us. This narratonal structural device appeals to our 

most basic, low-level perceptual practices. It reveals intentions and 

emotions, and enables us to see others' responses to a given situation. But 

understanding the mental point of view structure such as the one 

ernployed in The Conversation relies on verbal mes, and on a grasp of the 

overall narrative premise, both of which involve high-order cognitive 

mechanisms. 1 do not try to daim here that focalization is always more 

effective when it conveys the physicd view point, rather than a mental 

one. A film like Vertigo (~tchcock, 1958), successfully conveys mental 

point of view, but it is s u c c e s s ~  preàsely because the device to portray 

this mental perspective is a visual point of view structure. That is, we 

understand Scottie's fear of heights once we see things, so to speak 

"through his eyes." Once the coding of his mental state was done 

visually, we do not need reminders (Le., more point of view shots), but we 

can see things from his mental perspective. Moreover, traditional shots of 

the Qty from above, which would normally be seen as objective 

desaiption of space, and as originating from the implied author level of 

telling, are not read anymore as either objective or as extemal narration, 

but as psychological point of view. Focalization here is predominantly 

done through a mental point of view, but that is andiored, at least once, in 



a physical view-point. Meanç of focalization are not the only M e n g e  to 

Braniganf s model of narration. Branigan daims: 

In a shict sense, a narrator offers statements about; an actor/agent 

acts on or is acted upon; and a focalizer has an experience of: More 

precisely, narration, action and focalization are three alternative 

modes of desaibing how knowledge rnay be stated or obtained." 

But in his model intemal focalization evokes identification and external 

focalization (through both action and speech) evokes observation and 

character understanding. 1 have so far shown that statements (whether 

visual through editing or verbal,) and actions, tend to require a serial and 

propositional processing, which are high-order cognitive operatiom. But 

the terrn focalization here is vague. Thoughts in cherna are conveyed 

either verbally by a synchronized or voice-over narration, or visudy 

through body language and expressions. Experience of (or perception) 

seems to be indicating a more direct visual reception, dthough it may be 

conveyed through complex editorial devices such as in the case of The 

Conversation. Moreover, what rnay seem to be a shot focalized through a 

certain character c m  be also understood as an implied author's narration 

about another character. Branigan embraces the notion that "several 

narrations may be operathg simultaneously"" but attributes the 

multiplicity to the different levels of narrations, and not to the source of 

the material. 

95 Ibid. p.105. Emphasis in original text. 
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Rambling Rose 

In the rest of the chapter I will suggest an extension of Branigan's 

mode1 by perforrning an analysis of the modes of narrations in a few 

scenes of Ra~nbIing Rose (Martha Coolidge, 1991). The fi lm follows the 

coming of age of Buddy (played by Lukas Haas), a 13-year old who fa& in 

love with his nanny, Rose (played by Caura Dem), a sexually 

uncontrollable young woman. While Buddy is the main narrator, the Lilm 

occasionally allows Rose to focalize but not narrate part of the story. More 

importantly, while Buddy controls the visual acceçs of his sister (Doll) to 

the sexual action, the implied author occasionally conhols Buddy's access 

too. The film uses point of view structure to control and reshid the 

characters' access to knowledge. The point of view structure also aeates a 

complex set up of characters' subjectivities. A cognitive analysis of 

narration WU reveal those mechanisms at work. 

The film starts with exterior shots of a car driven by a man in his 

forties d o m  the highway, superimposed with a title "Glenville, Georgia, 

1971" and a voice over of the man. He explains that he is coming south to 

visit his father, and as he pulls in hont of an old house, a wave of 

nostalgia is rushing over him. As he is stepping up to the porch the voice 

over says "When 1 was 13 a girl came to live in this house. She waç the 

first person 1 loved outside my own family." The carnera cuts to a point of 

view shot from the pardi dom, and in the distance we see a woman 

mssing a bridge which leads towards the house. When the camera cuts 

badc to the porch we see Buddy, a 13-year old, looking at the woman. 

This opening sequence asserts the 40-year old Buddy as the narrator, and 
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the 13-year old Buddy as the focalizer. Even though the film does not use 

voice over or show the 40-year old Buddy again until the very end, it is 

dear that this is Buddy's story. But the shots of the driving car, the title 

indicating the tirne, and the editorial manipulation into the flash-back 

assert another narratorial entity, the extra-fictional narrator (in Branigan's 

terms) or the implied author (in Currie's). The dynamics between this 

implied narrator, and Buddy as the focalizer/narrator is the topic of the 

following analysis. Back to the £irst scene: Buddy moves doser, and look 

at a young woman in 1940s style dress walking up to the house. She 

doesn't see him at b t ,  and as he gazes at her, he smiles. The camera cuts 

badc and forth showirig Rose walkuig, camera tilting-up scanning her 

body, and Buddy in a dose-up looking without being seen. This 

traditionally voyewistic structure privileges the male gaze, and Buddy's 

point of view shots emphasize that he sees Rose as a (sexual) woman 

When Rose finally sees hhn, the shots mirror each other. Rose is walkÎng 

left to right, camera tracking with her, Buddy moving right to left, camera 

following him as well. Rose is the firçt one to speak, introduces herself, 

and the scene ends before Buddy replies. The majority of the film from 

now on will show Rose as seen from the physical and emotional 

perspective of Buddy. Neither Rose, nor the rest of the family (with the 

possible exception of Doll) seem to be aware of the emotions Buddy 

develops towards Rose, which only increases the sense of voyeurism 

promoted by the film. The film's main narrator is ïndeed Buddy. But the 

story is Rose's story: a young woman, almost pushed into prostitution, 

who is saved by the Hillyers when invited to work at their house. She is 
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nearly a nymphomaniac, so her sexud adivity and the punishments she 

endures for it, are at the center of the plot The second scene introduces 

Rose's first love object - Mr. Hillyer (played by Robert Duval). 

In the scene Rose iç introduced to the family by Mrs. Hillyer, who 

tells her stories about each one of her three children. In the middle of the 

conversation Mr. Hïllyer wallcs in to the house (see appendix #1). We 

hear him in voice over (placed alongside Rose's image, shot # 1) and then 

see him briefly. The camera cuts back to Rose, a melodic Bute tune fades 

in, and a camera zooms-in to dose on Rose's face, as her gaze scans Mr. 

Wyer's body (off £rame, and to the right) and her mouth gapes in 

pleasant surprise (shot #3). Throughout the shot we hear Mr. Hillyer 

exdaim (#4): "wd, weU, weU, so miss Rosebud has arrived." The camera 

cuts back to Mr. Hillyer (#5-6) who continues: "Rosebud, 1 swear to god 

you are as graceful as a capital letter S. You wiiI give a glow and a shine 

to these old walls." The camera cuts to Rose as she blushes and smiles. 

Mr. Hillyer sits down and continues (#Il): 

Now. It is my dear wife's belief, rvhich I accept although 1 do no t 

totally grasp it, that to hire a person to do household work is a. . . is 

a criminal practice. You are therefore here as a friend, as a guet, 

and indeed as a member of this family. In love and harmony, 

Rosebud, in love and hamony. 

Rose's eyes fill with tears (#12 14), and kir. Hiuyer continues to ta& about 

Rose's past alluding to an attempt to draw Rose into prostitution in 

Birmingham, but assuring her that she is now in a safe haven. The 

sequence is edited by cutting back and forth between Rose and Mr. Hillyer 



(both in medium dose-up shots). Only once does the camera cuts to show 

Buddy (#16), when the scoundrels in Alabama are mentioned. Mother is 

not seen at all, except for the introductory wide angle shot (#5), in which 

she is seated with her back to the camera. 

Not so apparent, but very interestingly, all of the shots of Rose are 

shot from the physical view point not of the sitting Mr. Hillyer, but from 

that of the standing Buddy. Given that the film is set up as a coming of 

age drama, and the voice over of the adult Buddy already declared that 

Rose was the first person he fell in love with, we know that we physically 

see Rose as Buddy sees her: that is, through the eyes of an intemal 

focalizer who experiences the events. Cognitively, mentally, and 

emotionally we are placed in Buddy's shoes, as the physical (traditional) 

point of view shot represents. But 1 wodd like to daim that the shot 

where the camera zoom in on Rose (#3) also functions quite differently, 

and at a different level of narration. 

The canera, or ac tudy the lemt zoom movement, is a change of 

the focal length of the lem, thus widening or narrowuig the view seen, 

Ziterally changing what the kame encompasses spatially without editing. 

It is a camera adivity that like others (track, crane, pan, and tilt) draws 

attention to the technical aspects of filmmaking, that is, to the constnicted 

nature of the f i h .  It is usually used in accordance with a movement in 

the hune, so that the abnipt and mechanid change of hame size is not so 

apparent. But in the case of the shot desaibed above there is no 

movement in the frame, so the camera movement c d s  attention to a 

(heavy handed) storytelling technique. As a result, aside from the interna1 
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focalizer's ((chaacter) narration, there is also a presence of an implied 

author. This extemal narrator is wing the cinematic indirect discome 

tedinique, as identified by Jeffrey Rush and mentioned in the first chapter 

of this dissertation? Rush claimç that physical point of view shots can be 

equated with direct discourse, or the quotation marks used in literary 

fiction. In those instances, the narrator seems to disappear as the 

character speaks her own words. In indirect discourse the narrator 

comments on the thoughts of the character, rather than imitahg them. 

In indirect discourse, there is a tag, an attribution of thoughts to a 

character, but the narrator is responsïble for summanzing those 

thoughts. That summary breaks d o m  the boundary line of 

quotation marks, and brings the narrator and character doser 

together. Both are represented in the text? 

The zoom movement seems to suggest that an external narrator is 

desaibing Rose's response as if  in thVd person. A verbal description of 

the shot will sound more or less like this: "Rose looked at Mr. HiUyer and 

thought to herself how handsome he was." In such a structure Rose 

becomes an object in the narratofs discourse. But the zoom movement in 

this shot does not h c t i o n  alone; it is accompanied by romantic extra- 

diege tic music, and by Rose's overt gaze which objectifies Mr. Hillyer. 

And if she is an object of the extra narrator's discourse (by zoom and 

music), she is also a subject capable of objecfifying and desiring Mr. 

" Jeffrey S. Rush, "Lyric Oneness: The Free Syntactical Indirect and the Boundary 
Between Narrative and Narration," in Wide Angle Vo1.8 No. 3&4,1986. 

PB Ibid. p. 29. 



HiLlyer. 1 would therefore like to daim that this shot can stand as 

representing Rose's mental/emotional point of view, as she falls in love 

with Mr. Hillyer. While we do not see things £rom Rose's view point, the 

music and her gaze indicate that she is a focalizer of sorts. Moreover, the 

zoom shot is edited between two shots of Mr. Hillyer. That is, an 

application of the point/ glance, point/ object, point / glance stn;icture of 

point of view wiU show that the reverse happens, but is nearly as effective. 

What we have here is a point/object (Mx Hillyer) followed by a mutation 

of point/glance shot (rather than Rose's physical view point we see hes 

gazing up and d o m  the objed), and a retum to point/ object, making sure 

the audience knows what Rose was looking at. The reason that this 

mutation of the point of view structure iç so effective is that this hajectory 

is similar to the trajectory of the babyfs look at his mother's gaze and 

attention. As shown earlier, the cognitive understanding of the motheis 

focal attention precedes the understandhg of point of view structure. 

Repeating that experience should theref ore be as easily unders tood as 

placing the viewer in the physical view-point of a character. This leads to 

the conclusion that the sequence can be understood both as focalized 

through Rose and as focalized through Buddy. 

In addition, 1 would like to suggest that there are three levels of 

narration at work: the implied author and Buddy both see Rose as an 

object, but Rose asserts her subjectivity through focalizing her own part of 

the story. She is not allowed to narrate it, as it is presented through 

indirect discourse, but her emotional point of view is asserted despite the 

double narration (of Buddy and the implied author). Branigan says: 
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In generd, several levels of narration wiU be operating 

simultaneously with varying degrees of explicitness and 

camputability; that is, the spectator may desaibe the text in several 

different ways, a l l  of which may be accurate, each within a 

particular context and for a particular purpose." 

Whde Branigan welcomes simultaneous narrations here, his model is 

hierarchical in nature, and if we follow the model and ask "how do we 

know what?" we should arrive at a clear distinction of levels of narration, 

or of the shifting subject/object relations between different levels of 

narration. But the scene desaibed in Rambling Rose cannot be presented in 

such a hierarchy. While Rose's focalization is definitely an object to the 

(higher level) narration of the implied author, it exhibits no such relations 

of power to Buddy's narration. Rose's and Buddy's focalizations exiçt on 

the same epistemic level of the film, because they both are understood by 

a simüar application of natural point of view procedures. Buddy's 

narration and the implied author's are similarly placed on the same plane. 

The implied author never sanctions or subordinates Buddy's perspective 

to her own. It will do so later in the film, when the content will be such 

that Buddy's initiation into proper "rnanhooà" requires he does not know 

what is happening, and I s h d  return to that later. But in the meantirne, 

we may Say that Buddy and the implied author are busy telling two 

different stories. 

- 

99 Edward Branigan, op. à t .  P.96. 



Some may daim that because Rose is only a focalizer and Buddy is 

both a focalizer and a narrator, hiç status on the hierarchical epistemic 

totem pole is higher. It is important here to understand that the £dm 

underplays the consbniction of Buddy's point of view. While a floor plan 

of the room reveals that Rose's images are shot h m  Buddy's perspective, 

the film does not provide a point/glance shot (i-e., Buddy's look) before or 

after Rose's, so it is hard to regiçter the shot as Buddy's upon £irst 

viewing. The cutting back and forth between Rose and Mr. Hillyer 

narrows the focal attention to the two of them. Moreover, as I have shown 

in the second chapter, we use mental maps to grasp large sa le  

environments. Given that Buddy is in the dark background from the 

beginning of the scene, and his placement with regards to his father is 

somewhat obscure - at one point we even have a jump cut, in which 

Buddy moves from beuig left of his dad in shot 5c to being right of him in 

shot 6 - we align the space according to the one grid we have, namely 

Rose and Mr. Hillyer. As Tversky has shown, such alignments tend to 

distort the space, simplifymg complex spatial relations (such as "west - 

north west") to simple ones, (such as jus t "n~rth") . '~  A spatial perception 

of the scene then will be based on short term memory (in which ody Rose 

and Mr. Hillyer are present), and a cognitive correction of ambiguous 

previous information. Thus while it is dear the zoom movement is not 

presented from blr. Hillyeis perspective, based on low-level perception i t  

seems much more like the extemal narrator's statement than Buddy's. But 

lm B. Tversky "Distortions in Memory of Maps," w t i v e  P s v c h o I o ~  1981:13, pp. 407- 
433. 



we have topdown operations at work as well; those in which we already 

know Buddy is the main narrator (and main subject) of the Hrn. 

Therefore 1 would maintain that in thiç scene the complex and multiple 

modes of narrations exist side by side, on the same epistemic plane. 

Now, the whole discussion of subjectivity/ objectivity may seem 

like an insignificant detail to analyze, but 1 would like to assert that it is 

symptomatic of the film's portrayal of Rose. In feminst terminology she 

hinctions in the film as an objed of desire who struggles to gain 

subjectivity (that is sovereignty and independence). And indeed, the 

Hm's plot evolves around that issue: Rose is denied the right to make 

deciçions for herseIf, she is at the mercy of patriarchy (symbolized by the 

father and the doctor) who plan to perform a hysterectomy on her as a 

solution to her sexually uncontrollable nature. She is unable to Save 

herself, but is saved by the good will of Mrs. W y e r  (the highly educated 

early version of a feminist, who is nearly asexual in the filmf and is totally 

unaware of the advances Rose made towards her own husband). The film 

- which may or may not have been intended as a feminist film - struggles 

with issues of Lemale subjectivity and sexuality both at the level of the 

plot, and at the very basic visual structure. 

The next scene which 1 would like to analyze is the one in which 

Rose is trying to seduce Mr. Hülyer, and fails (see appendix #2). The 

scene is told in its entirety from Buddy's physical and psychological point 

of view. Mother has left &er dinner to give a lecture in town (shots #1,3) 

and Dad is reading the paper in the lounge (shot# 5), while Rose is putting 

away dishes in the same room. Buddy and Doll, who have already 
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figured out Rose is in love with their Dad, rush to the slightly open door 

of the living room to watch (shot #4). Aside hom a few dose-ups, most of 

the shots of Rose and Dad are framed through the door (#5,7,10,12,18, 

20,22,25,27,31,33). In fact, when the action moves to the couch (shot 20), 

and Buddy is adjusting his position as an observer, there is a (physically 

impossible) pan of the door, as if it was a sliding door, and the <rack could 

be moved dong an horizontal &S. The scene then, like the few others 

which Buddy is not participating in, is told from Buddy's voyeuristic 

perspective. By cutting badc and forth between Buddy's gaze, and the 

view as seen through the partially open door, the fiIm emphasizes Buddy 

as both the focalizer and the narrator. 

At the beginning of the scene Doll is standing in front of Buddy, 

and as she is a head shorter, she is not bloddng his view (see shot 8, for 

instance). Doll is the one who predids that Rose is about to kiss Dad, but 

as soon as Rose jumps uito Dad's lap, begging him to kiss her, Buddy 

pushes Doll out of sight (shot Il), where she remains until &ter the sexual 

action is over (shot 26). Buddy then proceeds to give Doll a verbal 

account of what is happening ("they are kissing"), but refuses to let her 

back into sight until Rose has covered herself up. Now as far as 

Branigan's mode1 goes, Doll has as much epistemic information as Buddy 

or the audience. But surely, it is clear that there is a difference between 

seeing something and receiving a (veridical) verbal account of it in real 

tirne. The audience and Buddy are privileged by the film to something 

Doll is not - a view of the father making out with Rose. Not only is Doil 

denied the voyeuristic view herself, sshe has to rely on her brotheis 
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account. While epistemically she haç a l l  the information, she is denied the 

look, and ïs therefore judged to be in a position of (at least narratonal) 

disadvantage. That iç, denying DoU her own low-level visual? perception, 

and providing her with a second-hand verbal account is consiidered by ail 

(Buddy, Doll and the audience) to be placing her in a position of 

disadvantage. But if the disadvantage is not epistemic, we need an 

explanation of why it is a disadvantageous position. I would daim that 

the reason is twofold: on the one hand we prioritize low-level visud 

information as being of a more veridical nature than that of verbal one. 

That is, we bxst what we see more than what we hear, which as 1 have 

shown before has to do with the cognitive processing of verbal and visual 

signs. The second reason for Doll's disadvantage has to do IMth the 

structural denial of her look. Looking at other people (especially in 

psychoanalytic thiriking) places the looker at a position of power in which 

the gaze objectilies the people being looked at. Looking is an active scan 

of the visual field in search for meaningful information. HearEng, as 
C 

mentioned in the second chapter, is a much more passive sense, which is 

"on" ail the tixne. When DoU is denied the view of the room slhe is denied 

the chance to act as a subject in the narrative. 

The reason why DoU is not dowed  to see the events has  nothing to 

do with narrative s t r u c t w ,  but is ideological, or patrïarchal in nature. 

Doll should not see Rose's sexual behaviour as a role mode1 f a r  her own. 

She should not be exposed to such messages. Interestingly, the film 

allows Doll to know what is happening but not to see it; the f -  then 

categorizes vision as dangerous / corrupting while high-level Craüonai?) 
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cognitive knowledge is not. Buddy, on the other hand, has to see the 

scene since it is a very gwd initiation to patriarchy. His father handles the 

situation weU, nearly succumbs but does not, and in the end chooses his 

family over an affair with Rose. Not only does Buddy leam in this scene 

that women tend to be hysterical and bational, he also learns that his role 

as a man is to have control over himçelf, and to stand agauist such 

behaviour. Overall, the scene asserts the role of the Father, as the one who 

keeps the family together, as the law-maker. And indeed, in the last shot 

(#37), the impressed Buddy repeats his fatheis Iine ". . .and the Persians 

shall not corne," as if he is memorizing it for future use. 

While the scene starts with both Rose and Father as objects to the 

kids' (and the audience's) gaze, it ends with Rose and Doll being both 

denied filmic subjectivity, while Buddy's (and through him the 

audience's) and Dad's subjectivi ties are reasserted. Buddy is both 

focalizer and narraior, so his subjectivity is granted. Dad regains his 

subjectivity (in the eyes of Buddy and the audience) when he gets a hold 

of himself, pulls away £rom Rose, and rationally points to her that she 

couldn't love him, as she said she loved 1Mrs. Hillyer. He then proceedç to 

forgive Rose, comfort her, warn her, and in short, re-assert his position of 

moral and physical superiority. Rose is the object of desire for Buddy's 

gaze, as she is never aüowed her own perspective, and after the initial 

"attadc" on Dad, she becomes very passive. Rose is also portrayed in the 

scene as weak (sobbing), carnal, irrational and hysterical. She is childish, 

and by all accounts does not behave like a mature person. All of those 

characteristics have been used in Qnerna as stereotypes which jus* why 
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women should not be seen as subjebs, but as objects, or at best, helpless 

children. 

To make things worse, as soon as Doll is allowed badc in to view 

(shot #26), Dad starts with a speech sayuig: Wow a man is supposed to 

be a £001 like thiç, but a woman is supposed to have some control and 

sense. What is the rnatter with you?" This verbal statement contradicts 

the stereotypes cinema has been promoting all dong, induchg in this 

film: women are not really supposed to have common sense, only Doll 

needs to think that they do. Moreover, in the social environment of the 

1930s, a man may have been dlowed to follow his m a l  desires, but a 

woman should have been modest and contahed them, or pretend she 

does not have those desires. The f i lm then sets a complex web of 

contradicting messages for Buddy and the audience. The visual ka& tells 

a story of overt female sexuality and lack of self-control, while the audio 

tradc asserts a nom that is dearly not met here. That is, what to the 

audience functions as a cornical reference (we know that men r e d y  have 

the common sense - we have just seen that they do, and hearing that they 

don't will not change our mind -), functions to Doll as a educational 

lesson: she is not exposed to the sexual materiai at first sight, but the 

verbal message is to repress her desires. And as evidenced hem her last 

line (shot 36), she thinks of her dad highly after the whole ordeal. Doll, as 

I have shown before, is therefore denied çubjectivity by beuig placed at 

the bottom of the epistemic totem pole. She knows less than the 

participants in the scene, less than Buddy, and even l e s  than the 

audience. While she knows the facts, she does not know them at first 
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hand, and that helps in denying her subjectivity. Her perspective is both 

negated and suborduiated to that of Buddy's (or of Patriarchy). 

I am again foocusing on the issue of subjectivity/objectivity because 

1 thulk that this kind of cognitive reading allows for a new explanation of 

its fuictioning. Femïnist aitiasm often focuses on the stereotypes of 

women, and how those stereotypes deny them subjectivi~. In addition, it 

focuses on the ferninine gaze and its threat to the main character and 

through him to the audience. But here we see that stereotypes and 

retumed gaze are only part of the issue. Branigan's narratorial model 

shows that the narrator of any level of the text always has a subject/object 

relations to what is being told."' A subject of one level may become the 

object of another level of narration. For instance, when Clarice (The Silence 

of the b m b s )  is recognizing the moth, she is the subject/narratorf but 

shortly after, the camera cuts to a shot from behind the serial kiuer, and in 

the foreground on the stove we see a gun. This shot is narrated from the 

implied author's perspective, and in it Clarice is an object of the narration. 

For Branigan, focalization is a deep (within the narrative) form of 

narration, since it accounts for experiencing. But as 1 have shown earlier, 

Branigan does not distinguish between visual and verbal focalization. A 

cognitive extension of Branigan's model will account for that. Visual 

focalization (particular1yI but not only through point of view) grants the 

focalizer subjectivity. In the case of DoU and Rose this subjedivity is 

usually denied by higher levels of narration, but in the case of Buddy or 

ln Edward Branigan, op. cit. 'Disparities of Knowledge" pp. 66-72. 



his father it is supported by those higher levels. Female subjectivity (and 

thus power and control over women's own lives) is restricted here 

stmcturally, and not just ideologically. Conversely, a £dm Like The Silence 

of the Lambs grants subjectivity to its main female diaracter just by 

dowing her to focalize, and at times narrate the nIm. That is, the film is 

not necessarily a feminist film, and yet the female diaracter has certain 

power and conhol over her life and actions, whidi is granted mostly 

structurally. And while granting subjectivity does not mean the female 

character cannot be at the same time objectified by a pahiarchal gaze, it 

makes the issue of power struggle much more complex. 

In cornparison, Buddy's subjectivity is ganted from the very 

beginning of the film, when he is asserted as the main focalizer and 

narrator of the film. Buddy is nearly always present, listening and spying 

on other charabers when he is not part of the events taking place. Only 

hvice is Buddy not present at all, and an implied narrator takes over the 

narration. In both cases the parents are havùig arguments about Rose's 

future, and in both cases Dad concedes that he was wrong. The first scene 

takes place in the parents' bedroom late at night and ends up with a 

sexual innuendo. The narrative logic allows then for Buddy to be missing, 

although he has eavesdropped on the parents arguing about Rose earlier 

in the film. But the second case is much more interesting. Rose is in 

hospital with an ovarian cyst. In the first hospitalization, when Rose %vas 

in life danger with an extreme case of pneumonia, Buddy was present 

when the parents were tallcing to the doctor. This time he is together with 

his siblings outside. The doctofs muffied voice is heard in the hallway, 



and Buddy is even putting hiç ear to the door, but once the scene moveç 

inside the doctor's office, we do not see Buddy listening again- The doctor 

ïs suggesting that whüe they operate on Rose's cyst, they might as well 

perform a hysterectomy that will cure Rose of her oversexed drive. Dad is 

in agreement with the dodor, but mom explodes into a speech about 

Rose's rights as a person, and eventually Dad iç convinceci that he is 

wrong. While the couple leaves the doctor's office as united as ever, 

Buddy is denied the knowledge of what was said inside. Or, if he has 

heard it, he has not narrated it for us. The reason here cannot be 

structural (as the camera could have shown Buddy listening outside), but 

is ideological. Buddy's initiation into pahiarchy shodd not go as far as 

teaching him that it is within the power of men to take away woman's 

sexuality, and to treat her as a child or an animal for which aciults make 

cmcial decisions. In addition, the near hysterectomy scene is the ody 

scene where mother puts down her foot h d y ,  and wins. Not only is the 

great patriarch wrong, but he is willing to admit it, and even to conkont 

the doctor. Buddy's notions of patriarchy are of his father conhohg his 

desire for Rose, not abusing hiç power over her. The film, rather than deal 

with complex and contradicting ideological positions, refrains from it 

altogether by removing Buddy from any position of focalization or 

narration, in this case addressing the audience directly. It is the only case 

in lvhich the audience is in an epistemic position of advantage mer 

Buddy, and thus he becomes the objed while the audience is the ulamate 

subjecî. I would daim that the reason why the film objectifies Buddy here 

has to do with the desire (on the side of the filmmaicers) that the f i h  is 
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read as a ferninist text. 1 shall retum to the issue of whether Ralnbling Rose 

is a feminist film, or under which conditions it could be read as such, in 

the fourth chapter. 1 hope though that so far I have shown that a cognitive 

reading of scenes kom a £ih like Rambling Rose can shed light on femùiist 

issues that so far have been described only in ideological or 

psychoanalytic terms. I believe that this cognitive reading (as an 

extension of Branigan's structuritlist model of subjectivity) is more 

concrete and grounded than the psychoanalytic readùigs proposed so far. 

Summary 

In this chapter 1 have shown the limitations of a semiotic approach 

to film studies, especïally when it cornes to deal with visual information. 

This semiotic analysis beats the cinematic sign as part of a language 

s ys tem, and tries to ar ticulate the anematic experience in linguis tic terms. 

In particular, 1 claimed that the photographic s i p  is not a good candidate 

for a semiotic analysis that is based on a s i G e r ,  a s i w e d  and a 

convention. The photographic sign is not conventionalized in abstract 

and arbitrary ways, and the difficulty in articulating it în such terms led 

theorists to complex ideological assumptions about its functioning. I then 

showed why a cognitive, and particularly an ecological, approach can 

provide valuable alternatives to the semiotic model. Using research from 

cognitive psychology, one c m  simphfy cumbersome structural 

narratological models, and account for the specifiaty of the source of 

cinematic information (visual or verbal). A cognitive account can treat 

verbal information as coded, and visual inionnation in its own speafic 
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processing manner, whidi is naturai rather than conventional. Using the 

issues of narration and point of view, I followed Branigan, Currie, and 

others in outlining possible alternatives to existing structural models of 

narration. In partida., 1 suggested to extend Branigan's model to include 

seme specific information su& that the model can account for the 

different cognitive processes at work To illustrate my approach I used 

examples £rom The Silence of the Lambs and Rarnbling Rose. While this is a 

preliminary and limited attempt to show the value of a cognitive 

approach to film narration, 1 believe 1 showed the project is worthwhile 

undertaking in greater depth. I would like now to tum to sketching some 

preüminary thoughts on the value of research from cognitive science to 

the activity of the construction of the fabula, and speaficalIy to the 

practices of gap £ilLing and interpretation. 



Chapter 4 

The Act of Perceiving a Film: Interpretation and Gap Filling Practices 

Introduction 

In the second chapter of this dissertation 1 diçcussed the flow of 

audiovisual information, and how it is being cognitively perceived and 

processed by the film viewer. In the third chapter 1 discuçsed narrative 

tactics, like parallel or point of view editing, and how these tactics 

comtmct the flow of diegetic information hom the film's beguining to its 

end. And while in both chapten 1 taked about the effects of perception 

and cognition of filmic information on the construction of the narrative, I 

have yet to look at the activity of the film perceiver during the viewing 

experience, and how that activity lends itself to the construction of the 

narrative. In his book The End Richard Neupert writes: 

The spectator requires both perceptual skills and interpretational 

strategies, both of which depend upon memory and hypothesis- 

making. In thiç way, the reading activities, including perception, 

sign identification, hypothesis-making, and Hling in m a t i v e  gaps 

in order to guess what cornes next, all becorne crucial for any study 

of how spectators interpret a film's ending.' 

Indeed, like some other film and literary theorists, Neupert is ready to 

concede that the interpretation of the film is dependent upon a perceiver 

being actively engaged with texhial information. But Use many other 

' Richard Neupert, The End: Narration and Closure in the Cinema, Detroit: Wayne State 
University Press, 1995, P.28. 
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theorists, Neupert can not (or does not) locate the exact relationship 

between the readuig activities and the text Instead, Neupert claims that 

"the spectator must proceed both by expectation and retrospection in the 

viewuig of any By retrospection, Neupert means the re- 

organization of syntagmatic textual information into paradigrnatic 

patterns that are important to the understanding of the plot (Le., re- 

organization of bottom-up information). By expectations, Neupert refers 

to hypotheses about what will happen in the narrative later. And while 

Neupert daims that both retrospection and expectation are importantf he 

refrains £rom explicating the process of expectation production. 1, too, 

will not discuss general hypotheses with regards to the narrative 

trajectory, but the work of this chapter will shed some light on the 

questions that Neupert leaves open. 

In this chapter I will look at how high-order cognitive processes - 

like problem solving and memory retrieval - enable the comprehemion 

and construction of the narrative as a whole. As an example of these high- 

order cognitive activities 1 will be examining gap filhg practices, as a 

moment of interaction between perceiver and text, a locus of contact 

between bottom-up perception and top-domm operatiom. 

Gaps operate at both local and global levels of the narrative, and 

they c m  be defined as areas where the text refrains from providing the 

perceiver with crucial dramatic information. Gap nIling involves 

attention to sensory information (and la& of) as well as memory retrieval, 



computation, and hypotheses construction and con£hnation/canceUation. 

It is therefore a very useful area of attention for a cognitive account of film 

comprehewion. My analysis will show that the Channel of information 

(Le., image or language) has an effect on detennining narratorial gaps in 

the first place, and consequently on the gap nUing tactics employed by the 

viewer . 

But before huning to a cognitive account of gap filling, 1 need to 

review the existing theones with regards to the role of the perceiver in the 

interpretive process and the construction of meaning. These theories are 

grouped, generally, under the large umbrella of "reception studies" but as 

I am about to show, their focus and ideological intentions are quite varied, 

ranging from text oriented studies, to historical materialist approaches, 

and to a purely rela tivis t postmodernis t attitude. Moreover, while literary 

shidies is heavily involved in all of these approaches, film studies has 

been r.uch less enthusiastic in examining interpretation and reception. 

Television and Cultural studies, as well as communication models (most 

notably the "Birmingham school"), have mostly concentrated on the 

historical materialist approach, but the other areas have been signihcantly 

neglected. 

Reading within the Text 

One of the early influentid reception shidies approaches was 

developed in Gennany under phenomenology and hermeneutics 

influences (see the work of Roman Ingarden, Hans-Georg Gadamer), and 

has culminated in the Constance School group, which included the 
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famous theorists Hans Robert Jauss, and WoLfgang Ise? Whüe the 

interests of this group somewhat Vary, the focuç is on reception, mostly as 

it is inscribed by the text. 1 shall look here at the work of Ingarden and 

Iser, as they are the first to postulate moments of indeterminacy, bblankç, 

or gaps. Ingarden, who studied phenomenology urider Husserl, was 

interested in fiterature as an intentional objed that becomes an aesthetic 

object only when completed by the reader. Unlike objeds in the world, 

whïch have a partidar set of properties, literary objects are desaibed by 

certain schemata, but are necessady incomplete descriptions, which 

retaùi a level of indeterminacy. Zn other words, different aspects of the 

literary object are necessarily not provided, but are imagined and 

actualized by the reader. Ingarden calls the "missing" aspects, textud 

places of indeterminacy, and the activiv the reader taks  in order to 

evade that, concretization. This concretization is very important to 

Ingarden, because Like many of his contemporaries, his interest lies mostly 

in defining aesthetic value. Ingarden wrïtes: 

The stratum of "aspects" plays a most significant role in the Literary 

work of art, especially with regard to the constitution of aesthetic 

value in its con~retization.~ 

For Ingarden, the literary work is an irnpoverished skeleton which is 

fleshed out (and thus receives its aesthetic value) only once concretized by 

a reader. But given that lngardeds "places of indeterminacy" c m  apply 

1 am aware that Iser and Jauss emerge out of different traditions (Heidegger vs. 
Husserl), and am not ciaiming they have the sarne position. But for the sake of brevity 
and the needs of this thesis 1 shali ta& about this branch of reception studies as a more or 
less uniEied group. 



to everything the text does not supply - from desaiptiens of objects and 

spaces, to characters' objectives and scenarios - the task of the reader is 

nearly impossible (there are infinite number of indetenninaaes). Ingarden 

realizes that 

In view of the manifold ways in whïch the aspects are actualized 

and concretized by the reader, the aesthetic apprehension of one 

and the sarne work can tum out very differently. Consequently, 

only some aesthetic apprehensions hit upon the work in its proper 

form. Even the aesthetic concretizations which are faithful to the 

work, c m  m e r  greatly hom one another in this respect and allow 

very diverse aesthetically valuable qualities, and thereby also 

diverse aesthetic values, to appear. Here again we come up against 

one of the reasons for the fact that readers - sometimes even highly 

cultivated and sensitive aitics - cannot agree in their evaluations of 

the same literary work of artS 

A few things are sûtking about thiç statement: Ingarden here tries to come 

to ternis with the fact of varying interpretatiom despite his tendency 

towards a proper way in which a text should be read. That is, in his 

explanation the text is determinate as a system of structures (schemata), 

but interpretation varies because of aesthetic concretization. It is also 

interesting to note that for Ingarden the reading may "hit the work in its 

proper formf' or not, that is, meaning (or la& of, through mis-reading) is 

' Roman Ingarden, The Comition of the Work of Art, trans. By Crowley & Olson, 
Evanston: Northwestem University Press, 1973. P- 56- 
ibid. p. 62. 



still guided and dtimately controlled by the text This attitude is typicai 

to most of the scholars of the "Constance School." 

Wolfgang Iser, a scholar influenced by New Criticism whose work 

is within narrative theory, has developed and refined Ingarden's notion of 

indeterminacies. Iser was interested in further defïning the relationship 

between the reader and the text, and he set out to show that meaning did 

not reside solely in the text, but was a result of an interaction between text 

and reader. Furthemore, the reader, who completes gaps (places of 

indetermincaies), becomes a partiapant in the process of the production of 

meaning. Iser wri tes: 

Communication in literature, then, is a process set in motion and 

regulated not by a given code but by a muhially restrictive and 

magmfying interaction between the explicit and the implicit, 

between revelation and concealment. What is concealed spurs the 

reader into action, but this action is also controlled by what is 

revealed; the expliat in its tum is transformed when the impliat 

has been brought to light. 

[. . .] The gaps function as a kind of pivot on whidi the whole text- 

reader relationship revolves! 

While Iser works on elaborating this muhial relationship, it is important to 

note that this relationship between reader and text re-asserts traditional 

hierarchies. For Iser, the text steers the reader in a certain direction, but 

then invites (even requires) the reader to fill in the gaps it leaves open. 

Woifgang Iser, The Act of readinn: A Theory of Aesthetic Resuonse, Baltimore and 
London: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1978. p. 169. 
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S U ,  this model assumes that the reader does not and cannot impose 

meaning, or interpolate meaniing in ways the text does not encourage or 

allow. The reader here is actiwated by the text and until then presumed 

passive. But historical readers corne to the reading process with different 

(often multiple) attitudes, expectations and agendas. They may interact 

with the text in ways significant to the production of rneaning already 

before encounte~g the first gap. Xser is interested in an ideal or 

theoretical reader, but in order- to deal Mith the extratextual context he 

cornes up with the notion of meaning and significance. Meaning 

originates in the text and is praduced by the reader while interacting with 

the text, whüe signihcance is a stage "which represents the active taking 

over of the meaning by the reader."' This model opens up the room for 

identical meaning productions, and diverse significances, thus supposedly 

resolving the problem of multiple and contradictory reading practices. 

But Iser's tendency to construct a universal implied reader deters him 

from discussing ideologicd or other biases that affect the reader during 

the reading process. 

Evert most of the criticç who are less "text oriented" and more 

interested in the reader's psyche and activify, refrain from relieving the 

text from all the burden on meaning and interpretation. Umberto Eco 

writes "every text, however open it is, is constituted, not as the place of a l l  

' Dagmar Barnouw, "Review of The Act of Reading and The Implied Reader by WoIfgang 
Iser," Modern L a n t a ~ e s  Notes 94 (December 1979): 1209. 
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possibilities, but rather as the field of oriented possibilitie~."~ And 

Mlchael Riffa terre writes that 

The reaaer is the ody one who makes the comection between text, 

interpretant, and intertext, the one in whose mind the semiotic 

transfer from sign to sign takes place.g 

But at the same t h e  

Far from freeing the imagination, far hom giving the reader greater 

leeway as it invites him to greater participation, reading is actually 

restrictive . . . [The reader is] under strict guidance and conbol as 

he fillç the gaps and solves the puzzle.10 

This discussion of the location of rneaning in the literary discourse is 

important because il echoes the transitian h.om a fonnalist/ stmcturcùis t / 

linguistic approach in literary studies of the eady part of the century, to 

respedively speech act, discome analysis, deconstruction and post- 

structuralism. The earlier linguis tic/ fornialis t approach treated the 

linguistic sign as stable, a signifier which is a presentation of a signified, 

an idea or meaning. The meaning of the literary (or cinematic) work of art 

was assumed to be located in the sign system used, and as long as one was 

capable of decoding the sign systems (the semiotic project), one would 

ultimately arrive at the meaning of the text. But Austin's model of speech 

act theory offered a different paradigm for cormnunication. This model is 

Umberto Eco, The Role of the Reader: Explorations in the Semiotics of Te*, 
Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1979, p.79. 
Michael Materre,  Semiotics of Poetrv, Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1978, 

p.164. 



based on an utterance, a performance of speech commUTtication, which 

entails three different aspects: 
A 

The locutionary ab: the act of communicating infoxmation in the 

normal sense of speaking. It consists of the phonetic (uttering certain 

noises), the phatic (uttering words), and the rhetic (doing so with "a 

certain more or Iess definite 'sense' and a more or Iess definite 

'reference'") .ll 

The illocutionary act: the act of force of the utterance, like asking a 

question, ordering or instruding. Illocutionary acts always conform to 

convention, and rather than a lexical convention, it is a social one, 

The perlocutionary ad: produchg "certain consequential effects upon 

the feelings, thoughts, or actions of the audience, or of the speaker, or 

of other pers~ns ."~~ The conçequences or effects of aduaily speaking 

cannot be pre-determined, and therefore perlocutionary a& are not 

conventional. 

Austin writes that "(t)he truth or falsi ty of a s tatement depends not merely 

on the meanings of words but on what act you were performing in what 

circum~tances."~~ The concept of utterance here is defined as not 

functioning in isolation, but within a performative context of a discourse. 

This defuUtion is very important to reception theory. While truth-value, 

particularly in fictional work is a tricky matter, the idea that an utterance 

is incomplete without the performative (the illocutionary), draws 

''J.L. Austin, How To Do Thinos With words, ed. J.O. Urmson and Marina Sbisa, 
Cambridge: MIT University Press, 1975. PP. 92-3. 

* Ibid. P. 102. 



attention to the (at least implied) reader. For Iser this is an opport-unity to 

discuss the eHect of the illocutionary on the h e m  (implied reader) but 

also a way to substantiate the conventional practices of gap fillmg. But 

Iser always stays within the confines of a hypothetical reader, one that is 

constnicted and activated by the text. Other theorists, however, Euid the 

implications of speech act theory to be far reaching, well beyond the text. 

What Austin revolutionizes most is the notion of commuiication, 

now seen as an adivity based on intentions of authors, communicated 

through the illocutionary, and evaluated and judged by the receiver in the 

perlocutionary context While the meaning of words may reside in a 

lexicon, the meanuig of the communication act is a product of the 

interaction between the three Ievels of speech ad. Moreover, the 

illocutionary and perlocutionary irnply a certain uniqueness or non- 

repeatability of the utterance." The modest implications of Austin's 

model c m  be seen artidated by Mary Louise Pratt. Pratt condudes that 

literary tex& are not '*autonomous, self contained, self motivating, context 

free objects which exists independently from the 'pragmatic' concem of 

everyday disco~rse,"~~ but rather, like any other utterance, literary works 

only function in context It is therefore not enough to account for an 

" The unique element in Ausiin's model of communication was very attractive to 
deconstructionist and pst-structuralist, and paxticularly to Demda. It is easy to see that 
in an attempt to enlarge the gap between signifier and signihed, the performative can 
have an honorable place in Derrida's theories. 1 shall not examine Demda's 
argumentation with and derivation from Austin, since it is outside of the scope of this 
work. However, one c m  Look at Derrida's "But, Beyond . . ." Critical inquïry, 13, (1986), 
155-1 70. See also Robert Scholes -''Deconstruction and Communication "Cri t i d  incruirv, 
14 (1988)' 278-295. 



implied reader, instructed by the text, but one need to turn attention to the 

context of readùig, and to the functions of literature in various soaal 

contexts. But the locutionary and the perlocutionary still poshrlate an 

agent who has intentions to achieve results, (preferably an action) through 

the utterance and the communication act. And while it is possible to 

imagine the Literary charaber, narrator, or even the implied author 

performing such agency, or having such intentions, it is hard to scribe 

such strong intentionaüQ to nIm. Even if one wants to discuss the 

implied fïlmmaker, and his/ her intentions (as Currie does, see chapter 

#3), one has to tackle the fact that HIXI conveys and performs at best a very 

diffused form of agency; one which is cornpriseci of lights, camera angles, 

framing, camera movements, sound recording facilities, action, 

choreography, music, and many more aspects which are used by the 

fïhnic storytellers. And as I have already shown, these different tradcs of 

information may tell different or even conh.adicting stories, a tactic which 

is regularly used in film narration in order to encourage different 

hypotheses about what is going on. In other words, while Austin's mode1 

is useful, and the idea of communication acts opens up the door for an 

active "reading" on the side of the perceiver, it needs to be arefully 

applied to film, and the question of intentionality (especially the one 

based on agency) needs to be addressed before any application wiu be 

coherent and valuable. 

Mary Louise Pratt, Toward a S~eech Act Theorv of Litera Discourse, Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1977, p. 115. 
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Reading in the Reader 

Some reception studies approaches have adopted a much more 

radical interpretation to the context of reading, and the derivation of 

meaning while reading a literary text. Originating frorn a M d t  

materialkt framework, these theories focus on the place of ideology and 

politics in the reading practice. This approach does not try to constnict an 

ideal or implied reader, but to research actual readers, and to give an 

account of the variety of readings historically evident for singular tex&. 

Initial work (particularly the Birmingham school) was done with easily 

identifiable groups such as gender, ethnicity, class, race, and sexual 

orientation The group has been assumed to be unified and idealized to 

represent alternative or oppositional perspective, but a complex 

intersection of variable elements of identity was not proposed. Indeed, if 

one goes all the way with this histoncal approach, one rnay find it very 

hard to corne up with condusions that go beyond individual 

interpretation. While this may be a valid empirical goal, it would be 

nevertheless, quite useless theoretically. But reception theory is not only 

historical and empirical. It also postulates a aery different launching 

point for literary studies. Mark Silberman writes: 

Reception theory speciEically displaces the focus h m  the literary 

work of art to the reader, to the receiver who constitutes the text in 

a histoncally mediated process of reading. [. . .] By definlng the 

reader as the source of meaning, reception theory reformulates the 

problematic relationship between past and present, and between 

literary his tory and extra4 terary or pragmatic hiç tory. In short, it 



opens the door to rewriting literary history and to redenning the 

literary canon.16 

Indeed, by focuçing on the ideological, political, economic, and 

psychoIogical elements of the reading process, reception theory not only 

changes the focus for literary studies, but also locates meanhg or at least 

interpretationV not in the text, but in the activities of reading. For some, 

(most notably Stanley Fish and Norman Holland) interpretation is 

perception. Fish writes: 

The sentence is no longer an object, a thing in itself, but an ment, 

something that happens to, and with the participation of, the reader. 

And it is this event, this happening - ail of it and not anything that 

could be said about it or any information one might take away 

from it - that is, I wodd argue, the meaning of the sentence? 

But others try to separate perception (the event of reading) £rom 

interpretation and meaning. George Dillon, for instance identifies at least 

three levels of reading: perception, comprehension, and interpretation. lg 

Perception refers to the recognition of words and sentences. In 

comprehension one places this linguistic Chain into a frame of reference, a 

16 Mark Sitberman, "Review of Holub's Reception Theory," New German Critique 33 
(Fall1984), P. 250. 

17 n i e  debate over reading, interpretation, comprehension and meaning, is, as expected 
quite convoluted. 1 shall not elaborate on that debate since it is a subject for a whole 
other thesis, but wiu use a few of the positions, as a iead way towards my cognitive 
arguments. 

lB Stanely Fish, "Literature in the Reader: Affective Stylistia," in (ed.) Jane Tompkins, 
Reader resuonse Criticism: From Formalism to Post Çmichiralism, Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1980, p. 72. Emphasis in the original. 

l9 George L. Diiion, Lançwane Processing and the Reading of Literature: Toward a Mode1 
of Comprehension Bloo 



litesary code, or a schemata of expectation lnterpretation k a stage in 

which the reader relates her understanding of what is going on to the 

(assumed) narratonal intentions. In this way "interpretation governs 

comprehension and perception in that we tend to see what we have 

inferneci the writer wants us to see." Incorporating the s tmcturalis t 

models into a theory that attributes the power to the reader, but stül uses 

the traditional formal/ linguistic views to desaibe perception, thk 

approach merely shifts the weight towards the reader, but does not 

propose a new approach to reading altogether. This position is typical to 

many reception studies theorists. Janet Staiger, for instance, daims that 

Thus, a reader hterpreting any work of literature or film will be 

drawing upon interpretive hames historïdy available to hun or 

her, and these frarnes will be influentid even in the act of 

perception or the process of cornprehension and evaluati~n.~' 

Staiger admits that in the reading process "controlling conventions, linked 

to ideologies, rvin out over illusionary ~ a r i e t ~ , " ~  but the potential for 

indefite number of readings is theoretically possible. The reaçon, 

according to Staiger for why most readings are quite uniform is that 

readers have been socialized and ideologically rnanipulated both in 

Iiterary traditions (genres, and ciramatic conventions) and exha literary 

environment (capitalism, patriarchy). And while there is no doubt that 

ideologid biases would affect and alter the reading process, often 

'' Janet Staiger, Interpretine Films: Studies in the Historical Reception of Cinema, 
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992, P.21. 



providing different interpretation and personal significance, 1 would be 

reluctant to hee that process from the text. As 1 have shown in chapter 3, 

some narratorial constructs, such as point of view for instance, imitate and 

thus tngger biological mechanisms that operate prior to high-order 

cognitive (both structural and ideological) ones. 1 would like to suggest 

that sorne perceptual and cognitive rnechanisrns guide our înterpretive 

processes and lead them to be generally uniform (for instance, identifying 

with a main character because of point of view structure that is 

established). This d o r m  interpretation is thus not ideologically based, 

but textually guided and encouraged. Now the cognitive aspects of a 

reading may lead to an ambivalent reading, one that raises ideological 

issues, and therefore requires the perceiver to use her own ideological 

judgement, but the ideological stage is here secondary to the cognitive 

one. For instance, it is possible to argue whether Rumbling Rose is a 

feminist text. A cognitive analysis of the scene in which Rose jumps into 

Mr. Hillyer's lap shows the film actually provides the perceiver with 

contlicting messages. On the one hand, the image track tells us that Rose 

is infantile, hysterical, and generally reduced to an incoherent subject. But 

the verbal narrative tells us that women generally have more sense than 

men do. The ambivalence of the text leads to a complex reading. If one is 

pre-exposed to a feminist agenda, one may critique the film for reduàng 

Rose to an uncontrolled cMdish id (prior to the development of the ego). 

But if one is not aware of the ways in which Hollywood ànema has 



tended to infantilize women diaracters, one rnay be impressed by the 

amount of slack that Mr. Hillyer (and the film) is cuttïng Rose, and 

consider the film to be asserting fernale sexuality in positive temis. The 

point here iç that the ideologid reading is present and essential for 

interpretation, but is engaged by a primary bottom-up cognitive reading; 

that is by perception of images and sounds that amount to actions, that 

only then lead to comprehension and interpretations. Moreover, while the 

interpretation of the text as either feminiçt or not is open for debate, the 

plot elements (who tried to seduce whom) are not That is, it is dear to all 

viewers that it is Rose who is trying to seduce Mr. Hillyer, and the 

ambiguity resides in what is the implication of the scene- not so much to 

the film, but to the issues of the representation of wornen's sovereignv 

over their bodies and selves. To put it in Iser's te=, the meaning of the 

text i s  unambiguous (action-wïse), but the significance depends greatly on 

the actual historical positioning of the individuals in the audience. It is 

possible that some ideological positions may alter our sensitivity to textual 

information, and thus affect our perception. But I would intuit that it 

wouldn't affect primary perception (i.e., the biologically-onented 

perception of basic power relations, basic action trajectories, etc.). Either 

way, 1 believe that the ideological aspects of interpretation work in 

tandem with the cognitive aspects, and together form the reading of the 

text. Put another way, we can use David Bordwell's termin01ogy of 

comprehension and interpretation. For Bordwell, 



Comprehension is concerned with apparent, manifest, or direct 

rneanings, while interpretation is concemed with revealing hidden, 

nonobvious meanings." 

Comprehension covers referential and expliat rneanùigs, references the 

viewer extracts £rom the text that could be considered literal meanings 

(the diegetic world, or direct metaphors such as the scales of justice). 

Interpretation on the other hand, covers implicit and symptomatic 

meanuigs, meanings that the viewer derives out of positing problems, 

questions, examining themes, or speculating about the intentionality of 

the a ~ t h o r . ~ ~  In other words, comprehension refers generally to bottom- 

up processes of perception, identification, and to some degree the high- 

order cognitive operation of causal re-organization of the fabula. 

Interpretation, on the other hand refers to high-order cognitive operations 

only; those of postulatirtg questions of intentionality, ideology, symbolic 

implications, irony, and other meta-textual and contextual issues. An 

analysis of the above mentioned scene from Rarnbling Rose according to 

this rnodel would determine that the referential and explid meanings 

(i.e., comprehension) are easily discernible, but the fact that visual and 

aural information are at odds can only be explained in an impligt or 

interpretational model. Bordwell goes on to Say: 

David Bordwell, M a k i n ~  Meaninn: Inference and Rhetoric in the Interpretation of 
Cinema, Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1988, p.2. 

24 Ibid. pp. 8-9. 



Still, in this book 1 wdl not be much concerned with 

comprehension. My stress here fa& on interpretation, conceived as 

a cognitive activity taking place within partidar institutions? 

Much like the materialîst reception theorists, Bordwell here is nearly 

ready to discard the text in order to concentrate on high-order cognitive 

activity, which according to him operates in partidar institutions that are 

independent of the text. But once he dedares the separation between 

comprehension and interpretation, and decides to foms on interpretation 

only, Bordwell loses ground. A s  George Wilson shows, Bordwell's model 

assumes the irnpliat and expliat aspects to be necessary conditions for 

interpretation (which in his model is based on intentionality), but he 

refuses to address that c~nnec t ion~~  But as the scene above so clearly 

shows, the implicit reading, and search for the feminist (or anti-feminist) 

mes in order to have an interpretation of the scene can only be 

meaningful if the modes that lead to comprehension are taken înto 

accomt. That is, the tension between the visual and audio track and how 

they are perceived respectively and concurrently lead not only to 

Bordwellian comprehension, but affect interpretation as weLI. And as 

much as Bordwell's project is illuminating and important, he still 

reiterates the old division between structural (textual) approach and the 

reception (reader-based) one? 

George Wilson "On Film Narrative and Narrative Meaningr' in Film Theorv and 
Philoso~hv (eds. Richard M e n  and Murray Smith), New York, NY: Oxford University 
Press, 1997, pp.224225. 



To sum up, textual-oriented reception studies (such as ber's) differ 

from the historical approaches (sudi as Staigeis or Fish's) in the foilowing 

ways: while textual approaches look at an objed (text), the historical 

approach look at an event (perception); while the former looks for 

meaning, the latter examines functions; and findy, while the textual 

group constructs a universal reader, the other group looks at an adual 

historicd one. We can sum it up by saying that for Iser, the text and its 

perception determine the interpretive process, while for Staiger, ideology 

determines perception and interpreta tion- 

In cognitive terminology, we can posit this debate as one between 

top-down emphasis (beliefs determine perception) to bottom-up approach 

(textual information leads to higher cognitive activïty su& as 

interpretation). And given that cognitive science research has a lot to say 

about top-down/bottom-up operations, 1 believe it can shed some light on 

this debate. 1 shall look at gap £illing in cinema as a particular point in 

which textual information is missing, thus inviting the viewer to fill in 

gaps, and WU examine how these gaps are detemùned and filled. 1 

believe that thiç dose cognitive look will reveal that gap Filüng, and 

interpretation (which is a necessq condition for gap Ming), are complex 

operations involving both low level perceptual material and high-order 

cognitive activities. But before rnoving on to discuss co,pitive gap filling, 

1 find this professed preference of the book on "interpretation" (in that particular way 
that Bordweli defines it) to be quite ironic, as Bordwell's orientation is more of a neo- 
structuralist than a reception theory direction, and his cognitive approach is hamessed 
towards that end. Even within Makin~ Meaning he m o t  sustain a consistent argument 
favoring topdown cognitive rnechanisms over bottom-up textual mes. 



1 need to discuss in greater detail the nature of gaps, and provide an initial 

taxonomy of gaps and how they are constituted in our sense expenence. 

What are Gaps? 

Whether they employ a topdown or a bottom-up approach, most 

literary and film critics today agree with the deconstructioniçt and post- 

structuralist cl& that the text is at times incoherent or even 

contradictory. That is, even if an ideal and competent reader performs the 

readuig as instructed by the text (under the most cornervative account of 

reading practices), the text itself at times offers multiple organizing 

patterns that may compete or be logically inconsistent with one another. 

Coherency, it is suggested, is somethuig that the reader tries to achieve 

out of kar of logical contradictions. James Kincaid says: 

The reading of literature is in large part a search for the organizing 

patterns [ . . .] that will make coherent dl the numerous details or 

signals we pi& up dong the way. Readers proceed with the 

assumption that there must be a single dominant stnicturing 

prinaple." 

The reason why the reader resists the notion that the text is incoherent, 

and tries at al1 cost to resolve the intemal contradictions and to fuid the 

organizing patterns, is, according to Kincaid, biological, based on a 

reflexive desire to resolve all aises. Kincaid tites Ralph Rader who 

hypothesized that readers have an evolutionary need to make deasions 

a James R. Kincaid, "Coherent Readers, Incoherent Texts," Critical Inqui- 3 (Sumer  
1977): 783. 
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when codonted by ambiguitie~.~~ In addition to the tendency towards 

coherence, Ulrich Neisser notes that adults in the Western world construct 

events of an experience into a temporal sequence? Psychological research 

on eyewitness narratives of everyday experiences support this claim? 

The tendenq to linearize into a cause and effed sequence, c m  explain 

why (at leas t) Western fiIm viewers tend to prioritize taking syuzhet 

material (pl0 t) and transforming it into a linear story, a narrative (fabula). 

The tendencies for coherence and linear temporality are challenged when 

the film provides a gap. A gap represents la& of spatial, temporal or 

dramatic information and as such invites the perceiver to £dl it for the sake 

of coherence. 

Gaps may vary in nature as some are important to the narrative 

and some are not; many gaps are inevitable and negligible. For instance, a 

hlm rarely shows an entire space within a scene; even when the events 

are covered from multiple perspectives, there are sections of the space that 

are not shown? The viewer, though, "completes" the space in her mind, 

to the point that she is not aware that she has not been showri the entire 

space. This spatial expansion is done primarily by bringing in knowledge 

(schemata) about the physical world, and about continuation of spaces 

29 Ibid. P. 785. 

30 Ulrich Neisser, Cosmitive Psvdiolop, New York Appleton- Century- Crok, 1967, P. 
290. 

31 See Siegfried Spence, Ludwig Malpass and Roy S. Kuehnken (eds.) Psycholoeical issues 
in Evewitness Identification. Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Assoc-, 1996. 

32 In fact, in interior scenes, in order to maintain continuity of Lighting one wall (or one 
side of the room) is usudy used just for Lights, and unless a window or another light 
source is expiicitly shown, that direction may never be seen at ali. 



beyond our visual field. We also use our knowledge of conventional 

spaces to fill in visual spaces that are missing or very briefly introduced. 

In cognitive psychology research, subjects were shown a picture of a space 

for a brief tirne, and then asked questions about it. ln the case of an office 

space, many daimed that it was furnished with books on bookshelves, 

even though it was not. The subjeds here were using an "office" schema 

(much like Minsky's frames and çdiank and Abelson's scripts, see diapter 

2), and completed (or replaced) information about the space - information 

that wasn't adually provided - with protoSpica1 patterns. Similady, in 

realiçt drama we complete spaces beyond the borders of the frame, and 

we even cornplete spaces that have been presented on the screen for too 

brief a tirne to even perform a complete visual scan, let alone a rneaningfd 

comprehension. In contrast, su-fi and horror £ïlms often refrain from 

providing an establishing shot, iwtead concentrating on dose-ups in dark, 

hazy, and visually restrictive situations, since much of the suspense is 

built on disorienthg the viewer in unfamiLiar, un-completable spaces (see 

the discussion of Alien in chapter 2). Su& films actudy depnve the 

audience of the possibility of speculating about the spaces they are 

watching, by making the spaces unlike any experienced by humam (or 

previously experienced on film). 

Sound effects, too, help expand space beyond the Limitations of the 

visual frame. Some sound effects emanate from the visual field, but many 

are outside it, giving the audience an indexical reference as to the spaces 

and events outside the visual field. The whistle of the kettle, a knock on an 

invisible door, and voice over dialogue (that is not an interior monologue), 
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aU indicate to the viewer the layout of a space. Sound effects may also 

define whether an intenor space is Iocated in rural or urban setting, and 

other important dramatic information. In The Silence of the Lambs for 

instance, the aies of the dog indicate to the killer and the audience at once 

that the girl has managed to seize his dog (appendix 5, shot 7a), and the 

doorbell ring shortly afterwardç indicates that the FBI has arrived (shot 

31). It is interesthg to note here that sound effectç provide an intnguing 

cognitive phenomenon. While sound effects are heard and therefore 

perceived auraiiy, they designate spatial properties as much as events, 

and we may note that in some cases they are stored in memory as images, 

and not as coded propositions. Put differently, since sound effects 

episternicalzy expand the visual field beyond the hame hes ,  1 intuit that 

SFX sometimes stand in for spatial visual information. The cross path 

from audio perception to high level visual cognition is fascinating, and 

deserves attention, but is kyond  the scope of this projed. Whether 

spatial or aural (sound effects), these gaps are ever present and 

unavoidable and are filled in by inferences the viewer makes, based on 

her knowledge of the natural world. 

Temporal gaps are of a different category altogether. There is 

always a relationship between the duration and pace of the story (fabula), 

and the one of the syuzhet. Gerard Genette called the discourse (syuzhet) 

treatment of temporality "duration" (later he changed the term to speeds). 

Duration exists in relations of descriptive pause, scene, summa'y and 



ellipsis, to fabula events? The "descriptive pauseff refers to moments of 

plot events that are stretched in the film discome. For instance, in High 

Nom (Zinneman, 1952), the plot starts at 1030 and ends at noon. The 

film's duration is also 90 minutes. However, the first hour of fabula time 

is condensed to about 30 minutes of syuzhet, while the last few minutes of 

plot (the showdown) are stretched in a descriptive pause that lasts nearIy 

20 minutes of discourse screen time. "Summary" refers to scenes like the 

breakfast estrangement in Citizen Kane, and a scene refers to a relationship 

in which story time and discome time are equal. Ellipsis, on the other 

hand is a case in which fabula time has passed, but the syuzhet refrains 

from representing it. In other words ellipsis are narratonal gaps. Some 

temporal ellipses behave much like the spatial gaps; they are easily filied, 

and consist of mostly mundane information that has no dramatic 

importance (sleeping, eating, showering! etc.). 

But some temporal gaps are very important to the narrative, as the 

order d syuzhet vs. fabula information determines what the perceiver can 

and does know about the fabula. To begin with, not a l l  films are told 

hearly (Le, starting at the beginning of the fabula, moving forward 

towards its dosure). Some filmsI as in the detective genre, start after a 

crime has already been committed, and progress to examuie the past 

(through flash backs, interviewsr and other devices), as well as move into 

the forward, iinear, toward-the-future progression of the film's present 

Gerard Genette, Narrative Discourse: An Essav in method, Ithaca: Comeii University 
Press, 1980. See &O, Narrative Discourse revisited, trans. By Jane E. Lewin, Ithaca: 
Corneil University Press, 1988, pp. 33-37. 
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tense. Genette caUs the narratives in which the syuzhet is out of sequence 

with the fabula "anaduonies." Anachronies can refer to the p s t  

(andepses) or to the future (prolepses), although this flashforward type is 

rare. Ellipses, according to Genette, complicate two aspects of the 

temporal structure (in Genette's termimlogy, tense) of the narrative, that 

is order and duration The perceiver then h t  needs to re-arrange the 

order of the scenes, and then "fil1 in the blanks" or hypothesize as to what 

happened. The detedive genre is a perfect example since the perceiver 

(usually together with the detective) is engaged in piecing together the 

causal order of the events, but also in predicting where they can get 

answers to their questions, or what questions to even ask. In other words, 

the detective genre is premised on the detective and perceiver coming up 

with hypotheses as to who committed the crime and why, so that &ey can 

have a "directionf' of investigation. In The Silence of the Lambs, Clarice is 

looking at a dress that one of the victims was sewing for herself, and she 

realizes that all the victims were large size young women. The camera 

zooms in on the dress and when it cuts back to Clarice, we know that she 

has corne up with a new hypothesis about the killer. This hypothesis (that 

the Mer  is making a suit made of human flesh) is conveyed to her 

supenor verbally in the next few shots. 

Temporal gaps in narrative films may be temporary, and once the 

film viewing is complete and the narrative has been constructed, all pieces 

of the puzzle are provided. Such is the case in a f i l m  like Vertigu 

(Hitchcock, 1958), where at one point the film presents the audience with a 

gap, but eventudy, the film itself fdls it. After Madeleine's death, the 
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audience and Scottie (becauçe of his fear of heights) are left to wonder 

whether Madeleine jumped hom the bell tower top, or whether she 

accidentally fell in the ùitensity of the moment. But later the film reveals 

to us that Madeleine was actually pushed to her death, and that the 

woman who both Scottie and the audience thought of as Madeleine, was 

actually hired by the husband/kiUer to a b  as if she is Madeleine as part of 

the assassination plot. 

But dramatic gaps may not be fulfiued expliatly by the film, 

although the hypothesis developed by the audience is subtly encouraged. 

In Dead Poets Society (Peter Weir, 1989) for instance, the main character 

commits suicide. The filni never shows the suicide, and while the 

audience knows something has happened, it takes long minutes before the 

film affirms the death hypothesis? The suicide, the climax of most of the 

dramatic layers of the film, is never shown, and is usudy only referred to 

in other contexts. Yet the hypothesis that it was a suiade and not an 

accident is highly encouraged by the film, and I shall retum to analyzing 

the gap filling praaices of this scene soon Dramatic gaps may also affect 

the entire closure of a film, causing either story, text, or discourse to 

remah open in different ways. While this phenornenon is more likely to 

occur in European "art" cinema than in mainçtream Hollywood, some 

films like C h i n a t m  (Roman Polanski, 1974) leave at least some tracks of 

the plot open by not filhg some gaps established early on in the film." 

- . - 

3.1 A detailed analysis of the scene is provided bellow. 

" For a comprehensive review of issues surrounding closure, see Richard Neupert's 
book The End. Ibid. 



Some gaps may be read as such, but are actudiy not informational 

gaps according to the definition provided above. In these cases the 

perceiver is under the impression that she is coming up with hypotheses 

about missing information of her own accord, but in fad the film provides 

the information for that hypotheses, but it does so in a Channel she is 

unaware of. 1 shall cal1 those cases iIlusory gaps. An example which I 

s h d  analyze in detail below is a scene from Dangerous Limions (Stephen 

Freares, 1988) in which subtle visual information affinns what seerns to be 

a namatorid gap. Given the genre of the film (drama), the nature of gaps 

has to do less with action and more with emotions. Moreover, the f i lm 

positions the audience in a privdeged place as they know what both main 

characters are plotting together and apart. Indeed, much of the enjoyment 

of the film is based on the fact that the perceiver knows more than most 

characters at any given üme. In the discussed scene though, the question 

is how an "un-collaborative" charader, Madame de-Tourvel, feels 

towards one of the main characters, Valmont. A hypothesis is set in 

motion, but as I shall show, the film provides that information visudy, so 

a r d  gap never occurs. While the audience may not be aware of that 

information, it is as effective in infiuencing the comprehension of the 

narrative. I will c l a i .  that illusory gaps are a result of multiple channels 

of perception (Le., visual and audio), which leads to complex cognitive 

processing, one that affects the overall understanding of the film. Robert 

Burgoyne &tes that: 

Illusory gaps seem to support Thomas Elsaesseis daim that: 



ellipsis exhibits a strong mark of enundation, but, unlike other 

enunciative systems such as montage, it usually hides the mark of 

enunciation, and lets the reader feel he or she is making the 

connections .36 

And although 1 believe that genenc plausiâility, general knowledge of the 

world, as welI as other factors do affect our gap Filling operations, I SU 

agree with Elsaesser that those are strongly guided by the cognitive 

information that is readily available for us in the text. 1 shall now tum to 

discuss how we cognitively fil1 in gaps. 

Cognitive Gap Filling in Theory 

The perceiver of a text, upon encomtering a narratond gap is 

required to devise a strategy for how to fîll the gap, and make the text 

cohere. This strategy generally involves coming up with hypotheses as to 

what is likely to have happened, hypotheses the perceiver is hopefd are 

correct. In logical terms the process of coming up with inferences to the 

best explanations is called abductive reasoning. Abdudive reasoning not 

only deduces a set of possible worlds that could exist based o n  the facts 

we have (i.e., in our case different narratorial hypotheses) and on awioms, 

but also provides a way to codify the preference of one mode1 over the 

O ther. 

But until the very end of the texYs transmission (or consumption) 

the perceiver is aware that some hypotheses may charge, and that the 

36 Ln Robert Stam, Robert Burgoyne and Sandy Flitterman Lewis, New Vocabulanes in 
Film Semiotics, New York & London: Routledge, 1992, p. 120. 



narrative may stïU be different than what the perceiver assumes during 

the perception. Importantly, then, the perceiver is ready to alter, cancel, 

or embrace new hypotheses as the text provides her with new 

information This process is very similar to formulations of belief revision 

(a sub-field of nonmonotonic reasonïng), in which a logical theorem is 

chdenged by new information and forces "backtracking," the 

introduction of new inferences, new conclusions, and revision of 

previously drawn theorems? In other words, the fabula, or the complete 

story is a product that the perceiver commits to only &ter the perception 

of the text iç over. And while the narrative as a product is being 

constructed during the perception, it is constantly in flux, or open to be in 

flux, untü perception is over. As such, the conclusive narrative of a text is 

a post-perception product. And as a post perception product, the 

narrative is constructed kom memones, which are re-organized in a 

causal order so as to yield the most coherent story possible. It is 

important to notice then that the story or fabula is a product of an array of 

high-order cognitive activities, ones that are significantly different than 

the low-order perceptual processes. Research on the empirical evidence of 

narrative structure supports this condusion. In a series of related 

experiments conducted by Gee and Gro jean, subjects were asked to read 

and then recount a short narrative. The spontaneous pause duration 

between sentences were analyzed and then matched with Lehnert's 

C. E. Alchouron, P. Gardenfors & D. Makinson, "On The Logic of Theory Cahnge: 
Partial Meet Functions for Contraction and Revision,'' Journal of Svmbolic Lo* 50,1985, 
pp. 510-530. 



complex analysis of narrative structure into simple plot u ~ t s . "  What Gee 

and Grosjean found out was that 

[. . .] as the narrative complexity of a break between two sentences 

inaeases, the pause produced by a speaker also increases - and in a 

very systematic ~ a y ? ~  

But while Gee and Grosjean were primarily interested in providing 

empirical evidence to narrative structure, their research reveals another 

interesüng phenornenon. The correlation between story parsing and 

pauses was found onfy when subjects re-told the story after readùig it to 

themselves. When they were asked to read the story aloud (even at a 

second reading), the pauses did not match the narrative structure parçing 

so well? Gee and Grosjean do no t explain why spontaneous re- telling 

reflects so much more accurately the narrative structure, but 1l.i the context 

of our discussion it is clear; re-telling takes into account that the narrative 

has been fdly comprehended and iriterpreted before it  is re-told. It is a 

post perception activity, and as such, the perfomer (the former perceiver) 

has a  LIU concept of the narrative. Reading out loud, on the other hand, 

does not provide the correlation between pauses and narrative 

complexity, because it is hard for the perceiving agent to anticipate 

accurately where narrative units begin and end (or where pauses should 

be placed). According to thïs explanation, the correlation between re- 

38 James Paul Gee and Francois Grosjean, "Empirical Evidence for Narrative Structure," 
in Connitive Science 8,1984, pp. 59-85. 

39 Ibid, p.72. 



teIlhg and narrative complexity is easily understood, as both require a 

"post" perception moment in order to be f d y  actualized. 

Gaps configure in interesting ways into this explanation of 

narrative: they provide a moment where the perceiver is invited to 

produce a hypotheses, but is also rerninded that she may be wrong, or that 

the text may be misleaduig her. It is only after the transmission of the text 

iç over, that the perceiver can re-organize all the data, determinately £ill in 

some gaps, and confidently daim that others s h d  remain open. But 

saying that the narrative (as a produd) is a post perception result, does 

not mean that the construction of the narrative (as a process) happens 

entirely in post perception or in high-order cognitive arenas. The 

narrative is conçtructed as perception cccurs, and it is constnicted based 

on bottom-up perceptual activities, as much as by top-down impositions 

of belief, ideology, and expectations. Cognitive film theorists have 

struggled with the issue of perception and interpretation, and in the next 

few paragraphs I s h d  provide a short summary of their positions. 

Edward Branigan provides an adaptation of Alan Wliams' 

formulation that 

[. . .] when we watch a narrative film, we are actudy watdiing four 

different films: a celluloid strip of material; a projected image with 

recorded sound; a coherent event in three dimensional space; and 

finally a story we remember (Le., the film we think we have seen). 

There are perceptual "gaps" between each of these four films in 



which certain facts are concealed and "forgotteng* about one film in 

order to perceive another? 

Branigan here describes the phenomenon of ignoring edituig within a 

scene - which implies spatial and often temporal skips - in favor of 

accepting the dramatic unity the scene conveys. Out of the same 

prinàples of dramatic coherence we ignore jump cuts and other visual 

and audio inconsistencîes, whidi, according to this account we perceive, 

but dismiss for the ovemding needs of the fabula. Branigan here accepts a 

modular approach to the construction of the narrative, one which fits 

nicely with his notion of narration since it evolves around hierarchical 

structural levels of both cognition, mind, and narrative." Branigan daims 

that "comprehension proceeds by canceling and discarding data adually 

present, by revising and remaking what is given."* What is striking about 

this account is that it assumes that this process (comprehension) works in 

one direction, h m  top-down impositions (since the needs of the narrative 

are computed in high level cognitive procedures) onto the bottorn-up 

perceptions. And while this account of comprehension is probably true 

much of the time, it should not be presented as the only possible scenario. 

In some cases, for instance, the cinema of Godard, jurnp cuts and other 

" Edward Branigan, Narrative Comvrehension and Film, New York and London: 
Routiedge, 1992, p.84. 

Branigan here cites the work of Ray Jackendoff, Andy Clark, Jerry Fodor, Howard 
Gardner and Marvin Minsky. As I have shown in chapter two, these researchers agree 
very little on the architedonics of the rnind. But Branigan here does not adopt a 
particular model; rather he is concemed with irnplying the importance of cognitive 
science to the understanding of the interpretive process of film, without getting into the 
different positions of these debates, or without even making very conmete daims about 
how it operates in film cornprehension. 



disruptions to cinematic conventions force (via bottom-up perception) a 

comprehension (or in Bordwellian terms an impliàt interpretation) that 

the nIm is an essay about conventional Qnema. The opening shot of 

Breathless (Godard, 1959) shows a dose-up on a page £rom a newspaper. 

A close voice over of a man mutters some words, and the conventional 

assumption is that he is responding to what he reads on the page (Le, that 

it is a point of view shot). But the camera then starts tilting up on the 

page, and continues up to show the face of Midiel, revealing that we were 

seeing the back of the paper, thus canceling our hypothesis that it was a 

point of view shot. In other words, low level perception of visual 

information first encouraged a high level hypothesis (p.0.v shot) and then 

cancelled it when Michel's face was revealed. Now this moment is qui& 

and probably does not produce a complete interpretation of theme, but it 

disorients the audience enough, and indicates that this film is not about to 

be a conventional film, which is a high-order implicit realwtion. ln 

contrast, the last scene of a conventionai mainstream fi lm The LTçual 

Suspects (which I described in chapter 3), changes the tems of narration, 

and the relationship between film and viewer in its last few minutes. As 

many aime films do, fhroughout the film, it encourages hypotheses about 

the events in conventional ways. But these conventions are broken and 

modced in the last scene, disabling all the hypotheses produced so far, 

without offering another explanation as to what actually happened. In the 

last scene what is given, the information presented, (in dose-ups of 

objeds, photos, text, etc.) is the source of the change in the state of alI 

previous hypotheses, as everytbg that preceded, (not only hypotheses, 
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but events visually present as weU) is marked as a fabrication Branigan's 

mode1 of hierarducal comprehension does not leave room for such filmic 

intemptions in the perceiver's top-down operations, or at least these 

interruptions are always enveloped within high-order namatorid and 

perceptual structures. And i f  for Branigan the comprehension of existing 

data could be readily written offf or revised, so much more is the danger 

with gaps, or moments of uidetenninaçy, which do not provide 

information at ail. Although Branigan does not provide a comprehensive 

description of gap filhg he does refer to it occasionaIiy: 

By conceiving of narration as a type of verbal (and hagistic?) 

desmption offered by a spectator, one is, in effect, analyzing 

interpretige statements. One is mapping a course of thought, the use 

of language, rather than discovering the absolute properties of an 

object or discovering "cuesJf that are "in" an object - the text 

objectified. Interpretation thus constnied exhibits something of the 

nature of an explanatory "theory." Interpretation in this sense 

includes the "filhg in" of certain data (from the top-down) which 

seems to be "missing" at some moment in the text as well as the 

construction of mamo-propositions which are about the text though 

not strictly in it, or denoting it. Structures that are achieved in 

cognition m o t  be reduced to a list of phenomend forms or mes. 

We demonstrate our knowledge of narration, of "how to go on," by 

interpreting, by going on? 



Gaps then, given that they are never "in" the text, are assumedi to function 

only in high-order cognitive constructions of the text, one that . are filled 

"fmm the topdown" 

What 1 caution here agaimt is the tendency, whidi both Bordwell 

and Branigan share, of separating topdown operations from bcottom-up 

perceptions, and priontizing the former without dowing for theoretic. 

moments in which this dominance is broken. As 1 have shown- above with 

both The Usual Suspects and the Breathless examples, the assumptions 

about this top-down dominance lead to a partial and reductive description 

of what actually happens duing viewing. But even more importantly 

than the examples which contradict this mode1 of dominance, I would like 

to point out that some of the most intense moments in our chennatic 

experience are moments when a film surprises us from the bottrom-up. In 

these moments bottom-up perception interferes with "top-dom" 

assumptio~, forcing the viewer to re-assess previous informatLon, and to 

corne up ivith new and revised logical models of causality and 

implications. 

Gaps can be generdy divided into two groups, implied and 

necessary. Implied gaps (also known as blanks) are gaps that a r e  not 

essential to achieving dramatic coherence (me assuming that the  

characters sleep, eat, and use the bathroom throughout the temporal 

duration of story time ). Dramatically necessary gaps are gaps that 

necessitate inference production in order for the plot/ text to cobere and 

make sense. Chaffin suggests that when we encounter a necessary gap we 

engage in produchg bridging inferences, or what 1 earlier d l e d  gap 



filling? In addition to implied and necessary inferences, (21- 

identifies a third group, that of invited inferences. When encomtering the 

sentences "the bird is in the cagerr and "the cage is under the table," the 

reader can corne up with the correct inference that the bird is under the 

table. This inference may not be necessary for the understanding of the 

text, but can occur, or is invited by the text? The interesthg phenomenon 

about invited inferences is that they are like1.y to be remembered as 

provided by the text, that is remembered as actual bottom-up information, 

even though they were inferred rather than experienced. Keenan and 

Kintsch, for instance, showed in recall tests that the longer the interval 

behveen exposure to the text and answering the questionnaire (up to 20 

minutes), the more likely it is that the subjects thought they heard the last 

sentence ("the bird is under the table"). Keenan and Kintsch explained 

this phenomenon by speculating that surface structures like syntax are 

lost or discarded kom memory faster than content is." Invited inferences 

then are inferences that are causai and logical and consistent with 

information provided, but are not perceived as such. They are 

remembered however as perceived information because the content was 

(correctly) not categorized as an hypothesis. The phenomenon of long 

t e m  memory concentrating on content rather than on surface structure 

may explain why out-of-frame sound effects in film are sometimes 

ChafEn R. "Knowledge of Language and Language About the World: A Reaction Time 
Study of Necessary and invited inferences." In Co~nitive Science 1979,3, pp. 311-379. 

* Ibid. 



remembered as viçual spaces, which is a cross-modal cognitive operation 

At least within a scene, the çFX that expand the visual field @ke a 

doorbell, car ho& or the kettle) - are remembered as spatial information, 

that is, as a f i  oor plan indicating that the kitchen is to the right of the 

living room, while the door to the house is to the left Sound, action and 

editùig here are computed to create a grammar of spatial continuity 

within one scene. Much like Piaget's subjects (see chapter 2), we learn the 

filmic space of a scene by stable landmarks (couch, door, etc.), and the 

relationship of camera/character to these landmarks. But from this fïxed 

stage of coordination by landmarks, the perceiver may attempt to 

consfrud an abstract cardinal system, one that provides with a floor-plan 

of the space. And given that this floor-plan is abstract and propositional, 

it is likely to be stored in memory as such, regardless of the initial source 

of perceptual information. It is important to note that this mode1 of 

invited inferences of spatial arrangement works withui a scene (which is 

defined as a dramatic unit ocaming at the same t h e  and same space) and 

not across scenes, which operate beyond temporal and spatial boundaries. 

Invited inferences are also those gaps that could be Hled by a 

simple application of a frame, a schemata, or a script theory." In those 

cases generic expectations - both from artistic genres such as Westerns, or 

thrillers, as well as from everyday expenence - help us Mi in gaps. In a 

Keenan J.M. & Kintsch W. "The Identification of Implicitly and Expliatly Presented 
Information" in W. Kintsch (ed.) The Representation of Meaninn in Memory, Hiilside, NJ: 
Erlbaum, 1974. 

" See the disnission of the work of Marvin Minsky and Schank and Abelson in the 
second chapter. See also M.L. Grick & K.J. Holyoack, "Schema Induction and h a l o g i d  
Transfef' in Cosmitive P s v c h o l o ~  1983, 



Western then, we expect to see a showdown, and when that camera 

"enters" the saloon, the audience can "complete" the unavailable parts of 

the space with a known gdery of characters and objeds. Similady, once 

we recognize a scene bkes place in a kitchen, for example, we expect 

certain objects to be present. In other words, we employ a script or a 

header of a f'kiichen" or a "saloon" scenario, and we then fill-in the 

invited inferences from the top-down. 

The difference between invited inferences and necessary ones is 

striking though. While invited inferences are processed as actually 

perceived information necessary ones slow down comprehension, while 

subjectç search for plausible bridging medianisms. In research on gap 

f ï ihg and comprehension Havilland and Clark found that sentences like 

"the murderer was one of John's friends" was read slower after "John 

died yesterday," and faster after "John was murdered ye~terday."'~ The 

gap between death and murder requires re-organization of previous data, 

and therefore slows down the comprehension of the text. More recent 

research shows that the slowed down response has to do with mernory 

activation. n'hile we are engaged in reading, comprehension pradices 

always attemp t to maintain coherence on two levels: local, and global. 

Local hiormation is matched with immediately preceding information, 

which is mostly available to short terni memory (72 2 items).50 The 

'' Haviland SE. & Clark H.H., "What's New? Acquiring New Information as a Process in 
Comprehension," Journal of Verbal Learniner and Verbal Behavior, 1974,13,512-521. See 
ais0 Paul van den Broek, 'The Causal Inference Maker: Towards a Process Mode1 of 
Merence Generation in Text Cornprehension." In DA. Balota, G.B. Flores d'Arcais, and 
K. Rayner (eds.) Com~rehension Processes in Reading, Hillsdale, NY: Laurence Erlbaum 
Asscciates, 1990, p.436. 



maintenance of global coherence, on the other hand, requires the reader to 

compare the new information with previous information that is no longer 

avaüable in working merno~y.~~ Local coherence is important in order to 

map elements of the syuzhet as they are being perceived, while global 

information is important in order to construct the fabula. In non-literary 

texts, at least two Ievels of representation of a text also operate at the same 

tirne, but are called text-based representation and situation model. 

A text-based representation is a representation of the text itself, 

whereas a situation model is a representation of what the text is 

about, containhg textual information and general world 

knowledge." 

In artistic texts, the situation mode1 gives the global structure for the 

comprehension of the fabula. Cognitive psychologists proposed that a 

situatior. model is established by processing the text into causal chains of 

inferences, which result in a perception that the text is coherent.% In order 

to determine whether two events in the text exist in causal relations, Paul 

van den Broek proposes four criteria: 

According to the criterion of temporal priori&, a cause never occurs 

after the consequence. According to the aiterion of operatioify, a 

" For a f d e r  discussion of short terni memoiy capacity h i t s  see George A. Miller, "The 
Magical Number Seven, Plus or Minus Two: Some Limits on Our Capaaty for 
Processing Information," in The Psvcholoeical Review, 1956: 63, pp. 81-97. 

51 E.J. O'Brien, M.L. RizzeUa. J.E. Albrecht & J.G. Haileran, "Updating a Situation Model: 
A Memory Based View," Journal of Exwerimentai Psvcholom: Leamina Memorv and 
Cognition, 1998, Vol. 24,5, Pp. 1200-1210. 

52 Ibid. P.1200. 

Paul van den Broek, op. Cit. P. 423. 



m e  is active when the consequence occurç. The necessity nt the 

circumstances aiterion reflects the fact that if the cause had not 

happened then the consequence would not have taken place, given 

the circumstances of the story. The suficiency in circumstances 

criterion indicates that if the cause ocnirç, then the consequence 

will likely occur as well, given the circumstances of the story? 

Van den Broek tites much researdi that supports the existence of these 

aitena in postulatkg causal relations. Subjects seem to remember 

causally related events better than two unrelated events even when the 

two are adjacent in the surface sbuchue (the syuzhet); in addition, dead- 

end events (ones that do not move the plot forward, and are not causally 

related to others) were forgotten faster than causally related events. 

Summing up much research from the 1980s van den Broek daims: 

Highly connected events are more often induded in summaries [. . 

.], rated as more important [ . . .], and retrïeved more quickiy [. . .], 

than events with few causal c~ruiections.~ 

But the mental representation of the causal relations proposed, or made 

available by the text is dependent on variable factors. Short-term rnemory 

capacity, for instance, may limit the exploration of ail possible comections 

while reading a focal event. Van den Broek proposes a Causal Merence 

Maker mode1 ( C M )  in which 

fiid. pp. 424-425. Emphasis in original. 

55 bid. P. 429. 
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The causal critena and the limitations determine the content and 

the types of inferences made, and hence f o m  the concephial and 

procedural constraints that operate on the inferential process." 

Van den Broek's model, then, is based on the assumption that the search 

for causal relations (according to the four conceptual aiteria), and the 

procedural limitations on attention and memory, guide the reading 

process, and result in the situation model of the text. This model is a 

highly selective one, a rnodel that during perception prioritizes causal 

relations, and clairns that these relations affect the long-tem status of the 

memory of the text That is, events that do not seem as causdy related (or 

potentially so) at the time of perception wiU be of a lesser status in long 

tenn memory (the situation model of the text), and are less likely to alter 

the comprehension of the text when new information appearç. The CIM 

postulates that when adjacent events provide necessity and sufficiency 

they ~vill be connected as an inference. When the text provides a break, or 

a gap, the reader will search the memory for missing information and if 

found WU reinstate an inference. If the text does not provide the 

necessary and sdficient events for an inference, the reader will fiu in the 

gap by inferences based on world knowledge, a process van den Broek 

c d s  elaboration." The model is very useful for a theory of gap fillùig, but 

there are h o  problems with applying it to gap filLing in films. 

The first problem with van den Broek's model and its application to 

film haç to do with his sole reliance on language: 

56 Ibid. P. 433. Emphasis in original. 



It is important to note that severai conditions need to be met in 

order for the reader to be able to construct a coherent mental 

representation of a text [. . .] The function and rneaning of words 

need to be identified and the words need to be combined to form a 

sentence or proposition. It is only after these tasks have been 

achieved that the reader c m  corne to understand the relations 

among the individual events portrayed in the  sentence^.'^ 

Van den Broek relies solely on language processing, and desaibes it as a 

h e a r  and propositional formula, one that contains and defines the logid  

and causal relations between events. But cinema communicates also with 

images that provide multiple and ovenvhelming amounts of detail at 

once. This information is processed sirnultaneously as well as senally (see 

chapter 2), and is stored in memory both as propositional sets and also as 

depictiom (images). But when visual information is retrieved from 

memory, it is pulled as holistic. In other words, the basic processes that 

are necessary for a causai memory representation of texts according to van 

den Broek, do not always occur when the communication Channel is 

visual. We can recall the discussion of Dretske's work (chapter 2) in 

whidi he differentiates between sense perception, and meaningful 

perception. Dretske doesn't go as far as daiming that nteaningfd 

perception requires propositional configuration, but he cornes dose by 

daiming that meaningful perception requires computation, categorization, 

and judgement - all high-order cognitive activities. That is, visual 



perception becomes cognitive for Dretske only once these high-order 

operations take place, and can be stored in memory only when it is 

"meaningful." But this high-order restriction on the cognition of images is 

problematic. Images, as I have shown in chapter 2, are processed in a 

varieV of ways, and stored in memory both as propositional sets and as 

descriptive images. Moreover, because films overwhelm us with a 

mdtipliaty of visual details, parts of the fihic image that may not seem 

relevant at the tirne of perception may become auad for narrative 

comprehension later on. If these visual elements are not stored in 

memory because they were not categorized as "meaningful," they will not 

be available for retrieval from memory at the time needed. The moth, in 

Silence of the Lmnbs, for instance, seem irrelevant to the plot for mudi of the 

nIm's syuzhet, but when Clarice sees one on the serial killefs kitchen 

counter, it becomes a crucial narrative me  both for her and for the 

audience (see my discussion in chapter 3). That is, while perceivers 

assume that any detail (like the moth) in a thriller may turn out tu be 

important, they cannot relate it in a causal fashion to the plot, hence, 

according to van den Broek are less likely to remember i t  But when we 

see the moth on the serial killer's kitchen counter, we easily and 

llnmediately remember and understand the narrative importance of this 

cue. Unlike nahird languages, whkh are cognitively processed by using 

high-order cognitive mechanisms, at least some parts of the visual image 

can (and often do) bypass the categorization and computation process. It 

is clear that what iç problematic for Dretske's meaningful perception is 

even more problematic for van den Broek's propositional sets. The 
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articulation of images into causal sets is not impossible, but neither is it as 

easy and automatic as van den Broek suggests it is for reading. More 

importandy, propositional sets are not necessary, at least not as a pre- 

requisite, for the initial stage of perception and storage in memory of 

visual information. By prioritizing causal inferences, van den Broek's 

model leaves out much visual information that could not fit into 

propositional sets of necessity and suf£iciency. But this visual information 

is dearly often important for narrative comprehension, and we therefore 

need a more flexible account of narrative construction, one that can d o w  

non-propositional sets to influence the situation model, or the fabula. 

The second probIem with van den Broek's model can be found in 

the restriction he places on long term memory, whereby only inferences 

that are made withïn the ïmmediate cognitive constraints of rnemory 

capaaty are stored and used when a gap occurs. In a senes of 

experiments, O'Brien, Riuella, Albrecht and Halleran provided subjects 

with a senes of sentences that posed a breakup in the coherence of the 

text. For instance, subjects read a text in which background information 

indicated that Mary is an avid vegetarian, but later on a sentence 

desaibed Mary as ordering a cheeseburger. The information about Mary 

being a vegetarian no longer exists in working rnemory, but is pulled and 

is re-activated in order to attempt and solve the probtem of contradictory 

The results show that not only causal information is 

. - 

Ss EJ.  mrien, M.L. Rizzeila, J.E. Albrecht & J.G. Halleran, op.&. pp. 1200-1210. Some 
experiments used qualifies in the background information, like "Mary used to be a 
vegetarian," or "Mary iç generally a vegetarian." These cases too, slowed the reading 



cowidered for integration in the global and situation model. Instead, any 

and all memory-based variables can be re-activated and integrated not at 

the time of perception, but at the time that they become relevant 

dramaticdy. Gaps then activate long term rnemory in an attempt to bring 

up al l  information that could be relevant in order to corne up with a 

coherent infer ence, or a bridge. O'Brien, Rizzella, Albrecht and Hallerads 

research shows that information is stored in long-term memory even if at 

the time of perception it seems to be a dead end information (with no 

causal Chain importance). In other words, the hierarchical nature of 

memory storage and retrievd suggested by van den Broek is challenged 

here? It is particularly important to film, since film communicates via 

multiple diannels of information, and as 1 have shown in chapter 3, these 

channels do not always teli the same story. The verbal causal relations 

may be different from the visual ones, and the eues of causality rnay be 

misleadhg altogether. For iris tance, in Silence of the Lambs (appendix #5, 

see full discussion in chapter 3), an inference is made that the FBI is at the 

house of the serial mer.  As 1 have shown earlier the inference is made by 

use of the conventions of pardel editing, the inclusion of a title indicating 

the FBI are in Calumet City, IL, and the two door-bell rings, which connect 

the extenor of the house, with its intenor. But these causal relations are 

response and showed that readers were activating long term memory, trying to solve a 
conûict with the term "vegetarian" which was already stored. 

Additionaily, R. Elio and F.J. Pelletier showed that when contradicting information was 
presented and belief revision was activated, it was the conditional sentence that was 
abandoned, rather than the ground (non-conditional) sentence. That is, the syntactic and 
logical relations detennined belief revision, and not necessarily semantic causality. See 
Renee Elio & Francis Jeff Pelletier, "Belief Change as Propositional Update," Comitive 
Science, Vol. 21 (4) 2997, pp. 429-460. 



negated when the serial killer opens the dwr to reveal Clarïce (who is in 

Ohio), and is reiterated moments later, when the FBI breaks into the 

empty house in Illinois. A causal inference model which restncts memory 

would make it very difficult (and slow) to understand how Qarice could 

be at the door of the serial killer. But if other (non-causal at the time) 

memories are available, the audience is able to correct the inference much 

faster and more efficiently. The fact that Uarice just had an idea and was 

going to try and i n t e ~ e w  a dress maker, just so that she c m  collect 

"support evidence" for the hial, dearly becomes important when we see 

her at the door of the serial killer. The audience then reaiizes that what we 

thought was taking place in Illinois (at the basement of the serial killer), 

was actudy happening in Ohio. The access to all background 

information in memory, which is suggested by O'Brien, RizzelIa, Albrecht 

and Halleran, dso resolves the problem of the reliance on language, which 

was essential for van den Broek's model. I£ all long-terrn memory is 

accessible, then whether it is retrieved propositionally, or pictoridy, it is 

available for gap filling, and for the re-organization of the fabula, or the 

si tua tion model. 

In the case of a £ilm then, gaps activate both visual and verbal 

memones, and use both of them in a new integration of material, towards 

a re-organization of the fabula. We shall now r e m  to the findings of the 

second chapter in an attempt to understand how filmic gap fUng 

operates in practice. 



Filling-in Filmic Gaps 

In this section 1 analyze in detail the inference and hypothesis 

production (gap filling) of two gaps, in two scenes, one £rom Dead Poe& 

Society and the other from Dangerous Lissions. This analysis does not 

attempt to be conclusive, or exhaustive, but I hope that it shows the merit 

of performing a cognitive analysis of gap filling. There are, of course 

many other examples and films that could be analyzed as welI, so this 

section should be read as an example of such an application, and as an 

invitation to M e r  elaboration on thiç direction of analysis in the future. 

Dead Poefs Society (Peter Weir, 1989) is a film that dimaxes in a gap. 

The film focuses on the Me of teenage boys in an upscde prep school, and 

particularly the relationship they develop with a diarismatic and inspiring 

teacher, Jack Keating, (played by Robin Williams). One of the main 

characters is Neil Perry (played by Robert Sean Leonard), a good student 

£rom a modest incorne home, whose real passion is theatre. Neil excels in 

school, but is still forbidden from partiapating in a play by his rigid 

father. Neil disobeys the fathefs orders, a .  is extremely successful as 

Pu& ("A Midsummer Night's Dream"). But the father walks in during 

the play, and afterwards he takes Neil home and informs hirn that he is to 

be emoued in an army academy, so that he is taught discipline. In the 

following scene Neil commits suicide. But director Peter Weir never 

shows the suicide (see appenchc #3). Weir shows us a series of shots 

leading to the suicide, and a series of shots after the suicide, and the 

suiade itself is only confirmed by the film moments later. The film then 

presents us with a gap, but supports the suitide hypothesis, or inference, 
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that the audience develops. 1 s h d  now examine closely the scene, and 

explain how the gap is being fiued. 

The scene siarts with a shot of Neil standing by the window, 

shirtless, lifting the window wide open. Eerie music fades in and plays 

throughout the scene until the moment of the suicide. Neil reaches out to 

grab the crom of thoms (part of his costume £rom the play), and puts it 

on his head. In the next medium close-up (m-c-u. shot #2) he lowers his 

hands, and looks d o m  The camera lingers on Neil. While we know the 

wreath was a prop in the play, the shot creates an allusion to prototypical 

images of Christ as well. This rnetaphor does not necessarily operate in 

the surface structure of the text, since we can easily comect the shots by 

inferences based on the idea that the wreath is a symbol of the world of 

theatre which Neil is about to lose. But once we realize (moments later) 

that Neil has killed himself, the allusion to Christ and the idea of 

martyrdom emerge quite naturally. Moreover, 1 believe that even if we 

don't consaously think of the Christ metaphor at the time of viewing, it 

still prepares us for the suicide in subliminal ways. That is, the image of 

Neil standing at the wkdow with the wreath on his head is stored in 

memory not just as a section in a causal chah that articulates hiç 

lamentation over his theatrical career, but also as (at the very least a 

potential for) a metaphor about martyrdom. The image does not 

necessarily foreshadow the suicide, but is readily available to support the 

suicide hypothesis, something that would be unlikely in van den Broek's 

model. 



The scene continues with a senes of close-up shots (39) on door- 

lmob moving, door opening, feet on the floor, key, and a drawer opening, 

hands retneving a wrapped object, and a pan shot firom a dresser to a 

dose-up shot of the father sleeping. AU these shots are filmed in the dark 

of the night, and are obscured by the lack of light and the fact that many 

of them are dose-up shots. WhiIe the objects in the shots can be identified, 

it is undear which space we are in at any given moment, whose feet and 

hands we see, and what is being retneved from the locked desk drawer. 

That is, while the image processing at the ventral siream (object 

recognition) is more or less readily available, the dorsal stream activiy 

(placing these objects in relations to one another) is much more difficult to 

pin point, and the mapping of space, action, and who carries the action is 

at best obscure or ambiguous. Moreover, the gun is never seen, as it is 

wrapped in cloth. It features in one shot of this sequence (shot 9), when it 

is being pulled out of the drawer, and the camera zooms out to reveal Neil 

sitting at a desk holding the wrapped object in the dark. There is no clue 

at this point that the object is a gun, and there are no visual features that 

c m  enable us to corne up with recognition (a deconstmction into geons) or 

a hypothesis that this is a gun This sequence of seven shots does not lend 

itself to a comectivity that can inforni an inference. The shots seem 

somewhat dis-comected (both spatidy and dramatically), so rather than 

moving the narrative fonvard, and together with the eerie music, they 

result in a sense of vague anticipation of some dramatic event, rather than 

a dear observation that one is taking place. 



In the next shot (#IO) the father abruptly wakes up as if kom a bad 

dream, and the music stops. He murmurs something about a sound, but 

given that we haven't heard anything, we fïrst attribute his concem to a 

bad dream. Here we assume that we have beiter means to make an 

inference than he does. We have not heard anything, and given that he 

was asleep, we assume that we are cognitively better informed (after all, 

we are awake. . .). But the father is haunted, and he proceeds to move 

through the house, tuming on the lights everywhere he goes. His search 

(shots 11-22) is done in full light, and unlike Neil's fragmenteci and dark 

joumey, the fathefs is shot mostly in wide-angle shots. We have plenv of 

visual information: Neil's room is empty, the wreath stiu on the open 

window sill, hdways empty, and finally the office is dear and quiet, but 

the father smells something (shot #18). While the previous sequence was 

full of ambiguous and diffidt to discem information, the fathefs 

sequence is visually available, but void of the narrative condusion we are 

looking for. Firially, in shot 20, the father (now standing in the oEice) 

starts moving to his right, the camera cuts to his point of view shot (#21), 

which in a pan movement reveals the gun on the floor. The camera keeps 

panning right, as if the father is moving to the right, and an arm is seen on 

the floor. In shot li22 the father jumps forward, but the camera is shooting 

in slow motion, so his movement towards the desk is s tretched in time. 

We never see Neil on the floor, and we are only uiformed of his death in 

the following scene, in which the kids at the dom are waking each other 

up with the news that Neil is dead. Still, the word suiade is mentioned 



only much later in the Hm, when Keaton (the charismatic teacher), is 

about to be fired. 

The gap (the suicide) occurs between shot 9b (Nd sittkg at the 

desk silhouetted) and shot 10a, when the father wakes up abruptly. The 

£illing in of the gap occurs sometune between shot 10, and shot 21 (in 

which we see the gun and hand on the floor). By the t h e  shot 21 occurs, 

we are not surprised, but can (partially) confirm the suspiaon that Neil 

shot himself. But given that this information (suicide hypothesis) is never 

provided in the surface structure of the text, our hypothesis originates 

hom a cornplex, mostly high-order operation on information available. 

Van-den Broek suggests that when we process a text we try to 

comect adjacent events to one another. As 1 have shown above, the shots 

in the sequence leading to the gap do not conned well with one another, 

and the gap presents a real rupture, a break in the narrative flow. If 

necessity and sufficiency conditions (of cause and effect) cannot be met, 

van den Broek suggests that we search memory for missing information 

that will enable us to reuistate a causal relation and make a bridging 

inference. But the scene above does not yield itself to those kinds of 

explicit causal relations either. Neil has not been suicida1 throughout the 

film, there was no mention that the father owned a gun, and Neü's love of 

theatre (and his fathefs anger at that) did not provide the main dramatic 

conflict of the film. There are no direct inferences that can be made based 

on a memory search then. Moreover, the fa& that Tom forbade Neil to 

participate in the play, that Neil disobeyed his fathefs orders, and that he 

is about to be exoued in an army school codd possibly lead to a 



hypothesis that Neil is leaving home, and that the wrapped package is 

saved money. But as 1 shall show shortly, there are reasons why this 

hypothesis is less Ee1y to emerge. 

Van den Broek suggests that in those cases where previous textual 

information is tutavailable, we retreat to our naïve knowledge of the 

world, thus engaging in a process that he d s  elaboration, a process that 

brings in extra-textual information in order to create the bridge, or fill in 

the gap. Literary and film theorists discuss an intermediate stage between 

the long-term memory of the text, and the general world-knowledge, one 

that relies on knowledge of the genre, and of dramatic texts altogether. 

Traditional drma, as already identified by the Greeks, contains a set of 

dramatic conflicts that are usually resolved, but not before a climax 

occus. In the sub-genre of prep-school fihns, a tragedy often occurs, and 

it is likely to evolve around the unfulfilled hopes and passions of one of 

the teenage protagonists of the film. 

Based on these generïc n o m ,  it is likely that while viewing the 

Dead Poefs Society, audiences develop an expectation that something "bad" 

wivill happen to one of the protagonists. This vague expectation h d s  a 

home in the suicide hypothesis, and guides the process that leads to this 

choice as the preferred inference (over the "escaped home" hypothesis, for 

instance). But this account of gap filling still seems unsatisfactory. It at 

best provides us with a general direction for hypothesis production, but 

does not explain how over the span of 10 shots (at most) we have corne to 

the conclusion that Neil killed himçelf. 1 believe that the speafiaty of the 



hypothesis has to do with a strong reliance on bottom-up perception of 

the filmie information in the scene- 

The dramatic information in the scene is conveyed almost entirely 

by viçual means (there are a couple of verbal exchanges between the 

father and mother, but they are not very informative, that is, the father 

doesn't tell her what he thinks he heard, and why he is up). This visual 

information is arranged (both in terms of frafning, shooting, and editing) 

to support the suicide hypothesis. The image of Neil as Puck/Christ sets 

the ahziosphere of the scene. The disjointed series of dark and dose shotç 

that follows resists hidl cognitive processing, and therefore support the 

seme of looming danger. The fact that we see the gun, but m o t  know 

that i t  is a gun (since it is conceded) prevents us from comecting dl the 

previous shots in a coherent causal diain, but instead gives the impression 

that the sequence is likely to culmiriate in a (yet unknown) climax. The 

visually ambiguous nature of the sequence prevents us from antiapatïng 

what thiç dimax is going to be, but prepares us for its coming, and 

ensures that w e  are not surprised, but ready to jump to conclusions. The 

abrupt end of music and the father's jump punduate the previous 

sequence, and as the search sequence begins, the audience realizes (based 

on generic conventions) that the scene is bound to end in tragedy. It is 

then that the suicide hypothesis formulates, and when we see the gun and 

the hand on the floor, it is nearly confirmed (Neil could still be just 

wounded). 

The other major support for this hypothesis cornes from the eerie 

music, which stops at the moment of the suicide, and rehims when the 
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father sees the gun In the £ïrst 9 shots then, the music seems to indicate a 

boming danger, or tragedy. But when the music retunis in shot #21, it 

becomes clear that it stood in for Neil's mental state, his deâsion ta kiU 

hiniself, or for the suicide itself. 

1 strongly believe that has the suicide hypothesiç been solely a 

result of high-order cognitive activities - based mostly on causal sets of 

previously processed and categorized textual information and world 

knowledge - it would have been vaguer, and would not have emerged so 

smootNy during the fatheis search sequence. But attentiveness to visual 

detail, and the ability to re-focus and re-interpret it when the narrative 

conditions change, is a key to the success of the gap filling practices of this 

scene. What is required here is not just openness to bottom-up 

information, but an understanding that visual information is not 

processed cognitively in the same ways that Ianguage is. The concealed 

object, for instance, is categorized as sudi. an object that could be a gun, a 

?.allet with money, or any number of other objects. It is assumed that this 

visual memory wil l  be important narratively, but it is not classified as part 

of a particular propositional (or even meaningful in inetske's 

terminology) object. It is s tored as an ambiguous object, like much of the 

items in the dark shots preceding it, and is assumed that the information 

could become important and explicit at a later point. Visual re- 

organization works by being able to retrieve images from memory, images 

that may have not been classifïed and categorized at the tirne of 

perception, but are being determined at the time of this later cognitive 

operation, the one of gap fïlling. The scene is effective (that is, not 



conhing) and eIegant because high-order operations work in tandem 

with bo ttom-up perception. 

Dangerous Liasions (Stephen Frears, 1988) is a drama (based on the 

epistolq novel by Choderlos de Lados) set in 1 8 ~  century France. The 

nIm tells the story of two aristocrats and ex-lovers, the Marquise De 

Merteuil and the =comte De Valmont (played by Glenn Close and John 

Mallcovitch respectively). The two have an elaborate scheme of sexual 

p1vsuits and seductions (set in a sort of cornpetition between the two of 

them) that is supposed to eventudy lead them to have sex with one 

another once more. The film keeps the audience in an epistemicdy 

privileged position with regards to the plans of the two, and therefore at 

an advantageous perspective with regard to a l l  other characterç in the 

film, particularly the objects of the schernes. In the three scenes discussed 

below Vahont is trying to seduce a devout Christian, and a married 

woman, Mme. De Tourvel (played by Michelle Pfeifer). Mme. De Tourvel 

seems to be quite disgusted with Vahont and his reputation, and the film 

never lets the audience know what she thinks or feels aside from what we 

see happening during their encounters. The film then posits a gap with 

regards to how Mme. De Tounrel feels towards Valmont. In other words, 

Mme. De Tourvel does not reveal her cards, and the audience cannot 

deduce a hypothesis about her future pl- or about her present 

emotions, by relying on the textual information provided by the film. 

Using generic conventions, the audience may assume that in such a drama 

characters are doomed to fall in love with one another, but Mme. De 

Towel's actions and behavior do not support or negate this expectation. 
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The h t  scene diçcussed (appendix #4, seduction#l) focuçes on the 

daily walk the Madame takes through the gardens of Valmont's aunt 

Against her willf Valmont joins her on the wallc and they have a short 

argument about who incriminated his name in her eyes. The scene 

consists of a short introductoq shot (#1), and a lengthy shot (#2) in which 

the two of them are wallcing on a path, the camera tracking back ahead of 

them. The shot design keeps the flustered Mme. De Towel  in the 

foreground, while Valmont is changing from her right to the left side, six 

or seven tintes, waücing slightly behind her. Mme. De Tourvel waks 

straight ahead, and refuses to look back at him. She is centered, tries to 

stay focused, and her body language conveys a sense of self-purpose and 

dignity. Valmont, on the other hand, seems mentally erratic (through his 

dialogue), and visudy unstable (jumping from right frame to left hame 

continually), always Qing to catch up with Mme. De Tourvel. 

In a later scene in the film (Appendix #4, seduction #2) the two are 

seen again walking together. The camera (shots 1,3) is in the same 

position as in the previous scene, tracking back while the two are walkhg 

towards i t  The scene is framed with a voice-over of Valmont, reading a 

letter he wrote to the Marquise De Merteuil (who is seen reading it) about 

his progress with Madame De Tomel. The voice over indicates that 

Mme. De Tourvel has accepted hiç love, and that they go on a daily wak 

on "th2 path of no retum." The camera cuts to the walk, and Valmont is 

flattering Mme. De Tourvel, telling her he has changed significantly under 

her Christian influence. The audience knows he is lying, as we see him 

spending his time seducing a teenage girl, or going back to Paris, for 
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rendez-vous with sexual partners. Mme. De Tourvel laughs when Valmont 

says that he is "more ceïibate than a monk," but it is unclear whether she 

believes hirn or no t. There is stil l  no indication as to her emo tional sta te, 

not verbally or by her body language. But the visual structure of the scene 

suggests t h t  the sedudion plan is advanüng. In this scene, Mme. de 

Tourvel and Valmont are wallcing side by side, thus he gains visual 

power, stability, respedability, and more importantly, he is presented on 

the sarne visual plane as her. This subtle visual structure conveys the 

message that the affair is on its way, and fills in a narrative gap as to Mme. 

De Tourvel's feelings. When the voice over of Valmont retums at the end 

of the scene saying "1 feel she is inches from sumender," the audience is 

not surprised, but prepared. 

The sequence culminates a iittle while later with an indoor scene in 

wKch Mme. De Tourvel admits that she has fallen in love with Valmont. 

In the scene Valmont finds a rare opportunity to speak with the Madame 

alone, and he uses it to push her to a break-dom. But even before she 

admits her love, the visual strudure conveys it to us. To start with, Mme. 

De Tourvel is not as seE-assured anymore, and while her sense of purpose 

and direction was fkm on the first two w a h ,  she now struggles to gain 

her strength, tumùig away from Valmont aimlessly (shot lb, Icf Id, lg, 

Ih). Her unfocused movement around the frame and around Valmont is 

compounded by his move around her. From the beginning of shot 1, 

Valmont places himself behind her, and he follows her around until le. In 

If Valmont starts Qrding around the Madame, and she around him. The 

dizzymg movement is further emphcsized by the camera movement, 



which pans with Mme. De Tourvel to the right and to the Ieft of the room. 

The camera then, which mirrored Mme. de Towel's sense of direction 

and dedication in the symmetric shots in the garden, is now mirroring her 

<rumbhg mental and emotional state. Throughout the nIçt shot, the 

camera and Valmont mariage to visually trap Mme. de Tourvel between 

them (he usually slightly behind, the camera blocking her movement 

forward), and by the end of the shot she looks like a trapped animal, a 

prey. The scene condudes with a series of 6 over the shoulder shots, and 

in shot number 5, she finally looks at his eyes and says "yes," thus 

admitting she loves him. But her admission seems redundant, as the 

audience already knows Mme. De Tourvel loves Valmont, because the 

visual narration has already told us so. 

The gap in Dangerous Liasions is very different than the gap iri Dead 

Poets Society. While the latter film never shows the suicide, the former 

actually provides all the information needed in order to make inferences 

about Mme. De Tomel's feelings. But this information is provided 

visually, and even within the visual ha& it is done not by overt body 

language or action, but by subtle metaphoncal relationships between 

camera-work and charader. I therefore cal1 this kind of gap an illusory 

gap, one that provides the necessary information to make inferences, but 

does not make us consciously aware that it does so. In the following 

paragraphs, with the aid of the cognitive material on visual and verbal 

perception, I explain why the illusory gaps seem real, or pass as real ones. 

As 1 desaibed in the second chapter, natural languages are based 

on a lexicon of words, which stand in for objects or concepts in the world. 
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The signs (words) which represent signiheds are arbitrary and abstract, 

and have been coded to signiSr concepts as a result of a long soaal and 

historical process. Natural language perception therefore requires high- 

order mechanisms such as categorization, matching to previously stored 

items, and the decoding and encoduig of phonemes, morphemes, and 

syntax, to form or understand meaningful (semantic) messages. 

Philosophers, objectivist linguists and cognitive linguists argue about the 

nature of the relationship between the structural aspects of language 

(phonemes, morphemes and syntax), and semantics. Partidarly, much 

debate has been focused on whether semantics is independent of syntax 

(the objectivist view) or whether it influences syntax and othe- A structural 

aspects of language, and particularly of language use. These positions 

have many consequences on our understanding of perception and 

cognition of language, because they presuppose different sets of necessary 

mental operations at work. Either way, though, language is delivered 

Linearly, and it is based on propositional-like sets of subject, object, action, 

etc. Cognitive perception of language then also necessitates the use of 

high-order cognitive mechanisms that translates language into these 

propositional sets. These operations also make language comprehension 

more consciously available to the perceiver. That is, given that words 

need to be decoded, then matdied to lexicon items in memory, and 

content of sentences has to be classified in logical cause and effect 

relations, the awareness to the perceptual processes is relatively h i e .  As 

an example, if  a person hears a word she does not know, it is clear to that 

person that this word \vas not learned and does not exist in their lexicon. 
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One then may attempt to understand the word by inferrirtg from the 

context (realiPng it is a nom, or a verb, etc.), or one rnay leam the content 

by a metaphoncal process (through a dictionary or asking another 

person). It is clear though that untiI one knows what the sign stands for, 

comprehension is likely to be hampered. 

Visual perception and cognition, on the other hand, operates in 

quite different ways. Images are not Iearned in the same way that 

language is. As Dretske has daimed, we have the ability to have 

meaningful perception - discem objects, movement, spatial relations, etc. 

- without needing to know what these things are by name. That is, seeing 

may not necessarily require propositional configuration of the material 

perceived in order to be meaningful. Upon seeing an image we are 

ovenvhelmed by a multiplicity of information that needs to be processed. 

As 1 have shown in chapter 2/ some of it is processed linearly (for instance 

by looking for patterns), but some aspects of the image are processed 

holistically. The visual field is also processed in two different parallel 

tracks, the ventral and the dorsal streams. The venbal stream is 

responsible for object recognition, while the dorsal stream deals with 

spatial relations. Object recognition is done mostly by some abstraction 

into prototypes, or basic shapes like geons. But the relations behveen the 

abjects in the visual field are complex. A large visual environment is 

mapped by at least two visual searches: one focuses on grouping objects 

into distinct groups that are more easiiy and speedily processed; but at the 

same time, the visual field is scanned for features that need individual 

processing. In a film, a space is usually categorized after a quick serial 
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scan (a room in Paris, a train station in the West), and the focus is turned 

towards action, objects that dramatically starid out, and dues for further 

narrative development. While action in film a n  eady be summarized in 

propositional sets (who did what to whom), and it lends itself to a linear 

reading, as it is set in a temporal awiç, the rest of the visual properties do 

not necessarily lend themselves to these linear, cause-and-effed 

procedures. The perception of images then requires a set of ver-  different 

cognitive capaaties, and much of it operates from the bottom-up, rather 

than from the top-down. Images are not abstraded and conceptualized in 

order to be perceived and comprehended. They are seen "as is" and 

processed as such. But this bottom-up seeing, of holistic/ rather than 

propositional networks, has an effect on the level of awareness we have of 

visual perception. Unlike language, which is learnt and codïfied, the 

perception of images seem to function in automatic and unconscious 

ways, and as viewers we are therefore less aware of its cognitive 

processing for higher order operatiom. 

In addition to the Werences in perception, some differences have 

also been noted in the memory storage mechanisms of visual and verbal 

information. While the verbal information is already codified and 

abstracted, and therefore can quite smoothly be categorized in memory 

for storage, there is a big debate about the nature of visual memones. But 

whether they are propositionai or depictive while stored in memory, we 

now have enough evidence that when retrieved, viçual memones are used 

as descriptions and not as propositional sets. That is, while we retrieve a 

visual memory, we operate on it with the same mechanisms as at the time 
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of perception, namely those that use attention to both holistic and analog 

information At the tirne of rehieval then, we are again relying on bottom- 

up processes, more than on top-down beliefs, and well formdated 

structures (üke çyntax, lexicon, logic, etc.). This data leads to the 

conclusion that we are less consciously aware of visual processing than we 

are of verbal messages. Consciously aware or not, however, the visud 

cues are cognitively processed and affect our judgements about the events 

that happened and/or are about to happen. 

Whüe watching the seduction scenes in Dangerous Liasions we 

receive and process the visual cues that lead us to believe that Mme. De 

Tourvel is falling in love with Valmont. The visual cues (those of body 

language, carnera work, etc.) are processed £rom the bottom-up, and result 

in the high-order belief that Mme. de Tourvel has fallen in love with 

Valmont. But because of the unaware nature of visual perception, we are 

unable to pinpoint why we corne up with this partidar inference, and we 

therefore assume that there was an informational gap. But as 1 have 

shown above, a gap did not exist, and hence the term, iUusory gaps. 

Summary 

In this chapter I have shown that reception theones focus on either 

how the text constitutes the reading process (bottom-up approach), or on 

how the perceiver constitutes the text (top-down operations). But through 

numerous examples 1 have shown that perception and interpretation are 

not distinct and separate activities, but are inter-dependent on one 



another. As an example of comprehension and int-retation practices 1 

focused on the phenornenon of gap filling. 

The analysis of two scenes that employ gaps (from Dead Poets 

Society and Dangnous Limions) shows that the activity of the perceiver is 

complex and depends both on bottom-up perception of visual and 

auditory information, and on top-down assumptions about the genre, and 

the nature of drama in general. While interpretation requires high-order 

cognitive operations - such as re-organization of story data in cause and 

effect structures, retrieval from memory of past events, speculation, and 

hypotheses production - it nevertheless operates in tandem with bottom- 

up perceptions, and is very sensitive, and very ready to adjust to the new 

flow of textual information. In addition, 1 have shown that the Channel of 

information (Le., visual or verbal) affects the perception and cognition of 

that information, and detennines whether we categorize a dramatic 

ambiguity as a gap. Given that we are less consciously aware of visual 

information processing, we may assume that a gap exists, while the 

dramatic information is actually presented, only via a less aware chamel 

of information. 1 c d  this case illusory gaps, one that is assumed by top- 

down assumptions, but is not present at the level of the cinematic style. 

Whether iUusory or real, bndging the gaps relies on the information 

available to memory, which in tum, relies on the s p d c  Channel of 

perception. Gaps are therefore a good example of how bottom-up 

perceptions interact with top-down assumptions to yield interpretations. 



Conclusion 

In this conclusion 1 will £irst give a general summary of the thesis, 

then a short description of the particular daims made in each chapter, and 

finally I wiU briefly discuss some of the possible applications of such 

daims, or suggestions of extensions of this research to future projects. 

Thesis 

Many film and literary theorists have hied to articulate the 

relationship between the perceiver and the text. The following quote by 

Francesco Casetti is one typical exarnple: 

By connecting sparse cues in order to build up a character or place; 

by providing a framework in which the data are given theI fuI.I 

value (e-g. suggestiveness of genre labels); by scanning visual 

patterns within the frame to grasp the essential and discard the 

unimportant; by füling the gaps in the narrative to restore the 

completeness of the story (frequently the unseen is essential in 

explaining what seems manifest). The viewer Lives in the fiLm [. . -1 

The spectator commits him / herself to viewing.' 

But Casetti cannot explain why or how the spectator lives in the film, or 

what exactly is the meaning of committing to the viewing expenence. 

W h e k  looking at the interaction between the perceiver and text as 

dominated by the perceivefs activity (as Casetti does), or as cued 

Francesco Casetti, LLLooking for the Spectator." & 1.2. (1983). 24-25. 



primdy, or solely, by the text (as the structuralists do), rnost theorists do 

not give comprehensive accounts of the nature of this interaction. 

In this dissertation 1 have claimed that cognitive science research - 
particularly research on the issues of perception of texhial information, 

and of high order cognitive activities such as the organization of the 

narrative (much in Casetti's spirit) - can shed light on the matter. In 

partidar, 1 have showed that both in the organization of textual material 

(narration), and in the decoding of story events (comprehension), bottom- 

up perceptions and topdown expectations interact in cornplex, and inter- 

dependent ways. 

I have also made a second daim, one that has also emerged out of 

research in cognitive science. The daim is that differences in the 

perception and cognition of images and of naturd languages are 

significant for many cognitive operations performed on that information, 

and thus for film comprehension. Language is abstract, highly coded, 

processed serialIy, and stored in memory both in categorïes and in 

propositional sets. Images, on the other hand, are processed both 

holistically and serially, are probably abstracted for storage in memory, 

but are used as depictive representations at the time of high order 

cognitive mental operatiom. These cognitive merences may seem 

sensible and reasonable if one thinks of the many differences between 

language and images. But the differences in the perception and cognition 

of language and images pose a problem to âIm theory. Stnicturalism, 

semiotics and film narratology have all emerged out of Literary and 

linguistic models, and have thus stmggled to address the cinematic image 
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in its own right. As a result, a full account of lilm's (linguistic, musical, 

and image,) perception has not been proposed. Cognitive film theorists 

have done much to address the problems of semiotic and linguistic based 

theories, but have, as a result, treated cinema as a visual medium, without 

addressing its linguistic attributes. ln this thesis 1 have attempted to 

account for the interaction of images and naturd languages, and how 

together these two different tracks of information narrate film. In 

particdar, I have tried to account for some of the impact of the rnaterial 

choice of narrative information (Le., image or language) to infer ence 

making, hypotheses production, and other activities assoaated with 

comprehension. I believe that a cognitive understanding of Hm's sense 

experience and of narrative comprehension greatly enhances our 

unders tanding of the filmic medium, and sheds Light on areas of 

perception and spectatorship that have not been explored before. In the 

following pages 1 shall briefly recount some of the more speci£ic 

conclusions of this thesis, conclusions which support the two daims 1 

made above. 

Chapter Summary 

In the fïrst chapter I demonstrated the problem with £ibn 

namatology, namely, that it relies too heavily on literary narratology, and 

therefore tends to ignore or simplify the discussion on the actual material 

f . c  presentation, that is, images and sounds. Through a discussion of 

the concepts of focaIization, enunciation and point of view, I have shown 

that what might apply for fiterature does not hold in the case of film. 



In the second chapter 1 reviewed fiterature firom cognitive saences, 

in an attempt to portray the diffaences in the perception, cognitive 

processing, and memory storage of images and language. To sum up 

some of the conclusions from this chapter: natural languages are based on 

a lexicon of words, which stand in for objeds or concepts in the world. 

The signs (words) which represent signifie& are arbitrary and abstract, 

and have been coded to signify concepts as a result of a long social and 

historical proces. Naturd language perception therefore requires high 

order mechanisms such as categorization, matching to previously stored 

items, and the decoding and encoduig of phonemes, morphemes, and 

syntax, to form or understand meaningful (semantic) messages. Language 

is delivered linearly, and it is based on propositional-like sets of subjeb, 

object, action, etc. Cognitive perception of language then also necessitates 

the use of high-order cognitive mechanisms that translate language into 

these propositional sets. These operations &O make language 

comprehençion more consaously available to the perceiver. That is, given 

that words need to be decoded, then matched to lexicon items in memory, 

and content of sentences has to be classified in logicd cause and effect 

relations, the awareness to the perceptual processes is relatively high. 

Visual perception and cognition, on the other hand, operate in 

quite different ways. Images are not learned in the same way that 

language is. As Dretske has daimed, we have the ability to have 

meaningful perception - discern objects, movement, spatial relations, etc. 

- without needing to know what these things are by name. That is, seeing 

may not necessarily require propositional configuration of the material 
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perceived in order to be meaningful. Upon seeing an image we are 

overwhelmed by a multiplicity of information that needs to be processed. 

As I have shown in chapter 2, some of it is processed hearly (for instance 

by looking for patterns), but some aspects of the image are processed 

holistically. While action in film can easily be summarized in 

propositional sets (who did what to whom), and it lends itself to a linear 

reading, as it is set in a temporal axis, the rest of the visual properties do 

no t necessarily lend themselves to these linear, cause-and-effect 

procedures. The perception of images then requires a set of very different 

cognitive capacities, and much of it operates from the bottom-up, rather 

than h-om the top-down. But this bottom-up seeing, of holistic, rather 

than propositional networks, has an effect on the level of awareness we 

have of visual perception. Unlike language, which is learnt and codifïed, 

the perception of images seem to function in automatic and unconscious 

ways, and as viewers we are therefore less aware of its cognitive 

processing for higher order operations. 

In addition to the differences in perception, some differences have 

also been noted in the memory storage mechanisms of visual and verbal 

information. While the verbal information is already codified and 

abstracted, and therefore can quite smoothly be categorized in memory 

for storage, there is a big debate about the nature of visual mernories. But 

whether they are propositional or depictive while stored in memory, we 

now have enough evidence that when retrieved, visual memones are used 

as descriptions and not as propositional sets. That is, while we retneve a 

visual memory, we operate on it with the same mechanismç as at the time 



of perception, namely those that use attention to both holistic and analog 

information. At the time of retneval then, we are again relying on bottom- 

up processes, more than on top down beliefs, and well formulated 

structures (like syntax, lexicon, logic, etc.). This data leads to the 

conclusion that we are less consciously aware of visual processing than we 

are of verbal messages. Consciously aware or not, however, the visual 

cues are cognitively processed and affect our judgements about the events 

that happened and/or are about to happen. 

With the insight about the differences between the cognitive 

processing of images and naturd language, 1 set out in the third chapter to 

propose a cognitive extension to structural models of film narration. First, 

I showed some fundamental problems ~4th film semiotics, and 

particularly with its articulation by Christian Metz. Semiotics emerged as 

a field related to linguistics at the tum of the century. Semiotiaam 

attempted to explain all sign systems (linguistic, visual, sign language, 

body-language, etc.,) as based on the sarne structural elements. A sign is 

comprised of a signifier (a representation), a signified (an idea being 

communicated), and a conventional practice that binds them together. 

And while it is easy to see this system at work with naturd languages, it is 

harder to apply it to images. Images are not conventionalized like 

language, and they do not require for their deciphering the knowledge of 

a lexicon. Using many exarnples kom cognitive film theorists such as 

Anderson (ecological approach), Noël Carroll, and Gregory Currie, 1 have 

shown that the cinematic image does not behave like the semiotic sign. 

Film images are understood in mu& the same way that our environment 



is understood, which is natural, rather than conventional, and bears more 

ties to biological developments and s e v a l  needs, than to cultural ones. 

Çemiotics then, on shed some light on film, but m o t  account for the 

whole cinematic experience, or for the fact that images are not good 

representatives of the semiotic sign. 

The semio tic mode1 is tightly related to stnicturalist narratological 

models. While not necessarily linguistic-based, structuralist film theory 

posits complex architectural structures to describe arüstic texts. The 

structuralist project a h s  to understand how style (images and sounds) 

are formed together to present the syuzhet (story events as they unfold in 

the text in luiear order), and how the syuzhet, in tum, is transformed in the 

mind of the perceiver to convey the fabula, or the plot of the nIm. These 

structures can be understood only by high-order cognitive operations, 

ones that operate on cause-and-effect structures, re-arrange temporal 

events, and corne up with logical connections. It is dear that thefabula is a 

high-order cognitive conshuct, since it requires memory, problem solvùig 

techniques, and other complex cognitive operations for its constniction. 

But structural narratologists tend to focus on those high order operations, 

and avoid a discussion of how these operations are influenced by bottom- 

up perceptions. David Bordwell, for instance, proposes a narrative model 

that he calls "the bull's eye schema." The model centers on the characters 

and îheir activities in the diegetic world, and then expands out to account 

for visual spaces, camera work, extra-diegetic music, etc. This model tries 

to cohere the narrative around the characters' presence and actions, and as 

1 have shown, it is not a very good model to desaibe W s  like Breathless 



or Rashomon. This is because Bordweii prioritizes hïghly coded narratorial 

information, and ignores low-level perceptions, particularly ones that do 

not support the '%dl's eye scherna." 

Edward Branigan proposes a much more cornprehensive structural 

model of narration. This model is based on epistemic levels (how does the 

perceiver know what she knows), and a system of embedding of these 

levels. But this account does not discuss bottom-up perceptions either. 

When d i swing  point of view, Branigan rejects any romantic notions of 

charactefs focalization, and he describes this device as a textual tool, 

designed to provide or restrict the knowledge of the perceiver. But 

because Branigan does not take into account the cognitive aspects of point 

of view editing that is, that it imitate innate biologically - and very 

important for survival - already existing looking patterns. The emotional 

and ideological identification with charabers and states of affairs cannot 

be explained solely by an appeal to the epistemic çtatus of the perceiver (a 

very high-order cognitive activity), but needs to take into account lower- 

level perceptual and cognitive reactions as well. 

Literary narratology is full of examples of unreliable narrations, a 

term which usually refers to narrators whose values and claims are 

undermined by the implied author. But in film, unreliability is cornplex, 

and more often than not, the implied author is not as present as in 

literature. Gregory C d e  discusses uxveliabili~ and anibiguity, and as 1 

have shown, a cognitive account can explain why f ihic  ambiguity is 

easier to achieve than negation of narrator's reliability. Images are 

perceived as is, and because they have no syntax or grammar, they cannot 



negate in the same way that language does. For visual £kt narration to 

negate, it will have to employ another mode of narration Lüie dialogue, or 

the use of editing conventions. In ambiguous narration, on the other 

hand, the text lends itself to several interpretatiom, and it re£rains kom 

giving the perceiver enough information to deade which interpretation is 

preferred. A film cari then present a few visual versions, and leave their 

epistemic status open, leading the perceiver to an ambiguous 

interpre tation. 

In the rest of the chapter 1 discussed focalization, narration and 

point of view from a cognitive perspective. Through a detailed analysis of 

two scenes from Rainblirrg Rose 1 extended Branigan's mode1 of narration 

to be sensitive to the actual Channel of information, and to the interaction 

between highorder cognitive activities and bottom-up sensory 

perceptions. 

In the fourth chapter 1 focused on the activities the perceiver 

engages in while constructing the narrative of a film. In particular I 

looked at the production of hypotheses when the text presents the 

perceiver with an informational gap. 1 first reviewed the existing 

positions in reception studies, namely the text-onented approach (such as 

Iser, Ingarden and Jauss), and the hiçtorical materialist approadi (that of 

Fish and Staiger). Textual-onented reception s tudies (such as Isef s) differ 

from the historical approaches (such as Staigefs or Fish's) in the following 

ways: while texhlal approaches look at an objed (text), the historical 

approach looks at an event (perception); while the former lookç for 

meaning, the latter examines hct ions;  and finally, while the textual 



group constructs a universal reader, the other group looks at an actual 

historical one. We can s u m  it up by saying that for Iser, the text and its 

perception determine the interpretive process, while for Staiger, ideology 

detennines perception and interpre tation. In cognitive tenninoIogy, we 

can posit this debate as one between top down emphasis (beliefs 

determine perception) to bottom-up approach (textual information leads 

to higher cognitive activity such as interpretation). But whether these 

researchers support a topdown or a bottom-up approach, they rekain 

from articulating a specific relationship between the two operations. In 

this chapter 1 have shown that while the fabula and its construction 

require many high-order cognitive activities, these are not independent 

hom achial consumption of textual information. As an example, I focused 

on the issue of gap filling, whereby the perceiver is required to 

hypothesize as to what has happened, in order to cohere the text. While 

hypotheses production relies on top-down beliefs, like world knowledge, 

or generic expectations, it is also very sensitive to textual in£ormation, and 

is always in flux. Belief revision is common, and the perceiver is ready to 

alter its hypotheses when new information contradicts previouç 

assumptionç. The structural models explain gap filling mostly as a high 

order cognitive activity, but that account cannot explain the speed and 

ease with which we change our beliefs. In discussions of The Silence of the 

Lambs, The UsuaL Szispects, and Breathless 1 exemphfy these problems. 

Gap filling naturally relies on high-level cognitive operations, 

whereby plot events are ranked according to their relationships, and are 

re-organized in cause-and-effect structures. And while action and 



language are linear and lend themselves to be coded in such propositional 

sets, images, as the second chapter shows may resist this categorization. 

Usuig research from cognitive psychology, and scene analyses of various 

films, 1 have shown that during the adivity of gap nIling, visual and 

verbal mernories are p d e d  and used in their respective formats, and 

whether they have been coded in high-order cognitive mechanisms or not, 

they are available for hypotheses production. In fact, the analysis of the 

suicide scene from Dead Poets Society shows that bottom-up perception is 

very much active during the filling-in of the gap. Moreover, because rnost 

of the dues as to how to fill in the gap are visual and are provided in 

obscure lighting and viewing ciraunstances (night, darkness, framing), 

these dues are not coded until the hypotheses emerges, and all the details 

fit together in it nicely. That is, the image track is processed and 

remembered in its ambiguity, and it receives full narrative dkty onty 

once the hypothesis of suicide is fomed. Visual re-organization works by 

being able to retrieve images hom memory, images that may have not 

been classified and categorized at the time of perception, but are being 

determineci as meaningful at the time of this later cognitive operation, the 

one of gap filling. The suicide scene is effective (that is, not confusing) 

and elegant because high-order operations work in tandem with bottom- 

up perception. 

In addition 1 showed that in some cases, what seems to be narrative 

gaps are not gaps at all. The perceiver is under the impression that 

narrative information is missing, but this information is provided in the 

visual track, and the perceiver is just less aware of its presence. An 



analysis of scenes fiom Dangerous Liasions shows a case of such an ïilusory 

gap, and explains how although all the information is provided, the 

impression of a gap exists. I am confident that if a cognitive approach to 

f i h  music is incorporated to such a project, other dasses of illusory gaps 

would be explained in similar terms. 

In this chapter 1 formed an intuition about why sound effects are 

often remembered as visual information. While much more work needs 

to be done on sound effects, it seems that certain sound effects serve as 

devices that expand the boundaries of the frame, indicating events, or 

spatial cues that are not provided visudy. These sound effectç are 

processed mu& like invited inferences (inferences that are made by the 

perceiver, but are remembered not as hypotheses, but as information that 

was a d u d y  provided). And because these sound effebs' primary role 

was to expand the visual frame, they are remembered as visual spaces. 

Future Directions 

It is clear at this point that a complete cognitive account of film 

narration and comprehension needs to indude a thorough description of 

music and sound effects processing as well. It is my hope that I can 

expand the work that 1 have done here to indude these charnels of 

information, as well as further develop the work already done on visuals 

and language. Once we have an understanhg of the perception and 

cognition of ail the material aspects of £ïlm, we c m  propose a complete 

model of narration, one that accounts for the specific channe1 of 

information. This model will address methods of memory storage, and 
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other speci€ic mechanisms that are at work while we process music, sound 

effects, language, and images. In addition, this model will enable us to 

understand perceivers' levels of awareness to the information delivered 

(verbal, visual, musical, etc.), that is, how conscious they are of perceiving 

this information and processing it. The level of conscïouçness has an 

effect on the awareness to the process of inference making, and thuç on 

awareness to how we corne up with the narrative of the text. The model 

can answer the same question Branigan as&: whut does the perceiver 

know, and h m .  But the answer wiU not rely only on epistemic status, but 

also on the speaficities of processing each Channel of information. 

A cognitive account of the f i l m  expenence can also resolve some of 

the debates between the textual branch of "reader-oriented" research, to 

the materialist "reception-studies" one, as it will define more accurately 

the relationship between a top-down approach and a bottom-up one. 

Once we have a broad understanding of al l  tradcs of information, we can 

perform detailed analysis of scenes that tend to yield themselves to 

multiple interpretations. These analyses will outline the namatorid 

devices used, and will be able to locate moments of ambiguity, 

conhadictory messages, or gaps. These moments naturally invite an 

interaction between topdown procedures, such as belief and expectation, 

and bottom-up perception. Such a localized reading of moments of 

indeterminacy will at the very least bring the debate into conmete 

grounds, if not resolve it altogether, as each instance would determine 

different relations between top-down and bottom-up operations. 



A full cognitive model of narration will hopefully &O help to 

explain why a film's ending creates dosure in a unifonned way. My 

intuition is that the text's ending has very few gaps, and is mostly 

designed to £ïU in previous gaps, that is, to c o d î r m  or cancel hypotheses 

that were already created. The different sensory tracks a l l  combine at 

film's end to tell the same plot information. Explicit textud information 

with no gaps encourages bottom-up perception, which tends to lead to a 

similar comprehension by different perceivers. 

Using this model, 1 hope to further explore issues of genre and 

expectations and how "art" cherna is perceived in cornparison to generic 

films. Hypotheses production in the case of a genre film is guided by a 

strong top-down process of generic expectations. The audience's 

knowledge of the general strucisue of the plot, themes and set of 

characters, tums the viewing attention to subtleties of plot or character 

developments. The role of gaps and hypotheses, then, is not so much in 

figuring out where the nIm's plot is heading, but in noticing the changes 

and developments in the genre as a whole. In "art" cinema, on the other 

hand, every viewing expenence is focused on the particular plot 

structures the film employs, and the role of hypotheses production is 

crucial to the understanding of the narrative. Moreover, since "art" 

cinema often avoids dramatic or discursive closure, the text's 

comprehension is left more open to individual interpretations. This 

"openness" of the text can now be explained through textuai structures 

(which influence perception), rather than through reading practices, and is 



therefore a good example for the benefits of a cognitive mode1 of £ih 

comprehension. 

On a more global level of film theory, the inçight we on obtain 

hom a cognitive account of film narration and comprehension is, I believe, 

enonnous. A full cognitive account of narration will explain some texh in 

grounded and simpler terms than exist today. My brief discussion of 

femuiism, while analyzing Rambling Rose was aimed at exposing that kind 

of a direction. While a feminist approach to the film may find many 

ideologîcal biases, a cognitive approach exptainç some of these biases in 

structural-narratorial choices, rather than in conspiratory ideological (in 

this case pahiarchd) ones. In other words, a feminist (or for that matter 

post-colonial, queer, etc.,) reading of film concentrates on stereotypes, 

character and audience positioning with regards to one another, etc. A 

coagütive account, on the other hand, Zooks at how information is 

delivered (the track of information), and also how the perceiver knows 

what she knows. A cognitive account of film narration and 

comprehension then grounds the ideological discussion in actual 

understanding of the perception of material filmic information, and in the 

epis temic s tatus of the perceiver. 

But a cognitive account of cornprehension and other activities the 

viewer is engaged in can also shed light on other psychologicd and 

cognitive operations that are active during the viewing time. The only 

sustainable account of viewing, up to cognitive film theory, is that of 

psychoanalysis, which is a partial and problematic account to begin with. 

The psychoanalytic account is based on regression to pre-ego stages of 



development of subjectivity (the mirror phase in Lacan's articulation), and 

is at best speculative, and cannot be clinically proven. It also sets the 

audience in relations of desire to the alter-ego presented on the screen., 

and the focus on desire limits the scope of other mental and emotional 

processes at work during viewing. More work in cognitive film theory 

can give us a grounded understanding of viewing with its cognitive, 

emotional, and ideological aspects taken into account as a whole. 

Once a full mode1 of film perception and comprehension is 

avdable, it wiU be possible to condud experiments to see how the 

channels of information interact, and how the levels of awarness to the 

cognitive processing of different channels affect inference makuig and 

other high-order cognitive activities. Experiments can focus on showing 

the same filmic story in meren t  versions, each using different channels of 

information (i.e., with or without music, certain things said, others not, 

etc.) . Alterna tively, experiments c m  focus on inference making, and 

verbal reports of subjects on what led them to make these inferences. 

Hypotheses changes (such as in the case of The Usual Suspects) can be 

studied as well, followed by verbal accounts of subjects, and scene 

analysis in the form 1 have performed here. 

1 hope that in this thesis 1 have shown some of the potential tu such 

an approach to film theory, and that with more tirne and work devoted tu 

the issues outüned above we will have a better understanding of cinema. 
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Appendix $1 Rambling Rose 
Rose's introduction to Dad: 1 

Rose seated 

W. Hilliard entes the frame and 
look at Rose. 

Rose look off £rame right, çcans 

M. Hilliard up and down and 
gapes in pleasant surprise- 

As the camera zooms in on her, 
romantic flute music fades in. 



Kam'oling Rose 
Rose's introduction to Dad: 1 

MxIr HLlliard: "Weii, weil, well. 
So h4.i~~ Rosebud has arrived." 

Flute fades out, and the familiar 
Fiini huie farie in, and ~vill 
remain for the rest of the scene 

h5r. m a r d  moves forward, and 
the camera moves with him. 



Rambling Rose 
Rose's introduction to Dad: 3 

Mr- Hilliard Eses Mrs. HilIiard 
on the chi& 

hfr. Hilliard: "Rosebud." 

god, you a& as g-&ceful as a 
capital letter S." 



Rambling Rose 
Rose's introduction to Dad: 4 

Mr- HiUiard (cont): ", . . a glow 
and a shine to these oid walls." 

Rose srniles- 



Rambling Rose 
Rose's introduction to Dad: 5 

Mr- Hilliard goes to sit in his 
chair 

A k  Hdüard: 'Now, it is my dear 
wife's belief, which 1 accep t 
although f do no t M y  
understand, that to hire a person 
to do household work is a. - .is a 
aiminal practice , . ," 



Rambling Rose 
Rose's introdu&on to Dad: 6 

Mc Hilliard v/o cont): "Yeu are 
therefore hem as a f&erid, as a 
guet, and indeed as a member of 
tbis family." 

Miir HdEard: 'In love and 
harmony, Roçebud, in love and 
harmony. Do you understand 
me?" 

Rose (choked): 'Yes, sir." 

Mr. Hilliard (v/ O): "1 know you 
had some trouble in your Life . - ." 



Rambling Rose  
Rose's introduction to Dad: 7 

Mr. Hilliard (cont): 'Those 
scoundrelç in Birmingham trying 
to lead you aseayf and so on and 
so forth." 

Buddy watches intently 

Mr. Hilliard (v/o, cont.): 'We can 
be very cruel" 

Mr. Hilliard (v 1 O, cont.): "to a 
young girl." 



Rambling Rose 
Rose's introduction to Dad: 8 

hLr, Hilliard (cont,): '? know you 
had a hard time, but 1 hope and 
Meve that you found a safe 
haven in this house, honey ." 

bir. Hilliard (v/ O, cont.): 
''TLrelcome to our home 
Rosebud." 

Mr. Hilliard (cont.): 'We 
welcome you From the heart and 
hope you are happy here." 



Rambling Rose 
Rose's introduction tr, Dad: 9 

Rose (touched): 'Thank you, sir." 



appendix 82 

1 I 

Rambling Rose 
Initiation to patriarchy: 1 

Mom is leaving to her iechue 

Do11 and Buddy watdiing 



Rambling Rose 
Initiation to patriarchy: 2 

Buddy and Doll move quietly 

To the uacked-open living room 
door 

Dad is reading the paper, 
murmuring to himseif about 
saence revelations about the 
moon. 



Rambling Rose 
Initiation tu patriarchy: 3 



Rambling Rose 
Initiation to patriarchy: ¶ 

DoU: "I think she's going to kiss 
hun." 
Buddy: "Oh, at least-" 

Rose jumps into W.  Hilliard's 
lap, wMe saying: "Oh God. 



Rambling Rose 
Initiation to patriarchy: 5 

Rose: "1 love you, I love you- I 
tried, but 1 can't help it- Please 
kiss me- Will you kiss me? 

Dad: "Rose, Rose, get off rny 
lap-" 

Buddy pushes Doll out of the 
way, blodùng her view. 



Rambling Rose 
Initiation to patriarchy: 6 

Dad: "Now c a h  dotvn, cairn 
down, the duldren 1-iL1 hear. 
Let's talc about it- - -let's, lefs 
discuss it" 
Rose (sobbing):"Please, please." 

Doll: "IVhat are they doing?" 

Buddy: "They are discusshg it." 



Rambling Rose 
Initiation to patriarchy: 7 

Dad: ". . . but 1 only kiss hfrs- 
Hilliard 
Rose: "But 1 love you." 
Dad: "You don't." 
Rose: "1 do. Please just kiss me 
once." 
Dad: "IF 1 kiss you once you 
won't ask anymore?" 
Rose: "Just once." 
Dad: "But 1 only kiss 2,Irç- 
Hilliard on the moik" 

They are kissing on the mouth. 

Buddy (quietly): "They are 
kissing." 

Rose and Dad are passionately 
kissing . 



Rambling Rose 
Initiation to patriarchy: 8 



Rambling Rose 
Initiation to patriarchy: 9 

Doll (v/o): "IVhat's happening 
no\\-? 

! Buddy (exated): "The tity is out-" 

Dad gets a hold of hiniself and 
pulls airTay from Rose. 



Rambling Rose 
Initiation to patriardty: 10 

Dad: "fut that darnn tit atvay," 

Dad: "Replace that d a m  tit, 
Damn. 1 am making a fool out of 
myself ." 



Rambling Rose 
Initiation to patriarchy: Il 

Rose is sobbing. 

Buddy: "Oh, she put it away." 



Rambling Rose 
Initiation to patriarchy: 12 

Buddy aiiorvs DoU back by the 
door, where she can see things 
for herseif. 

Dad: "hTow a man is supposed to 
be a fool like this, but a woman is 
supposed to have some control 
and sense. \\%at is the matter 
with you?" 

Rose: 'Tm sorry Mr- Hiiüard, 1 
can't help it but 1 love you. 



Rambling Rose 
Initiation to patriarchy: 13 

Dad: "Rose, Rose, Rose, you poor 
thüig. You said yesterday that 
you Iove hlrs- Hilliard." 

Dad (v/o): '7s ütis a way to repay 
her?" 

Rose is q i n g .  

Dad (cont.): Don't you know she 
wiU fly to your defeme if anyone 
tried to hurt you? [. . .)" 



Rambling Rose 
Initiation to patriarchy: 14 

Dad: "Don't uy, honey. Don't 
cry " 

Dad hands Rose a handkerduef, 
and wipes her t e m .  



Dad hands Rose a hartdkerchief, 
and wïpes her tears. 

Rambling Rose 
Initiation to patriarchy: 15 

Dad: "1 wiii wom you, do you 
hear me? 

Dad (wi th pathos): Y am 
standing here at the Mapalay 
(sp?) and the Persianç s h d  no t 
pas !  
Now, get y o u  tail out of here, 
and go wash the dishes. Go on!!" 



Rambluig Rose 
Initiation to p~archy: 16 

. - 

Kids run up the stairs before they 
are reveakd to have been spying. 

Doll: "Weren' t daddy great? 1 be t 
he wanted to kiss her some more, 
don't you think?" 
Buddy: "He probably was just 
scared that mo ther tvould corne 
home early and catch him uith 
Rose-" 
DoU: "Buddy, sometimes you 
make m e  si&" 

Doll pushk past Buddy and out 
of the £rame- 



Rambling Rose 
Initiation to pabhrchy: 17 

Buddy (breathing exatedly): 
"Oh baby DoU." 

Melodic music fades in 

Buddy (to himself): "Mapalay. . . 
The Persians shall not corne . - ." 



Appendix $3 Dead Poets Society 
Suicide: 1 

Eerie music fades in 

Neil picks-up the crown 
of thoms. 

He puts i t  on his head 



Dead Poets Society 
Suicide: 2 

Neil closes his eyes. 

The door knob moves 



Dead Poets Soaety 
Su.iade:Z 

Door opens 

Back light shows feet 

Neil descends stairs. 



Dead Poe& Society 
Suicide: 4 S b  

Obscured and dimmly lit 
objects are slowly scarmed 
through a pan movement. 



Dead Poets Soaety 
Suicide: 5 

Neil's father (Tom) is asleep. 

Y.' ri> --% .--- ---- +-- ) 1 
. % - \ / "  



Dead Poets Society 
Suicide: 6 

Hand reaches uito drawer 

q4 

Wrapped object is pulled out. 



Dead Poets Society 
Suicide: 7 

Neil is sitting at desk. 

Eerie music ends abruptly 
\\-hile the father wakes-up 
suddenly as if from a bad dream 

The father breathes heavily 
And murmutç, "this sound," 
Mother (in sleepy v/o): 
"What sound?" 



Dead Poets Society 
Suicide: 8 

Father gets up and walks 
towards the cameta. Mother 
tufils on bed-side lamp. 

Father hum on hallway light- 
Mother (v/ O): YVhaVs wrong?" 



Dead Poets Society 
Suiade: 9 

Father knocks on the door 
and calls "Neil?" 
H e  opens the door. 

Father entes the room 



Dead Poets Society 
Suicide: 10 

Father no tices 
(and wrea th?) 

the open window 
and leaves the room. 

Pllfother (at door): 
"Tom what is it?" 

Mo ther (v/ O): "what's wrong?' 
Father w a b  down hail, camera 
Ahead of him at Iow angle. He is 
Silhouetted. 



Dead Poets Society 
Suicide: 11 

Father walks downsiairs. 
Mother (do): "Neil?!" 

Father: "Neil?" 
MotherEvlo): "1'11 Iook outside. 
Neil. . ." 

Father turns on the light. 



Dead Poets Society 
Suicide: l2 

Wide shot of office 

Father sniffs the air. 

hfedium shot on desk 



Dead Poets Society 
Suiade: 13 

Father makes a s tep to hiç right 
And look. 

Eerie music cornes in. 



Dead Poets Society 
Suicide: 14 

Slow motion shot, 
Father moves forward. 



Dangerous Liasions 
Seduction $l: 1 

Valmont is asking for a favour. 

Mme. De T o w e l  refuses, and 
they argue. Throughout the shot 
Valmont walks behind her 
changing sides from right to left 
of frame constantly. Mme. De 
Tourvei walks straight forward. 



Dangerouç Liasions 
Seduction $1: 2 

Mm. De Tourvel ieaves 
frame, cutting in front of 
Valmont. 

Camera linge= on Valmont and 
the empty space on his leR 



Dangerous Liasions 
Seduction #2: 1 

Long shot. Valmont (v/o): "We 
go for a w& together every day. 
Little mer every timeJ down 
the path that has no turning." 

Marquise D e  Merteuil reads 
Valmont's letter. Valmont 
(V/O cont,): "She accepted m y  love. 
1 accepted her friendship." 

Valmont (v/ O cont.): 'We are 
both aware how little there is to 
choose between them." 



Dangero us Liasions 
Seduction $2: 2 

I 
I 

I Valmont: "1 wish you knew me 
1 

i well enough to recognize how A;-:- .f y* I -_ much you've changed me. [. . .] 
. L--\. 

-1 \ 
I've become the sou1 of ! ; E - consideration, conscientious [. . -1, 

1 ' -  more celibate than a rnonk." 

Mme. D e  Tourvel Iaughs: 
"More celibate. . ." 

Marquise De Merteuil reads 
the letter. Valmont (v/o cont.): 
"1 feel she is inches from 
surrender. Her eyes are closing. 



Dangerous Liasions 
Seduction $3: 1 

Valrnont doses the door behind 
hini, 

Valmont: 'Tve comple ted my 
business here, but I'rn not sure 1'ii 
be able to bring myself to leave." 

Mme. D e  Tourvel: "Oh please. 
YOU must." 



Dangerous Liasions 
Seduction $3: 2 

Valmont: "Forgive me if 1 Say i t; 
1 don? want yow gratitude. 
IVhat 1 want is dtogether deeper." 

Mme. De Tourne1 leaves frame 
to right. Valmont and camera 
follow. Mme. De T o w e l :  "1 
laiow God is punishing me for 
my pride. 1 was so certain 
nothing like that could ever 
happen." 
Valmont: "Nothing like what? 
You mean love?" 

Mme. De Tourvel (distressed 
"1 can't," 



Dangerous Liasions 
Seduction $3: 3 

Valmont: "But 1 must know. 1 
must know." 

Valmont: "You donf t have to 
speak. Just look at me." 



Dangerous Liasions 
Seduction $3: 4 



Dangerous Liasions 
Seduction $3: 5 

Mme. D e  Tourvel Iooks up. 
"Yes." 

Valmont Ieans over to kiss her on 
the mouth, but changes his mind 
and kisses her on the ne&. 



Appendix $5 Silences of the Lambs 
Surprise at door: 1 

Title on image: Calumet City, IL, 

Hand reaches into bugs' tray. 

Serial Mer (SK) pid<s-up one 
bug and looks at it. 



Silences of the Lambs 
Surprise at door: 2 

SK pulls out the s h d  of the bug. 



Silences of the Lambs 
Surprise at door: 3 

SK: "So powerfui. So beautifd." 

FBI agents approadung. 

SK ( h e m  something): 
'Treaous?" 



Silences of the Lambs 
Surprise at dooc 4 

FBI agents approaching. 

SK: Trecious?" 



Silences of the Lambs 
Surprise a' door. 5 

Girl: "She's dotvn here, you sack 
of shit" 

SK sighs in surprise.. 

FBI superior look from behind a 
tree. 



Silences of the Lambs 
Surprise at door: 6 

SK (lowers a light): "Put her in 
that bucket." 

Girl: "No. You give me a 
teIephone and lower it down here 
now!!" 

FBI agents moving to left. 



Silences of the Cambs 
Surprise at door. 7 

Another FBI agents appears. 

SK (moves left): 'Trecious, 
'darhg, are you alnght?" 

Girl: "She is in a lot of pain 
mister. She needs a vet." 



Silences of the Lambs 
Surprise at door: 8 

FBI agents pull a van in h n t  of 
the house.. 

Girl (v/o): She broke her leg. 1 
know it. She's in a Iot of pain. 

SK (yells): 'Wow don't you hurt 
m y  dog!" 



Silence of the Lambs 
Surprise at dooc 9 

Girl: "Don't you make me hurt 
your dog." 

SK: "You don't know what pain 
is!!!" 

FEU agent pulls a box out of the 
- van. 



Silence of the Lambs 
Surprise at door: 10 

SK trashes rwm. 



Silence of the Lambs 
Surprise at door: 11 

Girl: "I'm gonna do it mister-" 

SK picks-up a gun 

And moves franticaily around 
the room. 



Silence of the Lambs 
Surprise at  door: 12 

FBI superior gives the cue. 

FI31 agent pushes doorbell. 

Large indoor doorbell rings. 



Silence of the Lambs 
Surprise at door: 13 

SK listens to doorbell. 

FE31 agent looks for instructions. 



Silence of the Lambs 
Surprise a t  door: 14 

Superior nods yes. 

FBI agent rings doorbeil again. 

Indoor beU rings. 



Silence of the Lambs 
Surprise at dooc 15 

SK opens an interior door, as he 
is dressing, and mutters: 'Tm 
coming, I'm coming. . ." 

FBI superior: "'SVefre going in-" 
He leaves h e  to the right. 



Silence of the Lambs 
Surpise at door, 16 

SK opens door to reveal Qaris. 

Qaris: "Good aftemoon sir. 
Çorry to bother you. ï'm looking 
for Mis. Litman's family." 

FBI agents break in. 



Silence of the Larnbs 
Surpise at door: 17 

FBI agents break in through the 
window.. 

SK: "No Littman's don't live here 
anymore." 
He atternpts to dose the door. 

Qaris puts hand in door. 



Silence of the Lambs 
Surprise at door: 18 

Claris: "I reaiiy need to speak 
wi th you." 

FBI agents enter empty house. 

SK: 'What's the problem 
officer?" 



Silence of the Lambs 
Surprise at door: 19 

Clark "Weli, I'm investigaüng 
the death of Frederica BimeL" 

FBI agents stand around. The 
assistant: "There's no-one here, 
Jack" 



Silence of the Lambs 
Surprise at door: 20 




